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CoNGREss,

[ HO. OF REPS.]

l.st Session.

.Ex. Doc.
No.

~5.

ROUTE FROM FORT SMITH TO SANTA FE.

LETTER
FRO~I

THE SECRETARY OF WAR,
TRANS!IUTTING,

In compliance with a res-olution of the House of the 6th February, a 1·eport
and map of Lieutenant Simpson, oftlw route from Fort Smilh to Santa
Fej also, a report on the same subject from Captain R. B. Marcy,
5th i'ifantry.
FEBRUARY

21' 1850.

Referred to the Committee on Military Affairs, and ordered to be printed.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, February 18, 1850.
Sm: In complianc-e with a resolution of the House of Representatives
f the 6th instant, requesting to be furnished with "the report and map
'Of Lieutenant Simpson, of the corps of topographical engineers, of the
route from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to Santa Fe, in conformity with the
survey made in eighteen hundred and forty-nine; together with such
'Other authentic information in connexion with the same subject as may
be in possession of the War Department," I have the honor to transmit
herewith a communication from the colonel of the corps of topographical
engineers, with copies of the report and map designated; and of a report
on the subject from Captain R. B. Marcy, 5th infantry.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. CRAWFORD Secretary of War.
Hon. HowELL CoBB,

Speaker of the House of Rep1·esentatives.

BuREAU oF ToPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERs,

Washington, February 15, 1850.
Sm: I have the honor of transmitting herewith a copy of the report and
maps of Lieutenant J. H. Simpson, corps topographical engineers, of the
route from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to Santa Fe, New Mexico, called for
by a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 6th instant.
Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
J. J. ABERT, Col. Corps Top. Eng .
Hon. GEo. W. CRAWFORD, Secretary of War.
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Report ofexplorat'iorr mul sunfey ofroute ji·om Fort S:rnith, Arkansas, t"
Santa Fe, New Me.r:ico, made in 1849, oy Fir~t Lieutenant Janus H.
Simpson, Corps of Topographical Engineers-.
SANTA

1

FE, New Mexico, August' 13,

{84~.

SIR: By a letter of instructions from the bl~reau, under date of 13th of
March last, fin·nished me at Washington, I was ordered to repair as- soon
as practicable to Fort Smith,. Arkansas, and report for duty t.o G€neral
Arbnckle, as the engineer officer of the expedition to be fitted out ati that
place. This expedition had in view the escorting of a number of Cqli·
fomia emigrants, and at the same time the exploration 7 survey, and construction of a wagon road from that post to Santa Fe, by the way of the
south side of the Canadian river. As- ins~ructed,.] did report to ~nerar
Arbuckle, and by his direction joined the military escort under tihe command of Captain R. B. Marcy,. 5th infantry, 26 miles from Fort Smith.
On the way J received additional instn:tctions from the bureau, informing
me that I would continue my exploration aU the way · through to California, in company with the emigrants and a relief escort to be obtained
at Santa Fe. On the 28th of Jnne I reachtd this city 1 in. par~ fulfilment
of the duties which had been assigned me. Immediately on my arrival
I commenced :fitting out for a continuation of my explorations, as instructed, to California. A military escort was directed ,by Col«mel Washington, the commandiRg officer of this department, to be ready for me at
Albuquerque, and preparations were commenced by the quartermasterrs
department to place me and my command in a state :fit for so long a journey.
On the 2d of July I received counter instructions from the bureau, under
date of May 9th, from which I extract as follows: "Your destination has.
been so far changed that you will stop with your party at Santa Fe, f1·om
which place you will without delay send to this bureau a report and plan
in reference to the road from Fort Smith to Santa Fe, in which you will
include all circumstances bearing upon this route as a good route, militmy
and comm.erc.ial, particularly reporting upon its fae'ilities in grass, wood,
and water.
"From information in this office, there are but two routes deserving of
notice frorp Santa ~e to Ualifornia, within United States limits. These
are,__
"1st. The route pursued by General Kearny. Of this route we are
well. informed from the report of l\1<.1jor Emory.
"2d. The route from ~anta Fe, through Canada and Albiquin, (see
Abert's map 2d expedition,) and from thence to St. ~oseph's spring, (see
Fremont's map 2d expedition.) From St. Joseph's :3pring to Los Angeles
the road is represented as practicable for wheel carriages. The part between St. Joseph's spring and Albiquin is comparatively unknown; but cs
..it is called the caravan route from California to Santa Fe, there is reason
.to believe it be a good route. It is, liowever, represented as a summer
.route only, being replete with difficulties during winter. It is this route
. of which the deparment is anxious to have' accurate knowledge, and, with
, the, approbation of General Brooke., you are directed to make an examination 'of it.
'
.·' .'Should this expedition be made, it may be proper to remark that able
guides shQuld be engaged, and that it should be so timed as to enable yon
to re.t urn..to Santa Fe before the inclemency of winter. The distance is

to
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about 400 miles, which, at t!-le rate of fiftP-en miles a day, would occupy,
with a large allowance for delays, less than four months in going and returning."
In accordance with the above instructions, I immediately went to work
'(Jn the map and report of the route from Fort Smith to this city, and
herewith enclosed is the result of my labors. The in~tructions having in
view., upou. the completion of the map-and report, my entering upon a new
expedition) which shouJd be concluded before winter, I have been correspondingly hurried in their preparation, and this must be considered in connexion with any def~ct that may be found to attach te them. The
maps., however, I am inclined to believe, will be found full and complete
in relatiOn to every want which. the emigrant or traveller might reasonably
expect to have gratified.
.
In regard to the details of btitude ahd longitude, as well as the minute'
description of the route from day to day as we travelled it~all of which
!is necessary for afult express~ on of the country, physical and geggraphical,
and as it affected the emigrants and the troops-this it is in my power to
give; but, on account of the short notice at which I have been instructed
to furnish the maps and report, they must necessarily be deferred till after
I return from the new exp!oration upon which I am ordered.
The whole distance fn1m Fort Smith to .Santa Fe having been measured
by a chain, and the be~rings taken as far as 1'opofki creek, by Captain
Dent, and under my direction, every mile for the balance of the way the
data furnished by these means, in connexion with a knowledge of the
magnetic variation which my observations from time to time enabled me to
obtain, have, witq , the occasional interpolation of an astronomical result,
afforded me the means of getting up a series of maps which, I trqst, will
not be withont their value to the emigrant and traveller.
The maps, four in number, have been plotted upon the large scale of
ten miles to the in~h; and as every stream, hill, and other accident of
ground along the route, anJ every it~m of i~1formation needful tor the
emigrant to know-snch as where wood, water, and grass. can be found;
theirrespective q~antities; the several ~an~ping places of the troors; t,heir
position, distances apart; how unnecessarily long marches can be avoided;
how wood and water can be had every night-are minutely laid down
upon the map, it is believed that a chart ha.s been prepared which no person of ord~uary intelligence can fail to comprehend and make available for
all the purposes of a comfortable and successful jonrney across the plains.
As regards the style in which the maps have been got up, I think it
proper to say, that, starting off as I did from Washington with the idea
whir.h my orders then justified, that I was to return to thG~;t place to make
out my map's and report, I did not take care to provide myself with the'
drawing paper and other appliances necessary to enable me to plot my observations in the finished form I would be pleased to present them; but
being ·called upon unexpectedly to furnish a map and a report, I have of
necessity been obliged to make use qf snch means as were at hand, (and
poor I have found them,) and concentrate within a month the labor which,
with more time at command, I would prefer to have extended through
several months.
,
·
· Having made these preliminary :~;emarks, I enter upon the discussion of
the route in question.
And first, in regard to it~ location, politically considered, (see maps;) ·
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the starting point of the route, Fott Smith, being situated directiy upon
the western boundary-line of the State of Arkansas, which line is also the
line of demarcation between said State and the di strict occupied and governed by the Choctaw tribe of Indians: lying immediately upon its west :
said route runs clear through the breadth of this district, south of west, to
Gaines's ereek; this creek, the east branch of the south fork of the Cana-·
dian, and the so nth fork' of the Canadian, limiting tbe district in that
quarter. 'I'hence it runs generally westwarrlly tluough the Chickasaw district, which is conterminous to the Choctaw district, to its utmost western.
limit, the one hundredth degree of longitude 1 or most 11orthmn aild
eastern boundary of Texas; and thence stilt westwardly, through 'rexas,
at the same time over the ranging ·ground of tbe Kioway and Comanche:
tribes of Indians, and thence across the eastern limits of New Nlexico to
Santa Fe .
.Seconclly, the physical characteristics of the country traversed, and
route.
FROM FORT SMITH TO DELAWARE .M01JNT.

B'eginning at Fort Smith, a mixed country, well watered 1 composed of
wooded heights, wooded plains, and wooded ridges, intermingled with
prairies-some ge11tly rolling, some more highly; some of small extent,.
some of large; _and all generally elo11gated in tbe, direction of the ro11te,.
and lying between encroaching and }iJaraHelly disposed secondary moun·
tain heights-characterizes the country as far as Delaware mount, a distance of 146 miles. Numerous streams cross the road within these limits,.
all of which are useful as fet tilizers of the soil, sources of supply to man
imd beast, and, in connexion with the timber growlll which line~ them,..
the green rolling prairies which they traverse, and the wooded heights
from which they spring' form assemblages most beautiful to behold. rrhe
most important of them, however, on account of their volume, and the
consequent necessity of ferrying or fording them at selected points, are
the Poteau, Sans Bois, Cnoper 1s creek, Gaines's creek, and Coal creek,
The Poteau, at Fort Smith-width between 400 and 500 feet, depth at
the time we crossed it about twenty-five, current swift, banks low-is
crossed by ferry. Forty-seven miles further the Sans Bois is met at l.tsjord.
This creek, notwithstanding is name, (without wood,) is well timbered,
of clay color, about 100 feet wide, two deep, of rapid ' current, and rock
bottom. Five miles further is Cooper's creek, aforda!Jle stream, fifty feet
wide, three .deep, of rapid current, and gravelly and rock bottom. Twentytwo miles further is Gaines's creek, or east branch of the south fork of the
Canadian. At the main crossing is ajr:rry; and about one-third of a mile
above, a ford. At the ferry the creek is ab()ut 100 feet wide, eight deep,
and of rather rapid current. At the ford we found it two and a half feet
deep, of tolerably swift current, and sandy and gravelly bottom. In con~equence of an ugly intervening ravine, or affluent of the creek, whic.h
made the ford almost inaccessible, we crossed at the fP.rry. Some of the
emigrants, however, passed over at the ford. Eleven miles further brings
you to Coal creek, so called on account of the coal which is found upon
it. This creek, a west branch of the south fork of the Canadian, is of a
clay color, forty feet wide, two and a half deep, of tolerably rapid current,
and of high and steep banks, their elevation b~ing respectively twenty
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th1rty 'feet. 'This creek we forded-, at'ld so it may be generally; but
:after heavy rains 1t becomes swolten, and then the emigrant must either
await its subsiding, or~what, on account of its narrow width and the material which he finds at hand, he may readi1y do-make a raft and waft
himself and wagons O'ver.
At aH the streams I have mentioned excepting the Poteau-and here
there was no necessity-the banks had to be worked by the troops, and in
some instances causeways laid to make tl1em practicable. THe troops,
therefore, had to be detaiued for a greater or less period at each of these
places, but the emigrants who followed us had comparatively btil.t little dif'fim.:tlty~

Intervening all these streams, and ·b eyond them as far as the vicinity of
Shawneetown., are a number of hiils, several of them quite high, very
steep and rocky, and in two or thr~?e instances quite 'l ong. We also had
'to traverse, not unfrequemtly. both upon the prairies and the heights, areas,
generally of limited extent, where~ on 'account of the quicksand character
of the soil, in connexinn will:t its saturated state, caused by unprecedented
rains, the teams ·bogged. exceRsively. It is h'e]ieved, however, tha:t under
mdinary circumstances of weather, these quicksand Rlaces can be conve'niently traversed.:;, and as .regards the bins, a little , time and trouble con-sumed by a com maud specially sent -mrt for the purpose, might not only
tlventuate in the ascertainment of easier grades., . but :in every case they
may be made smoother by the cmshi ng of the ·friable · sandstone rocks
with \\'hich they are encumbered. A command of this kind -and I
throw out the .s-ugges1,i on for what it is <1tyorth-could also improve the
crossings at the streams generally,, and indeed ;;,my portinn of the route
where., on account ·o f tb.e necessity of opening an immedia~e way for the
erowd of emigrants which were prc:::-.sing behind them, the escort troops,
under Captain Marcy, had not the time to perfect their work, might be
-completed by such a foree~
From Shawneetown to Delaware mount the road 1is ve:t;y good., there
'being no quicksand . mires and rocky hills to impede yoqr course.
The geological formation of the country between Port Smith and Delaware monnt, being a red, friaMe argiHo-aTenaceous., sedimentary rock, the
eoil resu1tiltg ·therefrom partakes of the same character. This soil., genetally tiil able a{oNg the st·reams and ·in the bottoms of some of the prairies,
is fertile, and though saperior for grazing purposes, has- beeR found good
for corn, wheat 7 sweet potatoes., Irish potatoes., and, in some :localities, for
tice. Tobacco has also been tried,, and, ;l am informed, has done well.
The peach a\so thrive;;; here; the apple not so weU.
The river and creek bottoms., as also those of the rivulets., are generally
luxuriantly and variedly timbered-the ridges and the prairies more
spal'sely; the growth on the prai ries being either solitari·l y or in orchard·
tike groves, and on the ridges generaLly of a stinted character. Post-oak,
red-oak, beech.., birch, ,elm, basswood, ash, and cotton-wood., are found
along the water-courses., and post oak and black jack on the prairies and
ridges.
Wat~r, woocl, and grass abound all along the route4
But what will Ji>rohaQ\y delight the traveller more than anything Plse
along this portion of his ro\ite, ar.e the beautifl1l views which are ever and
auon bursting upon him as he progresses. Often will he be constrained to
stop to contemplate some sweetly embosomed prairie retreat, which he can
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just discern in the distance, or be expanded in heart and mind by tne ridr
profusion of prairie and woodlaq.d, of mountain and stmarnlet, whieh is
_spread everywhere around him, and in the most attractive irregt1larity.
He will not fail, in particular, to witHess the rm:~gnificent prospects which
the stand points marked on the map will enaMe. him to identify.
FROM DELAWARE MOUNT' TO CROSS-TEUBERSr

Ascending Delaware mount you immediately get on a very high prairier
of an extent only limited by the· horizon beyond you. This praiTie, grandly
rolling, is but sefd om dotted with a tree, except upon the water courses.
and ravines, ~he latter of whieh are 'very frequent. Its formation, of a
mixed character, is both calcareous and arenaeeoHs;- the sub-rocks of this
character occasio.mally commingling in their outcrop, and fumishing &y their
disintegration the rich soil with which, as far as within a mile or two of
Sandy creek, it is covered. Beyond this limit, and as far as tihe commencement of t_h e Cross Timbcrs,just be;yo:nd camp No. 2&,.a distance commensurate with the extent of the prairie·, jhe sub-rock being of an argiHo-arena~
ceo us chara.ct~r, the soil pai:takes- 0f the. san~e charll:c!eristics. Th_is
_sub-rock bemg of a deep red color, the so1~ of the praJ~Ies ~nd the ~nlt
of the ravrnes and streams r!ecessarily partake of the, same hue. Indeed,.
this :red or vermillion color will be found by-the t:ra:veller to be catchiug.
his eye in every direction,. in rhe shape· of denqded escarpments, o£ deep'
ravines or of abutment hills.
The road has continued fine nearly all the way, the ~nly e'Xieeptions be•
ing in crossing some of the streams) the worst one of which is Sandy.
creek, which the emigrant would do well either to make mme practicable,.
or, what would probably be bette:r;y find a -crossing place where the bottom
would be less miry. The largest crt>elr, and indeed the only one ·of any
size met with after leaving Delaware mount 7 is 1-.,opoiki creek,. an affluent
,of the OanadiaJl. Its bed, which at the time we crossed it was mtwh
silted up with clean gravel-a commi·xture of sil;icious felds~athic and
calcareous particles-is 140 feet wide 7 aud was then but 2 feet deep,.. its
waters having receded to a breadth ot but 25 feet. lt evidently, however,.
_is a stream which at times must be grea~ly ~woUen; but as it doubtlessly,.
from the indications presented,. expends itself very quickly :r it will never
l>e any obstacLe of any c<msiderab1e moment to the emigrant's ~rogress.
Buffalo wallows-pLac-es where butf~l,oes have '\vallowed-appear jus~
west of Mustang creek for' the :first time along the :uol:.lte~ Mustang creek
'derives its name from its lJeing caUed the lir;nit, eastward,. o( the Jang.e of
,the Mustang. , Old Fort Holmes,. m,. as it is nwre freq:u(i)ntly called, Chou,teau's trading-house, nearly opposite camp 26, .is at ~his time a locality
with a name, but no habitati9n. The emigrant,, therefore,. wilL not depend upon this last vestige of civilization as. a source ftom which t0· make
up any deficiency in his supplies.
Grass, wood, and water were found by us Sllfficiently abundant. al_ong
this section. When . following th~ ridge, the water ~s to be found to the
right and left in the ravines. The weU defined and insolated ·grove of
trees about five miles to the ea:stward of Old fort Holmes, and which is
'marked on the map, will be found a capital landmark to , show the emi..·g rant his whereabou tsL
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CROSS~TIMBERS.

Tl;w above secfion traversed., the emigrant, after getting two or three
miles beyond Caf9-p No. 26, finds himself in the region of the celebrated
1
Cros~ Timbers ·; t~ese tirpbers skirting the road, which continues on prairie
ground on its left., and heing seen ranging parallel to his course on the
north side of the Canadian to his right. These timbers continue for a
<listancc of abon.t sixty -six m'i1es, as fa:r as '"'\Vithin. a mile or two of Rock of
Mary, which may be looked upon as terminating them in this direction.
An argillo-arenaceoN~ soil, generally of good quality, prevails here; that
upon Walnut and Deer creeks, the only considerable ones in this section,
being very fertile. Both these affiuents of the Canadian., as also Spring
'Creek., are exuberantly timbered-black-walnut., hackberry, chinquapin,
elm, cotton wood, and post-oak, being found upon them. As the region
'Of good tim her for axle-trees and other portions of the running gear of the
wagon terminates with .these streams, the emigrant is here cautioned to
:supply himself with such · extra material as, in his providence, hP- may
think necessary. The Cross Timbers being a growth of the black-jack
and post-oak, both dwarfish and not unfrequently unsound at the core, it '
is on.J_v the sylva of the streams that can be depended upoh for wood suitable for such purposes.
The road continues good through th,is section:._wood and grass
abundant, and \Vater amply sufficient. It will be perceived that the route
through this section, as it did in the last, chiefly foUows the ridge dividing
the waters of the Washita from those of the Canadian. The commencement of the gypsurh formation in this section, (see map,) will not fail to
attract the attention of the traveller.
:F ROM THE CROS'S-TI~BERS TO SANTA

FE,

GENERALLY.

'fhe Cross Timbers traversed, rhe country again b~comes prairie-this
eharacteristic holding good to within a few miles of the very entrance of
the city of Santa f~e, a distance -of 550 miles. Throughout this whole
.extent the prairie is, very frequently, highly rolling, sometimes moderately
so; but never a plane suface, e_x cept on the Llano Estacado or staked
plains; and upon this the road runs but for one day, or a distance -oftwentyci~tm~
'
FROM CROSS -TIMBERS TO ANTELOPE, OR BOUNDARY HILLS.

Starting from Rock Mary, the road runs through a series of natur~l
mounds of whicb. Rock Mary is one. These mounds,; on account of thetr
novelty and Indian-iodge shape, having already, some miles in rear, engaged the attention of the traveller, I extract from my journal as follows,
in relation to these mounds:
'
"Var;,p No. 34:, ffTednesday, .LWay 23.-Proceeding on abou.t a mile,
some hills of singular shape make their appearance, for the fi.r st t1~11e, bearing north 70° west; several have very much the appearance o~ Immens.e
Indian lodges. Nearing the first of these singularly formed hills, and It
appearing more oddly shaped than any of the ot~ers, I started off ~lone to
ascend it-reaching it just in time to sca1:e up a wild turk:y; and tymg my
horse to a blaek-jack tree at its base, l scramble:i up to 1ts summit. The

;
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noveI character of the hill; its contorted appearance; its sudden emergence
from the plain around it; my having reached its pinnacle; it being an
object of interest to beholders in the distance;-all this had its complex
influence upon me, and I felt correspondingly elated. Captain Marcy
seeing me near the apex, suggested to me to unfurl (what 1 was about to
do) a flag, and give it to the breeze. This I did, and soon I could see one
person after another, Lieutenant Harrison and Dr. Rodgers among them,
leaving the train to get a look from its summit. A person present suggesting that it be named after an Arkansas young lady, (as much esteemed
hy the emigrants with whom she is in company, as she is by the officers,)
I immediately fell in with the suggestion, and thereupon, with waving
flag, proclaimed it to all concerned, that henceforth, in honor of the said
lady, the rock should be known as Rock Mary. Rock Mary, then, is the
name of this fantastic formation-at least until it can be authenticated that
some prior explorer had assumed the prerogative to call it something else.
The rock is situated ~olitarily in a prairie plain; its height some sixty feet;
its base some two hundred feet in diameter. In form it is like a poundcake well puffed up and partially broken at its centre. Two turret-like
projections are seen protruding from its top. In substance it is an unstratified sandstone, of a red color. In surface it is spirally corrugated, and, in
places, somewhat knarled, owing to the degradation caused by atmospherie
and aqueous agents. During the latter part of our journey,. a number of
these hills have been seen. Besides the one just mentioned I asr.ended
two others, one of them being about one hundred feet high. These two
last have calcareous rock in association with red sandstone. On one of
these, of abutment shape, I 110ticed amorphous red sandstone to be the
basis rock; next in the ascending series, 5 feet of red shale, finely shistose; next 3 feet of arenaceous limestone; ~nd, lastly, ciowning the other
formations, cq.lcareous rock of massive character, containing crystals of
carbonate of lime. I collected specimens of the lime formations."
The road, though good from the vicinity of Shawnee viUag€, opposite
Ed wards', now has become we1 ·y fine j and so it continues, with some inr:onS'ideTable exce;1tions, all the 'way to New Mexico. Indeed, so superior was
it that I scarcely ever got on it, from my explorations to the J!ight and left,
without involuntarily wishing that I had a fleet ho.rse and a light buggy,
that I might skim over it to my satisfaction.
The mounds passed, the road traverses until within twenty mile~ of the
Antelope or Bounda~y hills-a s~ction of count~·y richly ch~ractenzed by
the gypsum formatiOn; the evidences of_ which appear :m outcrops all
around. This mineral can here be found m almost every form-tarthy,
fibrous selenitic, and massive; and it is doubtless owing to it that the
water ~f the region coextensive with it is· in many places so unpalatably
nauseous.
.
Coincident with this formation, this section i.s characterized, physically,
by the close approxin~ation of the a:ffiue?ts, ravines, and larger :vatercourses of the Canadian and W ash1ta nvers; they here aproachmg so
closely, as scarcely in one place to ad mit the passage of a sing~e wagon.
In relation to this portion of the country, I extract fTorn my JOUrnal as
follows:
'; Camp 39, May 29.-Intervening our.road and th~ river, a confused
mass of small reddish-colored hills, scantily covered with grass. have appeared for a large portion of the way. Ravines, unsightly, on account of
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their depth and broken character, have been on our right and left; and at
the distance nf seven and a half miles from our last camp, they approximated so near, as to but just admit the passage of a single wagon at a time.''
At~d again:
.
·,
·
" Camp 40, May 30.-'rhe road to-day, though hard and tolerably
smooth; has passed through a very uninteresting country. Short and long
hills have ~een frPqttent, and on .either side of it and across the Canadian
the country has been very much broken-it being a confused assemblage
of hills ti1inly covered with herbage; the red soil pee.ping through it on
every hand. The ravines, both across the .Canadian and on this side, are
timbered, arid., saving a few that are scattered along the main river, not a
tree is to be seen anywhere. The soil, as far as the eye could reach, gave
.
·
indications of sterility.''
Wood, water, and grass were found in amply sufficient quantities along
this section; the water, however, not in every instance palatable, on account of its Epsom salt taste. 'rhere were but two camps, however,
where it approached to intolerability-35th and 37th; and these proba,bly
may be avoided.
·
·
FROM T,HE ANTELOPE HILLS, ONWARD.

The gypsum region nearly p·a ssed, just after leaving camp 39, you
come in sight of the Antelope or boundary hills, the identity of which we
could not fail to recognise froni Lieutenant Abert's faithful drawing of
them, tope found accompanying his report of his expedition of 1845. I
again extract from my journal:
"()amp 41, 111ay 3L.-At half-past one, I ascended, with Lieutenant
Buford and dragoons-all riding our horses-the Antelope hills, of which
there are six ih number . . 'rheir height, probably from 120 to 150 feet
above the plain below, ha~ cause~ them to be seen for the past two daysthey having constantly appeared as if they were near at hand; and yet, when
first seen, their distance off was underestimated by s~me eight or ten miles.
Their form is quite regular, four appearing in the distance of an ohlong
shape; the two others conical, and each of them capped by 'a well-defined
terrace, or rather Jable of white vesicular sandstone, eighteen feet thick,
and horizontally stratified. The ,summit giving me a fine view of the
surrounding country, I jotted down the following notes: I can see the
chocolate-colored bed of the Canadian' coming in from the southwest, and,
sweeping around in front of me to the north, continue on to the east,
where it disappears. Low oblong hills ~imly appear to the south and
southwest. Along the horizon, and everywhere else, the view is bounded
by one cqntinuous and level circular arc. Intervening the horizon and
my point of view, nothing but green rolling prairie can be seen on every
side, except where, on the opposite side of the Canadian, red escarpments,
occasionally marked wi,th white strata, show themselves; patches and
fringes of timber point out 'a ravine or water-course, and where, as in the
present instance, a horseman is seen scouring the plain, apparently in
pursuit of game. I obtained a specimen of the rock of these hills.''
,.rhese hills examined, the travelLer in proceeding forward will at once
get into the region of buffalo grass, prail'ie dog villages, ponds, singly disposed and far remote from each other, but yet containing a sufficiency of
water; beds of streams, some containing running water, some holding it
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in pools, but more frequently found dry; some being wooded, occasionally
luxuriantly, more frequently sparsely, and occasionally not at all. These
features, together with the occasional uprising of a conical or tabular
mound, and the appearance, after reaching Dry river, of deep and wellmarked ravines, will be found to· be the chief characteristics of the country
between the Antelope hills and camp No. 52, or to a point of the road
where it · ascends the staked plains. The attention of the emigrant is
particularly called to the details- upon the map in respect to wood, water,
and encamping places.
rl'he next physical feature of special interest the traveller meets with is
Dry river, whieh, as it has some prominent characteristics, topographical
and geological, I quote in detail in relation to it from my journal:
" Camp 44, June 4.-The route to-day for 4! miles has been on the
main 'divide,' (a prairie term,) over a gently rolling prairie, ~ the country
broken immediately on our right and presenting an expanse ofundu'lating
prairie on our left. On reaching this distance we came to the rugged brow
of Dry river valley, where it at once became evident that it would only be
after a most rigid search that a crossing-place could be found. Deep, rough
aud rocky ravines were everywhere to be met coursing towards the river,
and frequently, in order to their examination, we had to get off our horses
and lead them down. After a search of some four hou-rs, a route was dis .
covered by Lieutenant Harrison, which let the wagons down very handsomely to the bed of the river, near which, after crossing, we encamped
among some cotton-wood trees. ~The river bed at this point is ninety yards
wide; some two miles further down about 200 yards wide, it being generally perfectly dry; in spots, however, furnishing a sufficiency of wood
and wholesome water. 'rhe grass on the bottom lands is luxuriant; cotton-wood trees very sparsely fringe its borders.
"The geological character of the valley of this river throws, as I conceive, a volume of light npon the manner in which the isolated hills on
the prairies, with tableau tops, of which I have spoken before, have been
formed. He~e is a valley of some five miles or more in width, and extending, probably, some eight or ten miles in. the direction of the Canadianand as many more, probably, up the affluent, for its limit in this direction
was not visible-vvhich has been entirely formed by the degradation of
the soil and .sub-rock, a friable whitish sandstone, by aqueous and other
causes. A rill was in the first instance made: it may have originated from
a buffalo trail. This rill, tram abrading causes-air, wind, water, and
gravity-has gra<1ually increased until it became a ravine. The same
degrading causes continuing, this ravine was conver~ed into. a 'creek, and
fiually into a channel for a river, as we now behold it. The same degrading causes still remairiing operative, the hills bordering the rivet .have
been gradually trenched upon ana undermined, until at length they have
been made to present t,he aspect of retroees_sion they now do. In some
instances the rock, aeted upon by the abradwg causes, has been of a less
yielding character than that surrounding it; and wh~re thi~ has been the
case, the original level of the soil or rock still shows Itself m the. shape of
a cone with a pointed apex, or a horizontal taht~lar erown, ~h1s ~ro.wn
:::;ometimes existing in the shape of a mass of strat~fied rocJc, With vertiCal
side-walls of several feet in thickness, and somf'\tn~es as a _mere plateau,
with the sides of the conic frustrum running up entirely to Its. v:ry top.
"Now hills of this character are ever and anon to be seen llfnng them-
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selves solitarily above the prairie plain surrounding them. · 'VVhat ha:s been
their 0rigin? Have they arisen on account of upheaving causes, or have
they resulted from the abrasion and consequent degradation of the soil and
rocks around them? 1-,o my mind, they are attributable to the ~arne causes
which h11ve been operating to produce tbe changes which have been going
on about Dry river, but on a scale' sufficiAntly great to produce them. 1,hat
scale, I conceive, was afforded during the period of the Noachie deluge,
and to this period do I date back th~ir origin and formation.
':1 notice in Dry river a characteristic.· which the traveller will have
frequent occasion to remark, as belonging to the ereelrs and rivers in this
portion of the country. The water, instead of being fo u nd below, as i~
usual in the case of streams, is generally found higher up its bed;. and in
places where during the day not a particle of wa~er is_ to be seen, in the
mormngs it will be, as in the case of Dry river, a running stream. 'fhe
reason of the first phenomenon I take to be, that the silt accumu latins more
at the foot of a sgeam than at its origin, the nver becomes lost in it;
whereas, towards its origin, it not attaining a depth sufiicient in every
instance to do this, the fluid continues• apparent. The reason of the
second, that the evaporation, doubtlessly increased in the daytime by the
heated silt. is reduced .by the abst>nce of the sun at night to such an extent,
that the fluid is more than enough for the silt to absa-rb, and hence its
appearance at that portion of the twenty-four hours."
Dry river-so called by Gregg, and with great appropriateness-erossed,
we came to a series of §treams which, as they have never been laid down
ou any map, and have had no name that I can hear of, and as it is allimportant to the emigrant or traveller, for the sake of in den tity, that they
should. have a fixed appell~tion, I have conceived myself justified in
engraftmg upon them sueh nainPs as to me, from the circumstances eonnected with them, seemed most appropriate. Thus the next st,rearri of any
consequence, after leaving Dry river, I have called Valley river, and this
because after a long and rather nninterestingly hot, parched, and seenically uncompensating day's march, when both · man and beast were
almost fagged out from fatigue and want of water, and I was several miles
in advance in s~areh of the longed-for elenHmt, this river, with its beautifully verdant valley, bur~t upon my view; and it was the valley, with the
rich garniture of trees b<9rdering, the river, which formed its most notable
characteristic. So, ~lso, in' respect to Shady creek, Red Bank creek,
,Beautiful View creek, Encampment creek, Roeky Dell ereek, Emigrant
creek, Fossil creek, Tu~umcari creek, and Hurrah creek; the last so called
becauee, it beiug the first affiuent of the Pecos we came to, it gave us certain indications 'that we were approaching the close of our journey.
But to go on noticing the most prominent features of the way. After
passing Valley river, you come to Shady creek_, and here the traveller will
,note the unmistakable signs everywhere existing in the shape of numerous
and well beaten trails, if not of cart roadsi concentrating at this p0int, to
$how that the place where we crossed it has, from tirne imn1emorial, been
a gnmd encampillg grouqd for Indians and Mexica,n traders; and possibly
it may occur to him, as it did to me, that here probabl.y passed the road
which upon some of the old maps is designated the "great Spanish road
from Santa Fe to Red river."
. ·
It was the same day l'le(t this creek that] saw the qeantiful eactus thus
described in my journal-a species .which we continued afterwards to see ·
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frequently: "The cactus, which has from time to time been seen along the
whole route, to-day appPared to us in all its glory. 'T'he finest one I sa\V
was symmetrical in shape, five feet '- high and eighteen iu circumference;
had some twenty -five main branche's , and as many less er ones branching
out from the greater, each of these latter being terminated with a superb
pink rose-like flower of large size. It can well be imagined what a rich
display so many and rose-like flowers upon a single buf'h must bave made.''
But, of necessity neglecting numerous details and incidents which my
journal only can supply; I hurry on to camp 52, where a very cold spring
awaits the thirsty and way-worn traveller. Refreshed at this spot, he is
enabled to ascend th~ "Llano Estacada" or staked plains, which, after a
travel of twenty eight miles, he again descends, not t.o get upon them
again during the route. Whilst upon the staked plains, he sees what he
has not before seen during ·'-his whole route--an uninterrupted expans1~ of
dead level prairie, with not a tree anywhere upon it to vary the scene.
Here the tantalizing and shifting m·i rage-the well known characteristic
of the arid plains of lVIexir·o.:_l~ will see in perfection. Sheets of water
will appear to him, reflecting, as it were, the objects beyond them. Ante·
lopes will appear bounding over the plain like buffalo, and men -in the
distance will look lik'e elongated spectres. ' Son)etirfws the mirage will
present the appearance of smoke, and sometimys that of distant woods,
with an outline of retreating steps. * (~or directions in relation to shorten·
ing the day's journey whilst traversing these plains, see "Remarks" upon
map, opposite camp No. 52, under the head of table.)
The staked plains disposed of, you come, immediately after descending
from them, to Rocky Dell creek-the name indicating its character-where,
nuder an overhanging rock not fa_r north of the road, up the creek, the
traveller will find ·some rude hieroglyphics carved into the rock, and some
very clumsy attempts at painting. Among the representations of animals
the buffalo, the ox, the bear, the elk, the alligat-or, and the dog, appear
conspicuous. The human figure is also discernible, and among them
one evidently intended to represent-a Mexican , ca~alier in true Spanish
attitnde-sornbrero and serape on-which, at one point of view, looks as
if it had been executed by some master-hand; this~ however, is the only
figure of any merit in the whole collection. From the confused manner
in which they ~>lave been put together, as well as from their puerile charac·
ter, I can look upon them as nothing else than the productions of some idle
Indian or lndians, who, for 'vant of something else to do, in vi ted by the
locality, (it }s near the woter and in the shade,) and prompted to it by the
fair ~urface which pre.sents itself!, could not let the opportunity escape of
showing their' cleverness in the art graphique.
The uext creek in ord er is Emigrant creek; and as it was upon this
a~uent where, on acc?unt of the position of our camp, we ·had a good
VIew of that of the emigrants, and I availed myself of the opportunity to
put down some notes respectwg the same, I here introduce them:
"Camp No. 54, .Tune 15.-The officers' tents having been pitched on a
bank of the creek which overlooks .the Fort Smith company of emigrants
on the other side, I have had a fine opportunity to take a bird's-c-:J ye view
*.Gregg, in the mllp a-r com p a '1 yin~ his excellent work,"C omm erce of the PrairiFs," says these
plams are ' ' nearly 2 .000 feet above the stre~rns." lf br streams he. means those immediately at
the base oftheylaws, f!IY measurements Wlil not permn.me to cons1der them (the plainlil) mort
than 600 feet h1~h; and 1f he means by them the larger r1vers, such as the Canadian 1 doubt it
the plains are 1,000 feet above its bed.
'
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of their encampment in its formation. 'rhe ground having been ~elected
by their leader, Mr. John Dillard, the corral, or enclosure to secure the
mules and cattle, is first made as follows: The first wagon is driven up to
its pbce and halted; the second is then driven up to the left of the firstthe tongues being so near to each other that, after the mules are disengaged, they may be made to cross each other. The third wagon is now
driven to the right of the first, and so halted that the left fore-wheel of
this third wagon \vill graze or be very near the right hind -wheel of the first
wagon; the fourth wagon is then driven tp the left of the second-its fore
right-wheel grazing the left hind-wheel of the second wagon. Then come
in succession, to take their places in like manner, the fifth, sixth, seventh,
eighth, &c., until the whole train is disposed lof-they all, in the mean
time, having been so arranged, that when the enclosure is completed, it
will be in the form of an ellipse, or circle. The corral made, the animals
are tumed out to graze, and a guard detailed to watch them.
"Now comes the busy scene of pitching tents, collecting \vood, preparing food, &c. rrhe sound of the axe, the metallic ring of the blacksmith's
hammer, the merry voice of children, the lowing of cattle, the braying of
mules, is heard. Some children are playing near the water, and under a
large, shady cotton-wood tree, on the bank of the stream, I see a young
lady, who has just alighted from her black palfrey, enjoying the luxury
of a camp seat, after a fatiguing dny's ride. Habited in her riding dress,
and with bonnet on and veil thrown carelessly asi'd e, sb~ is twirling listlessly
a switch, and giving heed to the conversation ·of a young emigrant, who
is sitting contentedly at her feet. The other and older ladies are attending
to their domestic concerns, in the preparation of a good meal ft;H their
families, or of a comfortable sojourn-until ' the morrow.
"At sunset the signal will be sounded for the driv'iog up of the animals;
the animals will be secured in the corral; the camp watch established for
the night; the sweet sound of the flute, perchance, will come floating on
the ear, or the well-accorded yoices of a band of happy vocalists, or the
merry notes of the violin,-accompanied with the tripping sound of feet;
all these may be the accompanying c.ircumstances-as they not unfrequently are-of the ,evt>ning . . The ;gray of morning beginning to appear, the ,fln imals are again let out to pasture; breakfast then made ready,
and over about sun:r:ise; the signal is again sounded for bringing up the
animals; the tents are struck; the baggage restored to the wagons; the
teams hitched up, and the command given, ' forward!' Such is the
daily formation, some of the characteristic scenes,' and the breakiug up of
an emigrant's camp:"
The next object of interest to the traveller will be Cerro de Tucum,·ari,
or Tucumcari hill, which he will begin to see a mile or two after leaving
Emigrant creek. In relation to this hill,, I extrac~ the following from my
journal:
"Camp 55, June 16.-The route to-day has been interesting, on account of its developing t~e accuracy of my calculations in regard to our
t:eogmphical position. Soon after taking up the line of march, a small,
faint, cloud-like appearance, of small but growing extent, exhibtted itsP-lf,
bearing, magnetically, nearly west. A few miles further on, this appearance gave way to a well-defined truncated cone. Proceeding still further
on, and in proportion as we progressed, a dome-like appearance gradually
unfolded itself, till at length, when we had almost reached our preseut
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eamp, an assemblage appeared, which did not fail to strike many of us
as being a most excellent representation -of the dome of the Capitol at '
Vv'ashington. This object, which we have been gazing, at nearly all day
with the greatest· interest, we take to be Cerro de T/,c11mcari; and if so, it
very satisfactorily accords with the geographical position which my obser·
vations, in connexion with the map of Lieutenant Abert, give. ,.rhere
have been some among the' emigr~nts who have bee'n 1disposed to be
skeptical as to the efficiencyvof.the watch-as they call the chronometerin determining our position,; but, as Captain Marcy remarked to me this
afternoon, they, must now begin to have more faith in its reliability. Theguide we have with us, thmJgh aequainte~ \Vith the country ou the north
side .o f the Canadian, _(west of the Antelope hills,) has· known nothing of
it on this side since we left the vicinity of Chouteau's.''
And again-:
·
"Camp 51, June 18.-This day has been one-of interest to us·, for two
reasons. A number of Comanches-the first we have met-have been
!int-o camp, and we have been assured by thern that the hill \vhich we
have be-en regarding for the last three days is indeed-Cerro de Tucumcari.
My calculations, then, have prcn:ed correct; and where there has been so
mu.ch to mislea}l-perpetrated, doubtless unwittingly, bythose who have
preceded us-in regard to the distance to Santa Fe,. it is a gratification to
find that the inform,a tion I have given from t~me to time, in direct opposition to more fl_a ttering statements, has become corroborated.''
,
And again, from my jom.-nal of the same day, in mfe.r ence ~o my ·visit
to this hill':
.
,
~
"Finding that our road to-day was shunning the hill \vhich we are now
assured is the Cerro ae Tucumcar·i of Gregg, when sev~r'i miles from our
last camp I started for it, in company with an escort of three dragoons, to
approach and ascend _it. Starting on our way some 11 or 12 deer and
half a dozen lpres, and passing over a poor so~l covered with the Mexican
soap plant, we reached it after a two hours' or eight miles' ride. Telling
one of the dragoons to time his horse around its base, and giving the
charge of the other to another dragoon, I took the third with me up the
hill. After a most laburious ascent, of which some fifty feet were nearly
vertical, we reached at last its summit. On every side, was an unobstructed view. 'ro the west and south lay a c-onfused mass of irregular
hills, with here and there a well-defined and conical one to characterize
the scene. F,ar behind, to the west, lay a range of mountains or· hills,
and more conspicuous than the rest a high -peak, which I thought might
possibly ·pe a first glimpse of th~ Rocky mountains; [it proved not, however, to be these mountains.] To the south, some 8 miles distant, I could
see with my reconnoitring glass the serrated ten~ts of o-ur little command,
quietly reposing on a . timbered affluent of the Canadian, to which 1they
had resorted since I had left them. To the southeast and east lay the
famous 'LlfJno Est acado ' of the Mexicans. 'J1b the northeast and north
lay a limitless e).(tent of broken undulating prairie, no signs of the Canadian beirig apparent. Pacing th,e top of the mound, I found it to be 230
yards by ~70 in area; and by a measurement of the slope of the hill, and
roughly reducing it to an angle of 45 degrees,, I made its height over' 700
feet. 'rhe circumference of i_ts pase, to our surprise; I found to be nearly
six miles, it having taken a horse two hours, less eight minutes, _to walk

around it.

It was most refreshing to both the dragoon and myself in
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our descent, when we were almost ready to die with thirst, to find a
con pie o,f small springs, whence we drank copiously."
My journal of the next day giving some account of the party of Comanches referred to iu the above extract, the only Indians, with the exception of four Kioways (sPen near camp 42) we have met since we left
the vicinity of Chouteau's, I extract further from it :
"Camp ~ Comanche, (lvo. 57,) June 19.-~Ve have lain by to-day primarily for the purpose of recruiting our stock, and secondarily to give
the Comanches an opportunjty vf coming in to trade with us, as they
promised yesterday they would do. One after another th~y came in,
till about noon they numbered some · 50 or 60. They were all mounted
either on full sized American horses, or mustangs, ponies ; or mules. These
mules and some of the mustangs were well made and serviceable-looking
animals. The dress of these ludians generally consisted of leggings and
moccasins, with a buffalo robe or a hand-woven blanket about ~heir loins,
and very large rings in their ears and on their arms A bow slung over
the shoulder, and a quiver of arrows attached to their saddle, con~tituted
. their only weapons. Some of the more foppish of the young men were
gorgeously decked out in leggings of bright red strouding and blankets extravaga n tl'y worked ' with beads, and wore'- a cu·e made of buffalo hair, ,
hanging from the back of the head to the ground, and garnished consecutively with circular silver plates beaten out from . d ollars.
"The chief, whose name is ls-sa-kiep, or the ·W olf Shoulder, having
rxpres~ed a desire to be directed to Captain Marcy's tent, he was so directed; and a number .of old men accompanying him, they were all received by the captain very courteously, and requested to be seated. A
few preliminary remarks having been made, the chief asked the captain
to give him. a passport which might be of service to him and his people,
when other emigrants should pass through their country. The C[\ptain
having already provided one, It was given to him. Having been informed
that the chief had a passport which had been given him by Mr. Fitzpatrick, I asked him to let me see. it. He at onee took out from his papers
the following dccument, and a very sensible one it is :

'BENT's FoRT, February 26, 1849.
'The bearer of this pa--per is one of a delegation of Comanche chiefs,
who have arrived here to offer the pipe of peace. I have therefore accepted
tile offer, and they promise on their part that their nation shall never again
make war on the Americ:Rns. It is the opinion of the Indians of this
country that the Comanches are now serious, and it would be well for all
white men who may meet with tbe bearer of this paper to treat him in a
civil manner, so long as himself and his nation deserve it. It is well
known that the Comunches have been warring on us for a long time, Rnd
we have, so far, no surety that they will desist, except their own professions. Th~ name of the chief is Is-sa-kiep, or the Wolf Shoulder.
'THOMAS FITZPATRICK,

'India1i Agent, Upper Platte and Ark(i,nsas.'
" The above paper having been handed to me, Captain Marcy entered
into a serious talk with the chief. ) He told him to tell his young men that
when they approached the Americans, they must do so slowly, and under ·
a white fbg. That if they da.s hed upon them as they had been in the
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habit of doing, \hey might be taken for enemies and shot; that so long as
they treated the ¥\ mericans well, they would be treated well by them. He
reminded them ~f the treaty which had been entered into with them by
our government jhrough General ArbucklP, some years since, by which
they engaged not to molest Americans passing through their country; that
General Arbuckle stili remembered them with regard, and that as an A vidence he had sent them the pre1?ent which he gave them yesterday; that
when he returned, which he would do in two or three moons, he would
tell General Arbuclcle he had seen Is-sa-kiep, and that he manifested a
disposition to abide by the treaty, which would make him very happj';
that he hoped he would always hear they had treated the Americans well;
that the Great Father of his coun~ry had a large country on the big sea towards the setting sun, and that a great many people were goiug there and
would be passing through every year; that his chifdren were so many,
there was not room enough for them tmvards the rising sun, and that,
therefore: they must go towards the setting sun; that this Great Father
always knew what the Comanches did. When they did well, he knew
it; and when they did wrong, he knew it.
" The chief, in 1~eply, said the talk was good; that it was not forked;
and looking round upon us all, remarked that he felt kiudly toward~ us all.
" The talk concluded, the captain, to show the good feeling the American
people had for them, and to satisfy their expectations, had a beef killed and
half of it distributed among them. This done, they all soon left for their
camp, some eight miles distant. Since then, the chief, has been in to restore a horse belonging to Mr. Murray, an emigrant, whieh the latter had
been among them, at their eamp, to get, but which he felt confidentAhey
studiously concealed. Is -sa-kiep hearing of his loss, it appears, immediately set himself to ferret out the horse; and being successful, posted off at
once to our camp to give him up. We vvere all rejoiced to see this evi·
dence of honesty, and I could not but connect it _with the gen erous manner in which we had treated him and his people. We were ·equally
pleased with his remarks in connexion with the act. He said that when
he was a friend, he was so indeed; that he never grasped the hand of a
friend rto let it slip off again, but-suiting the action to the word-held it
firmly. Mr. Murray made him a handsome present in testi n1ony of his
sense of the chief's services, and I a small one, to encourage h1m to a
like act of honesty and virtue; for both of which he was very grateful, frequently exclaiming, buena! buena! (good, good,) in expression of his
feelings.
" Their camp, I am told by those who' have'visited it, contains about one
hundred lodges. ~heir stock consists principally in horses and mules, of
wbicl there are from one thousand to fifteen hundred head, and a few
goats and sheep. One of their captive Mexioan boys-of whom there are
several-acted as interpreter in the council to -day, but evidently as one
who either was under fear, Jest he might say something which might displease his master, the chief, or who had received his cue how to act, and
therefore was necessarily under a proportionate degree of restraint. I am
also assured by Dr. Bledsoe, an emigrant from Fort Smith, who has seen
her, that they have also a very good looking young Mexican woman, a
captive, among them.
.
" I feel confident that the proper way to subdue the wild Indians into a
generous return of good feeling and favor, is to act generously towards
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them ourselves, and not, as I have heard some -I trust they are but fewInculcate-that in order to self- preservation, we should not wait for an attaek, or a demonstration of an ·a ttack, but shoot them down to prevent it."
But to proceed with a description -of the route:
Following up Tucumcari creek, a fine view, made up of sugar-loaf
hills and tableau mounds and opening vistas, presents itself to your front.
The regular stratification Of these hills, their party white and red color in
horizontal zones, and the whole surface, besprinkled as they are with
stinted cedar of a dark gr~en color, will not fail 'to be noticed by the trav€ller as giving them a very beautiful arrd tmiqYe character. The formation
of these hills, which are from ·One hundred to three and four huadred feet
high, is at the base a red, argillaceous rock, easily fra'ngible; next, proceeding upw:;t.rds, a zone of sandstone rock, ,very friable, and of a greenishwhite color~ la~t and uppermost, a sandstone roGlc, of a brownish hue,
and rather coarse character. La1:ge fragments of . these· last mentioned
rocks lie scattered on the slope of the hills,., anGl. many ar:p.ong th~m, I
noticed, presented evidences of having been subjected to the action of
.fire. Indeed, I think these_evidences of igneous · act~o:0. increase as we
proceed towards the Rocky mo1J.ntains · or primary rocks. Orr all these
.h ills, and in the silt of the streams at their base, are found fossil shells of
a species which point to the ccetaceous period.~ .
The road co.n tinuing between these_ tab1eau heights,_ the emigrant,
when three miles beyond ~a~arito creek, may be gladdened, as we were,
by the .first glimpse of the Rocky mountains. My journal speaks of ·this
Incident as follows: "
"Carnp 60., .June 22,. -When about three miles on out road, quartering
to the right, appeared afar off a range of ~ountairrs eappnd either by white
cumtllons clouds, white strata of rocks, or by snow. , Observing it with
my glass, I could form no other judgmet1t _of it than that the object was
veritably. &How; and the idea at ·once too.k possession of me, 'thP-se, then,
.are the Rocky mountains, which in my childhood I had thought so remote
that by no possibility would I ever by able to -see th.~m. How m.ysreri.(msly are we led from the cradle to the grave; and how tittle do we know
of the future, even 'in regard to those circumstances where we may think
we have an almost absolute control.' " (These mountains afterwards
turned out to be those lying in the vicin.ity and to the no;rtheast of Santa
Fe.)
_
'
~
'
Hurrah creek, the first affluent of the Rio Pecos, beit'lg reached, the
emigrant may fall in with great numbers of sheep, as we did. 'I'o quote
from my jo1Jrnal:
.
',
.
"Camp 61, June 23.:__Just' after s-~arting OJl our route this morning,
when not more than two miles , from our last camp, hearing a gradually
increasing bleating sound-a commingling of·all the notes of the gamut! lent my ear to catch the e.x;pression, when I at once became convinced that
I was in the immediate vicinity of a very iarge flock of sheep. Spurring
on my horse, and proceeding in the direction whence the cries came, I
soon caught . sight of a living mass moving to my right, and not many
minutes' elapsed before I was ~in the midst of the largest flock of sheep I
'This species of t\1ssil was also found on the lndepen'dence route, some 200 mijes from Santa,
Fe, by Mr. A. Randall, 1Jf M mnesota, who classes it among the inoceramus,.-a type of the creta-ceous formatton,
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had ever beheld. A s'varthy_~ copper-colored young Mexiean~ of eighteen
or tw~nty years ofag~, m~st miserably clad, was driving them · S~owly be~
fore him. The mornmg atr was keen and cold, and as he, with brimless
straw hat on, a forlorn blanket about his shoulders, arid pantaloons which
were only an apology for such, hugged his . only wrapper, his step slow
an~ me~snred, I ~houg:h the looked the very, personation of patience an<f
res1g~atwn. Beside him was a gruff shepherd dog, a couple of impudent
puppie.s, and a most beautiful pet lamb, milk-white, excepting tips of ear
and ~m_l, and these jet bl~c.k. Moving correspondingly with and am<D•ng
the hvmg mass was a whitish-gray mule, which seemed to have imbibedl
the spirit of his m~ster in meekness, resignation, and patience. 'l'he flock
num.bered, accordmg :to :the s~epherd 's statement, 2,000 head, and includm? a_nother iloc~ ,near, said .to contain 4,000, the whole aggregated
some 6,0~0. The misera~le.Iookmg young shepherd having greeted me
very co:drally,, and. ·very ctv~Jly answ~red all my quE(stions, I could not
on partmg With him :but Wif'h for h1m a more comfortable garb and a
cleaner aspect.''
Scarcely a day passed after this that we did not see one or more :flocks·
ef sheep or of goats.
·
·
Jogging on, the traveller, after proceeding si~teen miles fi·om Hurrah
creel\, comes to the Rio Gallinas, a fine babbling brook of pu:re water,.
-,w hich he wi1l probably think one of the finest streams he has met. The
:·wi~th · o:f 'this affiuent of the Rio Pecos varies 'from twelve to 'fifty feet;,
tits dEWth at the ford we found to be but two feet; in the pools it is greater.
fits 'hank are low and timberless.
,
Nine miles further, and you reach a couple of fine snrings, where you
n~?--ke your option whether to take the road to Santa Fe via Ojo Vernal
and San Miguel-thR route the great body of the emigrants p_ursued-or
the road by the .way of Anton Chico-the first Mexican town we metCanon Blanca, and Galisteo. The _first road; as far as I can learn, is the
shortest and best watered; the latter we found comparatively smooth, but
the wnter at remote points, and not very good.
Five miles from the springs, where the two roads branch, you come to
the Rio Pecos, a swift, clear, beautiful stream, width varying from 50 to
10.0 feet, depth two to four feet, bottom gravelly, banks at ford low; the
little ~town of Anton Chico, containing some 250 or 300 souls, about threefourths ,.of a mile above, on the other side.
The ;geGD.Sriver traversed, you immediately ascend to a higher table ofland,
upon wh~c.h, after p~ss~ng thro\ug-h a region of pine and cedar, you thread
Canon Bla.11q3;, a sufficiently wide and smooth defile, the enclosmg escarp·
ments of which I;.lJn up on either side in places to at leastl,OOO feet. Stoppi_ng
at the pond wl1Elre tl).e road br~nches off to Albuquerque, to refresh yourself and exami}J.e thefish with legs, which are to be found here, you proceed twenty-two miles further !O Galisteo, a small village of some 100 ~r
150 inhabitants, on Qalist~o creek, where, though the volume of WClter Is
but a thread, the quality .ofh js good.
Twenty-five miles furth~r, ejt4er by the usually travelled route, or by the
way of the stone corral-:-the rQ\lt~ we took-a tolerable one, and a passage
through a gorge ef the ~a~ta Fe mountains, and immediately at th~ ~ity
of Santa Fe, over the green valley of the Rio de Santa Fe, a tnflmg
, titreamlet, you ,come
the ci:y of S~ut:.l Fe, the capital of New Mexico.
1
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GENERAL CHARACTfh OF THE ROUTE.

The route throughout its whole extent, as we found it, may be characterized as follows:
'
From Fort Smith to Shawneetown, opposite Edwards' trading-housea distance of 125 miles-on account of difficult hills and quicksand mires,
caused by unprecedented rains, it was very bad, but may be and should
be made better, as before suggested, as soon' as practicable.
From Shawneetown to the termination of the Cross Timbers, or :R.ock
Mary, a distance of 153 miles, the road was good;. indeed, with some
trifling exceptions, quite good.
From the termin.ation of the Cross: Timbers to Santa F~, a distan'ce of
541 miles, bating some inconsiderable exceptions, the road was very fine;
indeed, a better road I never saw ap.ywhere.
IN "REGARD TO WOOD, WATER, AND GRASS,

From Fort Smith to the Antel~pe hills we found these essential requisites generally abundant, alway-s ample.
.
From the Antelop~ hills to Shady creek, of grass there was no deficiency; of water occasionally au abundance-always a sufficiency, except
in two instances, which now, on account of .present experience, may be
obviated.-(See suggestions on maps.)
·
From Shady creek to Santa Fe the grass was rather scarce; it generally,
however, proved sufficient, and it is believed that an ample supply may,
in most cases, be obtained by a search for it along the ravines and streams
aside -of, and at not impracticable distan~es from the road. Wood and
water were generally suffici~nt, and where deficient they can now be supplied without inconvenience by following the directions laid dow'n on the
maps,
lN REGARD TO THE . OTHER KINDS OF SUPPLIES NOT OF A SPONTANEOUS
CHARACTER.

The town of Fort Smith, originally called- Bellepointe, but now-detrimentally, as I thfnk-merged into that of Fort _Smith, is a place of considerable com,mercial importance. Situated on the Arkansas river, at the
head of steamboat navigation, containing some twenty stores, and carry.
ing on an extensive trade with the great body of the friendly Indians congregated immediately upon its west and northwest, it is abundantly able
to furnish aU the supplies necessary for the emigrant. In addition to this,
there are places lower down on the river from which the emigrant may
dra,v: Van Buren; five miles below, and Little Rock, still faJther down.
But last spring Fort Smith had .made hers~lf abundantly able to supply,
at satisfactory prices, the demands of the emigrants, and it is not likely
that, in view of a contiuuation of the emigration, she will be any the less
able to do the same thing when it II_lay ·be again required.
Supplies of corn and fresh beef, and, in some instances, of bacon, may
be got along 'the route at several points: at Ring's Choctaw ~gency, Sans
Bois, Cooper's ferry, Gaines's creek, Coal creek, Shawnee village, ~haw
neetown, and at Edwards' or Little river settlement, on the other side of
the Canadian. Of fresh beef we could purchase any quantity-pr~ce from
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two to three cents per pound; of corn but a limited quantity, the price'
having become enhanced on account of the great demand, from 25 cents
to $1 the bushel. Beyond Shawneetown there are no places whence' you
may draw supplies until you reach the vipinity of the Mexican ~ettle'·
ments, say Hurrah creek, where mutton, and the' town of Anton Uh1co or
of San Miguel, where, in addition, corn and flour, may be proc1.ueQ..
IN REGARD TO' GAME ON THE ROUTE AS' A S·OURC'E <YF SUPPLY •

•

I would advise the emigrant-not to rely upon it at all, but to make up
his outfit as if not any the least accessions were to be expected from this
quarter. Along s9me portions of the route, turkeys, deer, and antelope
were not unfrequently started, but seldom were any brought in except by
the very best hunters, and even by them not very often.' In regard t0
the buffalo, there can be no question that they have been in the habit of
infesting the route in places, d-uring certain seasons of the year. Indeed,
Gregg mentions them as swarming, the "plains, on his return trip .from
Santa Fe, in the spring of 1840. · Dur~ng · our journey, however, I did
not see more than two from tfie beginning to the end of the trip, and\ I
therefore am not at liberty to hold the'm up as any certain source upon
which to rely for subsistence.
''
IN REGARD TO THE DIPFERENT BHANCHE'S OF THIS RO"UTE.

Besides the route we followed, there will -he found,. by an inspection Of
the maps, several b;ranches of this same route, each and eve-ry one of
which were followed, and in most instances made by the emigrants.
When we were c'ntting our road- through from the Choctaw agency 1
':vhere the new part commenced, TO Shawneetown, many of the emigrants
took the lower or river road from the agency, and crossing the CaHadian
at the mouth of the nortli fork,followed the route on the north side of the
river to Edwards', or Little river settlement. By this route the distance
to Edwards' from Fort Smith is by Mr. Edwards estimated at 140 miles.
By our route the distance from ·Fort ~mith to Shawneetown,~ a point op·
·posite Edwards' ;was, according to measurement: 125 miles. As regards
the compm~ative superi0rity of these road'S, there is considerable que;stion,
some peing of one opinion and some of another. Having., however, never
been over the lower one, it is imp<;>ssible for me, where the testimony is
so equally balanced, to give an opinion one way or another. It is proper
for me to remark, however, that the military road has the advantage of
not crossing the Canadian at- all, whereas the other crosses it twice. '
In regard, however, to the relative superim:ity of the two routes beyond
Edwards', and until, they come together on the south side of the Canadian, at .the termination of the Gross Timbers, there can be no question,
from our·own experience in respect to the military route, coUated with
that of. the mnigrants who followed the other, that the miLitary route, or
that upon the north side of the Canadian, is incompar~bly the better of
the two.
In regard to all the other branches of the route which the emig.rant may
meet with beyond the Uross Timbers, he will find that the military road,
generally.pursuing the high dividing ridge between the waters of the
W ashitq,_and those of the Canadian, is the coolest and mos •~vel;. though,

,
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in case of a season of drought, it might., on account of the probability of
:finding better grass and water, be expedient to take a lower road.
As regards the character of the route in respect to salubrity and pleasantness, I would remark, that but few days occurred in which we had not a
cool, refreshing breeze, and that the health of both emigTants and the
military was proverbial. rrhose pests of some localities-mosquitoes and
horse flies-we were scarcely annoyed by at all.
Jn ~espect to the safety with which the emigrants traversed the route, so
far as molestation .by the Indians is concerned, party after party, une.scorted,
some of them very small-one of them composed of but four Germanstravelled the whole distance from Fort Smith to Santa Fe without meeting, so far as I can learn, with the least obstruction from this quarter.
As respects the points along the route where mil,tary posts should be~
tabl shed, I remark, that the object of such posts would be twofold: first,
to furnish points from whtch frequent and efficient excursions might be
made against the Indians, whenever motives of State policy should make
it necessary; and second, to afford protection, and be sources of succor
and of refreshment to bodies of emigrants traversing the route.
Now., as these posts. mast be, if practicable, within supporting distances
of each other, and at• the .same time be so situated as to command the
essential requisites--wood, water, ai1d grass-I know no points where all
the conditions required can be better satisfied than on or near a stream
which t call Fort creek, a branch of Walnut creek, on Valley river, and
on Tucumeari creek, at or Within the vicinity of the respective crossings
lOf these .streams by the road. AU these streams I take to be unfailing in
their character. AU are wei! wooded, with the e,. x. cepti.on of Tucumcari
creek, (and any deficiency here may be supplied from the hills quite
·near,) and they all furnish grass-the first three abundanti y, and the last
probabiy sufficient for all the purposes of a military post. Fort creek is
212 miles distant from Fort Smith, Valley river 27~ mites from Fort creek,
·Tucumcari creek 166 miles from VaHey ri-ver, and Santa Fe 169~ miles
from Tucumcari creek. .Or sht1Uid there not be force enough disposable
to garrison so many posts, then I would suggest that the proposed post on
Fort creek be pushed. farther wes~ward, to be established either on the
waters of Walnut cre~k, upon Deer creek, (so called by me,) or upon
.Spring creek, .the most w~sterly , water-course of the Cross Timbers, all
which streams furnish eligible points all along their borders; that the pro-posed post on Valley' river be abandoned, and that that ' proposed for Tucumcari creek be retained. Or should it be deemed expedient to establish
hut one post on the route, th.en, as the position of this post should be such
as to make it as grateful as possible to the emigrant, and at the same time
influential in its bearing upon the remaining portion of his journey, I
would propose that this post be established on Valley river. ·
Touching the question of the practicability of tnis mute as one of location for a gr~at national railflf}ad, I must confess I enter upon it with reiuctanee. My want of any other kaowledge upon the subject of railroads
than that which I have 9ee.n enabled to derive fmm books and observation, aU of which I feel Not to be satisfactory, for the reason that it is deiicient;-the element which can alone make any information knowledge! mean the element of a consciousness of its, truth from a practical applicati011 of it;-1 say, my want of this consciousness of the truth of any
W'o.rma.tion I may have on the .subject of railroads" causes me Jo .ad vance
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what I have to bring forward with a great deal of distrust. Situated 1
however, as I am, I feel bound to give my views upon this great question,
and I do so expecting and hopit1g that they may only be so far opemtive
as, according to their intrinsic character, they may deserve.
The route from Santa Fe on the south side of the Canadian river-1
speak now of the general, not the particular route travelled-is, in my
opinion, practicable for the location of a railroad; and the line of its location should be, in my judgment, in order to the obtainment of the best
grade, generally on the first riparian bend of the river-I mean of the
·canadian river. ·
'
The advantages to be derived from this route, as one of location for
the great natiorHil highway, are its comparative freedom from obstructions
caused by snow; its passage for 275 miles through a region mostly of
prairie and woodland character, this region · thus furnishing the timber
·:necessary for the work; its passage through the Indian country adjoining
the State of Arkansas, where coal abounds; its passage through a ,country
carable of affording all the requisite stone material and the necessary
SUJp1y of water; its line of location being entirely between and parallel
to, and never crossing, the two only great rivers of the region of country
traversed. These are, in the main, the adv,a ntages which this great route
possesses.
.
But, to my mind, t!te Jime has not yet come when this l{)r any other railroad can be built over this•continent.
It is true that i,n one sense this is a question with which, as an engineer officer, I have no right td meddle; and yet, in another sense, it seems
to me, I am perfectly justified i.n so doing. Viewing it in a political point
of view, I do not see tqat I have any the least right to make any suggestions in relation to it; but on the bther hand, looking at it as a mere
matter of practicable accomplishment, to be commenced pow, and completed within a few recurring years, I conceive that I am under obligations, in connexion with -my experience upon the plains, to give my
v~ws.
'
I would remark, that before my present experience upon the plains,
'1ike a great many citizens who have insensibly been led to take mentally
a bitd's-eye view of the great breadth of country lying between the United
States and the Pacific coast, I had ]n the same ratio lost tbe truthful idea
which I once possessed of the vast exlent of this breadtk. To the degree
that the proper appreciation of this great breadth became lost to consciousness, to the same degree did the practicability and immediate accomplishment of the great railroad become a matter of belief. I have, however,
now been over some 800 miles of this intervening area; a'n d though this
is but a third pm·tion, or at best but half of the distance, yet I have already seen enough to make me feel conscious that the high ideas I had
once entertained have become very considerably reduced. That this
work will some day be accomplished, l would not be so presump~uous
as to . say that it will not; but that it can be comm.enced now, and be
brought to a successful period within ten or twenty years, I do not believe.
Why, just look at the 'time it has taken the whole United States to do
what it has done towards making one continuous chain of railroad from
Maine to New Orleans-not so great a distance as that under consideration.
Contemplate the many centres or points along the route where the work
has been simultaneously going on. In connexion with ~his 1 have a regard
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to the rich and finely- timbered country through which the se'veral i{nl~s of
the road have been made. Think also of the comparatively dense population, and, as·a consequence, the immense resources in the matter of labor,
material} and subsistence' constantly available on account of this popula.
tion. Now contemplate, on the other side, the immense area of uncultivated and untimbered land lying between the 'States and the Pacific coast;
contemplate also the absolute poverty lif this whole expanse, in respect to
population-! mean now a good, producing population, not a savage one,
from whom more harm is to be expected than g<:)Qd-=-and the resources
which suoch a pqpulation naturally develops;-1 say, let any one contemplate all this, and then ~ay that I am not justified in entertaining the
notion I do, that not only is the period for the commencement of this
great work not yet come, but that it is yet far. distant. ·
No, sir; to my mind all that can be done in the present stage of the
world in respect to one ot other, or both of the great highways over the
continent, is to foster them as n1ilitary roads, and thus make them the
objects of legislatio11. and control of the general g0vernment. Military posts
should be established at every prbper point along the route or routes, and
privileges accorded to both soldiery and civilians to make these points
desirable. These several points would then become flourishing centres
of population; , they would become places of succor and of supply and
refreshment to wayworn emigrants; and, above all, they would furnish
points from which the great railway could,jf ever, be carried on. In a
word, to my mind the order of means in respect to the establishment of
this railroad is, first, the creation of centres of population wherever along
the route they can be created; ~econd, the development of the resources
ofthese several points by this population; and, third, the taking advan·
tage of these resources to. aid in the prosecution of the road.
In what I have advanced, I am peTfectly aware that I have been running counter to the cherished notions of many most eminent citizens of our
common country, and this to l'ne is far from ·being a source of satisfaction.
Butlhave felt thatlhave had a dutyto perform; -andwithasenseof
the obligation of this duty, in connexion with the views which a journey
across t~lC plains has forced upon me, I do not see that I could well have
done otherwise.*
·
The military force in connexion with this expedition consisted of as
follows:
·
Tw~nty-:five men of 1st dragoons, undeT command of Second Lieut.
John Buford, 2d dragoons.
·
· Fifty men of fifth infantry, from companies B, D, E, K; officers, Second
Lieuts. Montgomery,'P. Harrison, and Joseph Updegraff, 5th infantry.
Dr. Julian Rogers, of Newcastle, Delaware, acting as assistant surgeon,
and Lieut. Harrison as as sis tan. t quartermaster.
Guide: Black Beaver, a De1aware Indian; residence, Shawneetown,
opposite Edwards' trading-house.
·
Accompanying this force were one 6-pounder gun, nineteen (six-mule
team) wagons, and one blacksmith's travelling forge.
The whole commanded by Captain _Randolph B. Marcy, of 5th infantry.
My immediate assistap.t was Mr. Thomas A. P. Champlin, of Buffalo,
New York.
"'I am not so sure but that the steam-car can be made to run on the smooth, hard roads of the
great prairie. This idea certainly impressed itself very strongly upon me when I was travel ling
over them.
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Captain Frederick T. Dent, of the 5th infantry, assisted by Lieut. Updegraff and a small 'force, preceded the rriain commaiJd out of Fort Smith
about a week, in order to cut out and mark the road as far as Chouteau's,
or Old Fort Holmes. This they did, -as far as within a few miles of
Topofki creek, when, the main CQIDtnand reaching them, Captain Dent
gave me a brief of the notes of his survey, and retnrned to Fort Smith;
and Lieut. Updegraff, with the small- force already referred to, joined the
command under Captain Ma~cy.
'rhe road as pursued by the main command ' from Fort Smith to Santa
Fe was entirely under the control of Captain Marcy, who pointed out its
location and directed its construction.
,
.My duties as engineer and exploring officer consisted in surveying the
route, furnishing the commanding officer with geographical information
when necessary, taldng notes o'f the cotintry, and, in general, in getting
up all the data necessary for a full and cdmplete map and report lof tha
route.
'
.
'
To each and all the officers named, I feel indebted for acts of kindness
and of assistance rendered me from time to time iu the prosecution of my
duties; and among the number I would include Second Lieut. William
W. Burns, of 5th infantry, the acting assistant quarterXP-aster at Fort
Smith, who not less cheerfully than efficiently furnished me with all within his power to make my way prosperous and successful.
I regret to record that the barometer which Brevet Col. Graham, of the
·corps of topographical engineers, so generously ter,dered me from his supply of instiuments belonging to the survey of the northeast bomndary, and
which I carried with assiduous care personally from Washington to Fott
Smith, was no sooner given to an employee to be, transported with the
usual injunctions of care and cat1tion 7 than it became broken. l found it
broken the very first night I attempted to take an observation with it.
It is also a matter of regret that an extensive herbarium, which Dr.
Rogers had voluntarily collected for me, were found, on examination of
'them by him on the route, to have become mildewed., and therefore worthless. "rhe trunk in which he had deposited them had got damp without
his knowledge.
The minerals illustrating the geological character of the country trav~
ersed, and which I have with me, packed away, are in the main divested
of the fossiliferous character which usually stamps specimens of this kind
with valne. Indeed, fossiliferous rocks, though sought for, were seldom,
if at all, met with, and therefore the collections I have are not of that
worth which under other circumstances they would be.
All which is respectfrtlly submitted.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
JAMES H. SIMPSON,
First Lieutenant Corps- Topographical Engineers~
Colonel J. J. ABERT,
Chief of torps of Topographical Engineers, Washington, D. C ..
NQTE.-I have this moment been informed by Mr. S. B. Bonner:, of
Georgia, who, with Colonel P. Hawkins, yesterday got in with a party
of forty persons ( 10 wagons) from Fort Smith, that they left said place
on the 21st of June 'rhey thus made the whole distance from Fort
-Smith to Santa Fe in fifty-five days, only forty-two of them haying been
travelling days.
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The troops were from the 5th of April to the 28th of June making the
journey; but this is no criterion, as they were obliged to cut and work
the roacl as they went along, and, in addition, laid by a number of days
for refreshment and on account o( the emigrants.
I would also remark, in this connexion, that the very day (28th of June)
we reached Santa Fe, a couple of ox-teams belonging· to a small p3.rty,
of which Messrs_ Howard and Sullivan were members, also reached it,
having been exactly two m0nths out of Fort Srnith, and lain by during
this time thirteen days.
SaNTA FE, August 1.5, 1849.
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REPORT OF CAPTAIN R. B. MARCY.

FoRT SMITH, ARKANSAs,November 20, 1849.
SIR: On the second day of April, 1849, I had the honor to receive the
following orders from the headquarters of the 7th military department:
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH MILITARY DEPARTMENT,
[ORDERS No. 5.]
Fort Smith, April 2, 1849.
1. In compliance with "special orders" No.6, dated Adjutant General's
office, January 23, 1849, an escort consisting of one subaltern and thirty
men of the 1st regiment of dragoons, and one captain, two subalterns and
fifty men of the 5th regimet1t of infantry, will leave Fort Smith, Arkansas,
on the 5th instant, for Santa Fe, New Mexico, for the purpose of affording
protection to our citizens emigrating to our newly acquired territories.
2. The quartermaster's departrr~ent will, upon the requisition of the
commanding officer, furnish ample transportation, funds, and such other
facilities as may be necessary for the expedition. The commissary department ~ill furnish the necessary ftinds and subsistence for five months.
3. 'The commanding officer of the escort will employ a eitizen physician
to accompany the troops td Santa Fe and back to Fort Smith ; and the
medical officer at this post will provide a good supply of medicines, hospital stores, &c., for the command.
Captain R. B. Marcy, the commanding officer, will receive a letter of
instructions for his gmdance on the march, befme his departure from
this post.
By command of Brigadier General Arbuckle.
F. F. FLINT,

Acting Assistant Adjutant General.
Captain R. B. MARCY,

,

Fifth Regiment Infantry, convmaizding escort.
On the 4th day of April, 1849,' the following letter of instructions was
received by me:
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH MILITARY DEPARTMENT,
Fort Smith, Apr·il 4, 1849.
CAPTAIN: The commanding general directs that you proceed with
your command from this place, in accordance with department orders No.
5, along the valley of the main Canadian, wholly on the sG>uth side ofthe
river, by the most direct practicable route, to your destination, Santa Fe,
New Mexico. It is expected you will move forward as rapidly as possible,
making such improvemen.t s, &c.,, in the road, as you may deem necessary,
until you arrive near to Ed wards', where you will secure an ample supply
of corn and beeves, .and, after remaining there a day or two, you \Vill proceed slowly to the vicinity of Chouteau's, where (if not already overtaken
by the Fort Smith company and others who intend starting about the
lOth instant) you will await their arrival. '
I
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The principal objects of this expedition are: to . ascertain and establish
the best route f:rom this ·point to New Mexico and California; to extend to
such of our citizens as design leaving here in a few days and traversing
your route such facilities as circumstances may require, and it is in your
power to give, to insure them a safe and unmolested passage across the
prairies; and to conciliate as far as possible the different tribes of Indians
who inhabit the region of country through which you will pass.
·with this view, therefore, you will cause an accurate examination of
the country, survey, and measurement of the road travelled to be made,
keeping a correct journal of each day's march; noting the distances between good camping places; whether wood and water are to be met with
in abundance; and, in short~ embracing all subjects worthy of observation, or that may be of ii1terest or service to the future traveller. On
reaching the "Grand P1;airie," you will most undoubtedly meet with the
Comanches; should you do so, you will hold a "talk " with them, and
present the principal chiefs with a f~w pipes l'i1fd some tobacco, informing
them that the present is intended to remind them of the treaty they
made with the whites, through General Arbuckle and others, some years
ago, at" Camp Holmes," or" Chouteau's Trading-house," near theCanadian, in which they stipulated that our citizens should be permitted to
pass through their country in safety and without molestation; and that,
as.a great number of our people will probably travel over the road which
is being established to New Mexico by the President of the United States,
it is hoped they will remember their promises, &c. Yon will also en·
peavor to create and maintain a good understanding with such other tribes
as you may chance to meet with, by presents of pipes and tobacco, kind
and friendly intercourse, ana by preventing the occurrence of any such
acts on the part of your men or pthers as may tend to diminish their confidence in our citizens, alienate their friendly feelings, or excite in them
a spirit of hostility and revenge.
. If you should find among the Comanches an intelligent Indian who is
acquainted with the· country between tbe " Plains " and the Del Norte,
and who knows that there is a good pass thro~gh the mountains practicable for wagons, from swne point on the Del Norte about one hundred and
eighty or two hundred miles below Santa Fe, you are authorized to employ him to accoinpany you as a guide. And in case you should be fully
convinced of the correctness of his statements from information received
on your arrival at Sauta Fe, and .that you can march from that point on
the Del Norte to the "Plains," or to your outward trail intersecting it,
perhaps somewhere near the mouth of Dry -r iver, in perfecl safety, and
without subjecting your command to the necessity of encountering severe
trials or hardships' you will return by that route; but if otherwise, you
will furnish the commanding officer, at Santa Fe with a copy of your
field notes west of Dry river, anvd, after having sufficiently recruited your
animals and refreshed your men, you will return with your command to
Fort Smith with as little delily as convenience permits.
You are, doubtless, well aware of the iinportance and necessity of the
strictest vigilance and C<=!te, at all times and under all circumstances,
upon an expedition of this nature; and much must, from the necessity of
the case, be left to the discretion of the commanding officer, who, as circumstances arise, should shape his course and make his arrangements
accordingly, having a view to the main objects to be attained.
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It is understood that an engineer officer will arrive in- the course of a
few days to accompany your command. If he should join you on the
march, you will, of course, afford him every facility necessary to enable
him to properly discharge his duties. You will please avail yourself of
favorable opportunities to report your progress, &c.
I am,- sir, very respect : -u lly, your obedient servant,
F. f'. FLINT,
Acting Assistant Adjutant, General.
Captain R. B. MARCY,
ll'ifth Regiment Infantry, commanding Santa Fe Expedition,
Fort Smith: Arkansas.
Iu obedience to the foregoing orders, I employed Dr. Julian Rogers, of
Wilmington, Delaware, to ~ct as physician to the escort, and, made requisitions upon the quartermaster's and sllbsistence departments for such
supplies as I thought would be necessary for an expedition of this kind,
all of which were furn.ished promptly. I would remark, however, that
many of the mules furnished were those which . had been driven from
.Mexico at the close of the war, and, being poor, were not such as I
should have selected. fn consequence of this, we were longer upon the
road than we otherwise should have been, as we were obliged to make
short marches and stqp frequently to recruit them.
The detachment, as organized at Fort Smith, consisted of Lieutenant
J. Buford and twenty-six non-commissioned officers and privates ofF
company lst dragoons, and Liet)tenants M.P. Harrison and J. Updegraff,
with fifty non-commissioned officers and privates of the 5th infantry.
,.rwenty men of this detachment, under the conpnand of Lieutenant
J. Updegraff, as you are aware, had been previ.o usly sent forward upon
the route to assist Captain Dent, 5th infantry, in making an examination
of the country upon the south side of the Catwdian river as far as near
Edwards' Trading-house, and to open a road for wagons through the
heavily-timbered country between Fort Smith and that poiut.
The road having been surveyed and measured by Captain Dent as far
as the point where I overtook him, and he having made a report of the
same, I shall pass briefly o-yer this portion of our route, remarking that
my report of this part of the road, so far as relates to courses and dist::mces, is based entiTely upon the notes :furnished by that officer, arid that
I have connected his survey with my own upon the accompanying map
in such a manner as to give all the information· which is necessary for
travellers over the road.
.
The character of the country upon our rot;~te for the first hundred and
fifty miles from Fort Smith is of such a nature that it becomes extremely
~oft and boggy in a wet season, and is then almost impassable for loaded
wagons, except in the beaten roads. It is generally a soft alluvial soil upon
a substratum of quicksand, covered with a heavy growth of timber,
mostly po:::;t oak; and before the road is packed, it will often be heavy.
Previous to and after my departure from Fort Smith, there had been
very frequent rains throughout the whole country over which we passed,
and the earth had become perfectly saturated with water; indeed, it was
often remarked that there had not been so wet a season for many years.
For this reason, our progress in making a new road upon the first part of
our route and passing over it with loaded wagons was necessarily very slow,
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and cansed some of the emigrants to think that a better route could have
been selected.
This part of the road, however, is nmch more directly on our course
than the old road to Little river, and will, in addition to being some thirty
miles shorter, he as good, when it has been travelled sufficiently to beat
down the earth and pack it. Another advantage which this road possesses
over the old road is in the fact, that upon the latter there are large streams
to cross, which often detain the traveller for several days ; whereas, upon
the new road there are no large streams, as it continues altogether upon
the south side of the Canadian.
Upon the map which accompanies this report I have, noted our camps,
and in a table laid down the distances between each, and have also
noted the best places for encamping : these I have intended as daily stages
for travellers with ioaded wagons, and they can easily be made with
mule or ox teams.
Where there is no wood (and there are but few such
places) will be seen by-a reference to the table: at such places, . a supply
for cooking should be carried forward from the previous camp. Generally
there is an abundance of wood, water, and grass at all the camping places
upon the road.
For the first hunJred and fifty miles from Fort Smith_the road passes
over a gently undulating co~ntry, mostly timbered, but interspersed with
small prairies affording excellent grass, and the numerous small creeks and
rivnlets give the traveller an opportunity of encamping at almost any
place he may desire.
Beyond this we struck the plains, where wood a,nd water are not so
abundant, yet there is no place upon the whole ,road where a very long
drive has to be made to get water.
After reaching the prairie, wt~st of the upper Cross Timbers, the ground
is then as smooth and firm as the macadamized road almtJst the entire
distance to Santa Fe.
From Fort Smith to Santa Fe, the road was measured with a chain and
viameter; the measurement by the chain was a' little less than that of the
viarueter, as the latter, beiqg attached to a wheel, measured all the slight
inrqualities of ground over which the wheel passed, whereas the chain
being held horizontal, was more ace!Jrate; I have therefore given the distanees as determined therewith.
In returning from the "Rio del Norte," by the southern route, I only
used tbe viarneter, and made a . deductimi of the same percentage iu the
distance determined, as was found between the two measurements in
going out.
,
. rrhe bearing, or course of our road 7 was taken with a compass every
mile, and a mean of the observations taken during each day has b een assumed as the course for that day's march.
The variati~.1n of the neecl,le was determined by Lieutenant Simpson,
(the topographical officer who accompanied the escort,) at four different
points on our outward route; and by myself at four points, abont equal
distances .from each other, between the Rio del Norte and Fort Smith, in
retunjing. Between these points a mean of the observation, on each side,
has been taken as the correct magnetic variation for that portion of the
ro~

.

\Vith these data, and personal observation~-, together with information
obtained from guides and others who could be relied upcm, l have plotted
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my map. As I har.re thought that a better idea of the country over which we
passed could be had by making this report in the form of a journal, I
have accordingly adopted that plan, and shall commence it at the point
where I overtook Captain Dent, after making a fe\V remarks upon the
country we passed over before reaching him.
Our~' train," consisting of eighteen wagons, one six-pounder iron gun
and a travelling forge, each drawn by six mules, cross~d the Poteau
river at Fort Smith, on the evening of the 4th of April, 18~19. On the
morning -of the 5th we commenced our march, keeping the old road
through the Poteau bottom, ,to the Choctaw agency. Two miles from here
there are three roads; the left is the old road to Fort vVashi ta, the right
leads to Ed wards' trading-house, and the middle one is our road: keeping
this, our course is 20° south qf west, passing over a smooth and gently
rollingcountryoftir:pber and small prairies until we reach the "Sansbois,''
(forty-seven miles from Fort Smith.)
,
'l'his stream is an affluent of the Canadian, and can be forded at almost
any stage of water. It is sixty feet wide, two and a half feet deep at a
medium stage, and not rapid.
From the Sans Boi~ to Cooper's creek the course is 20° 30' south of west.
Our road lay between ) two ranges of low mountaius, in a beautiful
prairie valley, and ascended very gradually until we rea-ched the summit
of the ridge dividing the waters of the 8ansbois from those of the south
fork of the Canadian or Gaines's creek ..
Prom Cooper's creek to where the road touches a bend 'of the Sans Bois,
sixty-one miles from Fort Smith, our course was west; from that point
to the summit of the dividing ridge, 30° south of west, and from thence
to the south fork of the Canadian, 20° south of west.
The south fork of the Canadian is 76~ miles from Fort Smith; is one
hundred feet wide, and twelve feet in depth at the ferry. 'rhere is a ford
about three hundred yards above the ferry, where ~he str~,am can be crossed
when the water is not high.
From here our course was 18° south of west, over a rolling pi·airie, for
ten miles, until we struck the bottom of Coal creek, 88 miles from Fort
Smith.
'rhe creek is thirty yards wide. has a gravelly b~d, with two feet of
water in the channel. Although it is sometimes above , fording for a few
days at a time, yet it can generally he crossed without difficulty. We
worked upon the banks and made a good passage for wagons.
Bituminous coal is found upon this creek, and used by the blacksmiths
of the country, who pronounce it of an excellent quality. .
·
From here to the Shawnee- trail, our road runs 15° south of west;
from thence to the second ford of Coal creek, 30° 30' south of west;
thence to little Cedar mountain, 100 miles from Fort Smith, the course ·is
22"' south of west; here the road rnns 18° north of west to Stony Point, 5°
north of west to the Shawnee village, and 26° south 6f west to Shawneetown, 125 miles from Fort Smith.
At this place the road forks; the right going to Edwards' trading-house,
(eight miles off,) and the left is our trail. Should travellers desire to
purchase supplies, this is the last point where they can be obtained, as
the road here leaves the settlements . . Horses, cattle, corn, and many articles of merchandise, can be had at Edwards' settlement, on the north side
of the Canadian.
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While here I engaged a Delaware Indian, named "Brack Beaver," to
accompany us as guide and interpreter; an:l he proved to be a most useful man. He has travelled a great deal among many of the western and
northeril tribes of Indians; is well acquainted with their character and
habits, and converses fluently with the Comanches and most of the other
prairie tribes.
He has spent five years in Oregon and California-two years among the
Crow and Black Feet Indians; has .t rapped beaver in the Gila, the Colum:bia, the Rio Grande, and the Pecos; has crossed the Rocky mountains at
tnany different points, and indeed is one of those men that are seldom met
with except in the mountains.
While encamped opposite the mouth of Little river, we were visited by
Bome of the Shawnees who live in the vicinity, and I discovered, much
:to my stlrprise, that their language was very similar to that of the Chip·pewas; indeed, mahy of their w. or~s were the same: for instance, they
both call fire "scot a," water "neptsh," tobacco "sama," bear "mucqua;" and many others are the same. They live principally by agriculture, and have some good farms; they raise corn, wheat, cattle, hogs, and
horses, .and a;p}i)ear to have an abundance of everything.
0n ·the il st·of .M:ay We left our camp, opposite Edwards', taking a course
tilmost south, ·gradually turning to the west to pass around mountains
which border the Canadian, until we reached the Delaware mountain,
146 miles from Fnft Smith.
The country is here very beautiful, being a rolling prairie, with numerous sma:ll islands or groves of timber, and ~many streams of pure spring
water, skirted with trees of different kinds. .
The soil is of a good quality, resting upon a basis of limestone, and
in every respect well adapted to cultivation.
From the Delaware mountain, our road passed by a gradual and easy
ascent up the ridge divjding the "Boggy" (a tributary of Red river)
from the waters of the Canadian. Directly where we passed, there is a
high, round mound, and- upon the top a pile of rocks, which can be
seen for a long distance around', and is a good landmark for the traveller.
One mile from this mound we reached a . beautifully clear, rapid stream,
abounding with fish, and here we found Captain Dent encamped. After
he had furnished me with a copy of his field-notes; he turned back for
Fort Smith, and I proceeded on, takin'g Lieutenant Updegraff and the
detachment under his command. Seven miles from where we overtook
Captain Dent, we crossed another and much larger stream, thirty yards
wide and one foot deep, with a very rapid current: this is called by the
Indians '' rro-pafkees" creek. There is walnut, oak, ash, and other
kinds of hard timber, growing upon the creek, but no grass; about a mile
from here, however, at the border of the prairie, we found good grass
and encamped on the night of the 3d of May.
May 4 .- We did not move to-day, as i-t has rained most violently all
day: the earth has become very soft, and the creeks are full.
May 5.-\tVe made an early starr this morning and travelled over a
beautiful prairie, crossing· t~ro small streams (affluents of the Washita)
which are called, after they unite," Mustang creek,," from the fact that
wild horses are often found upon it.
As Beaver assured me that we should find no more hickory timber
after passing this stream, I procured an extra supply of poles, axles, and
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hounds for our wagons: to serve us across the "plains," and would advise all persons passing over the road -to do the same, as after passing
here, there is no suitable timber for such purposes.
I saw to-day, for the first time, the "mezquite'' grass, and it is prob.
ably this which attracts the wild horses, as they are very fond of and
soon fatten upon it.
The hills we passed to-day are of a red sandstone formation, highly
ferruginous, and in a state of decomposition. Limestone is also found
in places. The_country, as we advanae, is becoming more destitute of
timber.
.
·
lVIay 6.-lt rained dnring the whole of last night, and has made our
road so heavy that I have concluded to" lie by" until to-morrow. This
evening we have another thunder storm, accompanied by the most intensely vivid lightning I have ever seen. 'rhe whole artillery of heaven
appears to be playing; and, as the sound reverberates in the distance over
the vast expanse of prairie, the effect is indeed most awfully sublime.
Upon such an occasion one realizes truly the wonderful power and
majesty of the Deity, and the total insignificance of tnan. vVbile I am
writing the rain pours down in torrents, and the wind comes whistling
over the distant plain with terrific violenee. 'rhe flies of our teu ts, soaked
·w ith the driving storm, and drawn to their titmost tension by the shrinking of the cords, strike the tents with such force as to produce reports
like pistols. The whole surface of the earth is deluged with water.
May 7.-We were so fortunate as to keep our tents in an upright ,position last night, and the storm ceased after about tvvo hours' duration.
Making a start this morning, by hard work on our men and animals we
made five miles. The country has ,been rolling- prairie, \Vith several
small patches of oak and elm timber. The soil continues highly charged
with iron, and of a deep red color; it is, however, becoming thin and
poor as we ad vance. At our camp of this evening we can see the valleys
of both the Washita and the Canadian, and we are now upon the ridge
dividing the waters of these two rivers. , As we are now coming into the
vicinity of the Comanche " range,',. I have gi yen orders for cartridges to
be issued to the command, and shall take up our line of march from this
time in thP- following order: the dragoons in advance about one mile from
the train; the main body of the escort directly in f1:ont of the train-the
cannon in the centre and the guard in the rear.
May 8.-We marched eleven miles to-day, and struck the dividing
ridge after crossing a stream some five miles from our camp of last night.
We found many small branches rising near the summit of the ridge, running off into the ·vvashita and Canadian; they are skirted with trees sufficient for fuel, and in many of them there is water near the road; ,they
thus afford good camping places. Our road approached near and in view
of the Canadian; a short distance of our camp of to-night we could discover much more -timber upon. the opposite bank. The grass continues
good, but the soil is of a poor quality . .
1Vlay 9.-vVe resumed our march this morning, keeping the high prairie
divided for seventeen miles, where the ridge turns to the left, nearly op·
posite "Old Fort Holmes." As the Fort Smith company have not yet
reached us, we shall await their ani val here, as ordered. The cause of
their delay has been, that, they crossed the Ganadian at Edwards', and
h ave found the road much worse than on . this side. T h-e country \Ve
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h-ave passed over to-day has been entirely prairie, with the exception of a
few scattering trees upon the borders of the branches heading near the
'Cl'est of the " Divide." As we are now near the eastern border of the
Jower '-< Cross Timbers," I shall start out in the morning and endeavor
to find a good road to pass our wagons through.
May 10.-'raking Beaver with me, I started out this morning to examine the country ahead. We found that the Divide turned south into
th~ Cross Timbers, was very circuitous in its course, and extended some
fifteen miles before it came out upon the p~airie west of the "Timbers."
It w:ould have required several days' labor to open a road upon the
" Divide," and I determined to make a further examination. On our
1·eturn to camp, we followed down a creek called "Chouteau's creek,"
which peads near where we turned, and runs almost a due east course
between the '' Cross Timbers '' and the Canadian; we found a smooth
prairie along the hank of the creek and encamped at sundown.. As W·e
had taken nothing from camp with us except some hard bread and tea,
I bega1'l. to be fearful towards night that our supper would be but a sorry
<Qne, and intimated as much to the Indian, telling him "that a good
hunter should certainty kill gan1e enough for two men's supper;" soon.
after this he discqvered a turkey upon. the prairie, and, puttmg spurs to
his horse, started after him at full speed. 1 thought this a novel method
·Of hunting w.ild. turkeys, and looked .on the chase with a gond deal of
iutere~t, particularly as I knew that the quality of our supper depended
upon the result. The turkey was about half a mile ahead at the start,
:and made good running fi,r a short time, but soon. found it necessary to
resort to flight. 1lhe hunter followed on until the turkey alighted and
ran into a timbered ravine; he still followed ou~ of sight with his horse,
.J:mt soon appeared again with a stick driving the exhausted bird before
him. I expressed much surpri.se at the facility with which he run down
and caught the turkey; but he informed me that they seldom ever fly
more than twice before they become exhausted, and are then easily taken.
May 11.-This morning we continued down the creek upon a narro·w
.strip of prairie lying between the" Cross Timbers" and the creek, which
led us back to camp in a di1:ect course.
Jl!lay 12.-:-As the Fort Smith company have not arrived, we are burnning a small coal-pit, sufficient to serve us across the "plains." This
evening I received a note irom Captain Dillard, of the Fort Smith company, informing me that he will join us in three days. He has had great
difficulty in passing over the road upon the north side of the Canadian,
.and the company express much regret that they were not governed by his
wishes to foliow upon our trail; they promise to do so in future'May 13.-We remained in camp to-day, waiting Captain Dillard's arrival, but shall move forward to-morrow about five miles, for the purpose
of bridging two small streams which il!tersect our route and run into
Chouteau's creek.
May 14.-Starting this morning, we marched to the first creek, bridged
it, and encamped upon the second; they are spring brooks rising in the
"1..,imbers," and have good water in them at all seasons of the year ...
Upon the banks of Chouteau's creek there is cotton-wood,.elm, hackbeuy,.
and a species of oak bearing an acorn about the size of a black walnut,.
with a very thick bur, and a fringe at the top of It encircling the nut;.
this is called by the Indi~ns " over-cup." This evening there suddenly
3
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arose one of' the most terrific storms I ever witne-ssed-it was a perfeet bet
tornado; the first blast laid nearly every tent in camp flat upon the pas
ground,-and sent beds, trunks, and tables whiding and tumbling in
every direction. Our camp presented for a few minutes a most perfect cu
scene of confusion. As I lo0ked out from under my tent, (which had are
fallen upon me and held me fast,) I saw, by the incessant flashes of light·
ning, officers and men running in -all directions through the rain-some wh
trying to find shelter, and others following ' up a hat, blanket,. or tent val
which the gale had seized_ upon and was carrying off upon the prairie. hen
Nothing could resist the violence of the storm; it continued about an rna
hour, when the wind abated, and we went to work to put up our tents fim
again. Everything is soaked, and we shall remain to morrow ~o dry, anc
when we hope to be joined by the Fort Smith company.
May 15.-This has been a day of general d!ying throughout camp, for
and we are now ready to move forward again, as soon as we learn that -di\1
Captain Dillard is near us. Dr. Roge:t·s was so unfortunate as to have.all wb
his botanical specimens ruined by the storm last night; this is to he mi
much regretted, as he had a great variety of plants and flowers which he th{
will not meet with again, beihg near the Grand Prairie where the charac- siJil
slo
ter of vegetation is entirely different from what we have passed.
May 16.-Learning that the Fort Smith Company are near us, upon the bl
other side of the creek, I started this morning and moved a few miles up It
the valley.
ti
The grass in the creek bottom is fine and the soil good.
p tl
Mayl7.-This morning we continued up the creek for about a mile, then w i
turned to the left, and struck the Divide in the "Cross Timbers;" after ta:
marching six miles, we reached the large prairie between the two ''Cross 1
Timbers" and encamped upon the head of Chouteau's creek, where we st
found good grass, fine clear spring water, and oak wood.
g'
'rhrough the "Cross Timbers" the wood is black-jack, post-oak, over- v«
cup, and hackberry. The soil is gravelly sand, and the rocks a dark 1 hard m
sandstone. I found iron ore upon Chouteau's creek, and the soil continues tr
to be ferruginousr We have seen some deer to-day; but game is not I :H
abundant.
·
n
May lB.-Continuing upon the high and dry)dividing ridge 3. we made ll
eleven miles; the soil is of a good quality, but there is no timber and but I
little water; we, however, found wood, water, and grass sufficient for camp- I li
· ing purposes. We have seen occasionally detached pieces of gypsum ' (
to-day, and some limestone, but the rocks have generally been a soft, I r·
coarse sandstone. Our road approached within two miles of the Cana- l:
dian at one point of our !flarch to-day, and directly at this place we were r
opposite the mouth of" Spring creek," a very beautiful stream of pure )
spring water; has good grass upon it, and wood sufficient for camping pur- (
poses. The Fort Smith company joined us yesterday, and we shall now
move on more rapidly.
JJ!Iay 20 .~This being Sunday, and a very rainY. day, we remained in
camp; the rain commenced with one of those thunder showers which are
so frequent upon the prairies, and, as usual, it was accompanied by a perfect
tempest of;vm~. We arenowneartheupper "Cross Timbers," andifind
upon exammatwn that w~ cannot follow the" Divide" through, as it be·
comes ve>ry rough and broken immediately upon entering the timber. I shall,
therefo_re, leave the ''Divide,'' cross Spring creek, and take the high prairie
1\
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between thtlt stream and the Canadjan. In thjs wRy I shall be enabled to
pass on the prairie entirely around tlze upper Cross 7linbeJ-s.
I met with the wild squash to-day; it has much the appearance of the
cultivated varieties, except that the ieaves are of a light blue color; they
are now in blossom .
.._Way 21. -Our road to-day continued on the "Divide" for three miles,
when, coming near the Timbers, we turned to the right and took the prairie
valley up"Spring creek," skirting the lower edge of the "Gross Timbers;"
here we found a fine road, and moved a\ong with great ease to our animals. vVe encamped upon one of the numerous spring branches which
flow into Spring creek, and found an abundance of good wood, water
and grass.
May 22.-This morning we continued up the south side of the creek
for three miles further, where we turned to the right and crossed to the
dividing ridge lying between the creek and the Canadian; at the point
where the road strikes the crest of the ridge we found ourselves only one
mile from the riv-er, and continued that distance from it until we reached
the head of Spring creek, where we encamped, making our day's march
sixteen miles. The valley of Spring creek is beautifully situated for farms;
slopes gently to the south, and is a mile in width, abundantly watered, arable soii, :;md timbered with black walnut, elm, hackberry, and cotton-wood.
It is in the immediate vicinity of the upper Cross Timbers, where post-oak
timber is abtmdant, affording a goud material for building and fencing
purposes. It is also directly opposite the head of the Little Washita river,
where there is said to be hickory and sugar-maple timber, within a dis,
tance of ten mites from this place.
These advantages, in connexion with the fa~t that there are no other
streams for three hundred miles west of here npon our route, which have
good soil, or any other building timber except cotton-wood, (and that in
very small quantities,) render this stream-a suitable point for the establishment of a military station, should the government determine to place
troops upon this road. · It is also a place where the Comanches and
Kioways frequently resort for the purpose of killing buffaloes. Moreover,
no settlements can be made upon our road west of this point, as there is
no place where the soil and timber will admit of it.
·
May 23.- We turned slightly to the left this morning, and, after travelling two miles, struck the main "Divide" of Washita and Canadian.
Continuing on this "Divide" for thirteen miles, we passed several high
round mounds of a very soft red sandstone, rising up almost perpendicularly out of the open table land, and can be seen for a long distance before
reaching them. At the base of the southern mound, following an old
Indian trail, it led us down into a deep ravine, where there is a fine spring
of cool water, with wood and grass.
Our road from here took a direct course for a point of timber which
can be seen from the top of the largest mound, but deviates somewhat
from the general bearing. As we found little water to-day, we made this
digression for the purpose of seeking a camping-place, and were much
delighted, on arriving at the timber, to find a splendid spring of water,
"sing in a basin of white limestone, as perfectly hollowed out as it could
ave been done by art, and filled with fine cool water. About five hundred yards below this the stream formed by the water of the spring beeomes enlarged, and contains an abundance of sunfish.
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The soil upon our route to-day has been gravelly sand, and no tnn'Der
except upon the borders of ravines. There is wood sufficient for encamp~
ing upon this stream, and :fine grass.
1l1ay 24.-0ur road continued on the Divide during the whole day,
and was very :fine and good. We are now passing through a country
where gypsum is found in great quantities; in many placeS' the surface of
the earth is covered with a white incrustation of decomposed gypsum, and
frequently large blocks were seen, in wl1ich there were all varieties,. from
beautiful transparent selenite to common "plaster of Paris,"' gradually
merging from opaque to pure transparent. T'he fibrous varieties '\rere also
found frequently. The soil upon our road has been very poor, and but
little water; at our encampment to-night we have water that is bitter and
unpalatable, but will answer for cooking when none other can be obtained.
May 25.-0ur road has kept the divide all day, and, as usual, was firm
and smooth; passes over a gypsum formation,. and many of the hills have
been entirely composed of it. At our camp we have good wood and grass,
but the water is as usual where gypsum abound1?-far from being sweet.
We have seen many antelopes and turkeys during the la~t few days,
but deer are becoming scarce as we advance. Buffalo tracks have been
seen frequently, but as yet none of the auimals themselves.
May 26.-We continued to follow the dividing ridge to-day, for thirteen miles, when we came to a large lateral ridge, running off from the
main Divide, which we followed, and did not discover our mistake until
we ha:d gone about three miles, where we encam1)ed on a branch of the
Uanadian.
We found the wood and grass good, but the water continues s~ightly
saline. There is elm,. cotton-wood, hackberry, and wild china tivon the
creek where we are encamped. As I was riding in advance of the trai·n
to-day I saw the first buffu.lo; there were two bulls, quietly feeding, abo"tlt
three miles from me. I gave them a chase of about ten miles,fired some·
five or six balls into one of them, but did not snceeed in getting him to
the ground. I had a most exciting chase, but it was ·ve.ry severe upon
my horse, and I have no doubt it injured him more than three weeksr
travelling. Poor fellow 1 he performed his part most nobly, for which I
rewarded him with a good feed of corn on my return to camp; and, as he
had been living on grass alone for several weeks, I have no doubt he felt
well rewarded for his lobor-at all events, his countenance assumed a
most grateful expression when it was placed before him.
May 27.-To-day, (Sunday,) in accordance with a rule I have adopted,
we" Jay by,n to give the men time to wash, and the animals to graze
and recruit.
May 28.-"\Ve retraced our steps back to the dividing ridge this morning, and placed a stake, with directions to tlmse following us "to keep the
left hand trace." Our road passed from here to our camp upon high
rolling prairie, with no water or wood, and we were obliged to turn frorn
the dividing ridge down to the bank of the Canadian. We passed down
over a gap in the bluffs; found good wood, water, and grass.
May 29.-The country we have passed over to-day, near the Divide,
has been principally a formation of gypsum and blue limestone ledges, in
which we discovered petrefactions of oysters and muscles. These m·e the
first fossils ~e have seen upon our road.
.
We encamped on a branch of the Little 'Vashita; found wood and
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g-rass abunda:nt~ The country between our road and the two rivers is
much broken by hills and ravines, which appear to have been thrown up
without the slightest reference to finish or utility; and I am convinced
that the only place along near our route where a natural wagon road can
be found is directly upon the crest of the Divide. From a high ridge near
our camp we can see the Antelope., or Boundary mounds, far to the west.
llf£ty 30.-0ur road was upon the dividing ridge all day, and very firm
.and smooth, but somewhat circuitous, . following the windings of the
"-'Divide;·" .this has generally b8en very direct, awl, for the two hundred
miles we have traveUed upoN it, I hav.e never seen a better natural road.
'The country upon each side faUing off towards the Canadian and
Washita, leaves the crest per.tectly dry at all seasons. There are numer>Ous small branches rising n.ear the ·r oad which are skirted with timber
and grass., thereby giving the traveUer au opportunity to encamp at almost
:any time he feels disposei. ,The soil is unfit for cultivation, being a hard
:graveHy sand, and v.ery poo.r. We left the Divide near our camp, and
.are upon a branch of -the Canadian; the water, wood, and grass are
.good.
May 3l.-This morning we followed down the creek, and travelled for
:several miles upon the Canadian.; ,f inding this part of our road sandy,
however., we soon turned back, and came upon the high prairie between
two of the Antelt >p e ·b uttes. These hills are about one hundred and fifty
feet h.i gh, of porot}S sandstone., and appear to be the result of volcanic
.action. They rise .almost perpendicularly from the smooth prairie, are
fiat upon t!J,e top, and present -every indication of having been raised out
of the earth by volcanic agency. They are near the lOOth degree of
.longitude, and are sometimes called the Boundary mounds., as being near
the line formerly claimed by Texas as I{er eastern boundary.
en<eamped this evening without wood at some holes ,)f water in the prairie;
~e could have found wood by going six miles further, but our mules
were wewried., and I concluded to use the "' buffalo chips " rather than
1drive that distance.
June 1..-Taking the'-" Divide.,, again this morning, we marched four:teen miles over a ve.,r y direct aud :firm road, without a hill or ravine., until
we reached o.ur camp, upnn a small lake on the high prairie. There is
.a n abundance -Of never-.k'1 iling water in the iake, and the buffalo grass
~grows Luxuriantly_upon its banks.
This grass is very short and thick;
but animals are extratragantly fond -o f it, and it is very nutritious. There
.are hills about a mil-e to the east of the -lake similar to the" Antelope
buttes;;'' these can be seen for a long distance upon our road, and are
good landmarks. As it .is half a mile from the lake to the nearest wood,
I would ree.ommend to trav.eUe1·s to throw a few st.icks for cooking into
their wagous before r-eaching here. We received a visit this evening
from four Kioway Indians., dressed in their war costume, and armed
with rifles, bows, lances, and shields. They were on their way (as they
told us) to Chihuahua, M.exico, where they were going to steal mules
and horses.., and -expected to be absent :ti·om here a year or more. I
.brought them .into eamp, -p resented them with som.e tobacco and pipes,
.gave them supper., an.d told them that we 1vere disposed to be friendly
.and at peace with the- Kioways ;· that it was the desue of their "great
:father," -the President of the United States, to be on terms of peace with
;all his u red childJmL'' 'rhis appeared to pleas.e them, and they replied

·we
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that they would communicate my "talk'' to their people, whe Iiv~ forty
miles north of here upon the north fork of the Canadian. I was much
surprised at the ease and facility with which "Beaver " communicated
with them by pantomime. This appears to be a universal language
among Indians, and the same signs and gestures are made use of and understood by all tribes. 'rhe grace and rapidity with which this mute
conversation was carried on upo:n a variety of. topics relative to our road
and their own affairs astonished me beyond measure. l had no idea before that the Indians were such adepts at pantomime; and I have no hesitation in saying that they would compare with the most accomplished.
performers of our operas.
June 2.-We travelled sixteen miles to-day ove-r :;t very good road, with
but little water near it, however, until wP- reached our present camp; here
we have wood and water in a ravine. The country, ~s we advance, becomes gradually higher, and the soil continues poor, with but little timber. We are yet upon the" Divide" of the Washita and Canadianabout five miles from the latter, and three miles from a large branch of
the ~ormer. The wife of one of the emigrants encamped near us has
been sick for several days, and reported to-night as very low. The, fatigue and inconveniences to which she is :necessarily exposed in a jonrney 0ver the prairies. has, no doubt, had a tendency to aggl'avate her
disease. Being a lady of delicate constitution, and. having n.eve:F before
been subjected to the privations and hardships of a. camp-life,. she is bl!lt.
poorly fitted to endure in sickness a march o:f this kind.
June 3.-This being Sunday,. we stopped to recruit our men and ani-·
mals.
June 4.-We made a march of ten mites to-day, and reached Dry
river, crossed and encamped on the west bank. VVe found bluff.~ about
two hundred feet high on the east side, very abrupt, and crowned witl1
ledges of sandstone; but after a short examination, discovm:ed !l passwhich led us by a very gradual descent to the river bottom. The distance between the top of the bluffs, from one side of the stream to thos~
of the other, is five miles, and the valley where we crossed abou.t two
miles in width. There is wood, water, and grass in abundance here,.
and it is a fine camping place. 'rhe bed of the stream is one hundred
and fifty feet from bank to bank; but when we anived in. the evening;
there was no water, except in holes. The next morning, however, there
was water running over the quicksand, forming a stream some ten feet
wide. I could account for this in no other way than from the-fact that
the quicksand absorbs a large pmtion of the water flowing through the
stream, and in the daytime the s111n evaporates the remainder;. but in thenight, there being but little evaporation, the water not absorbed passes off
over the bed of the river.
On approaching Dry river from the east,. our road passed up the ridge
dividing the head branches of the Washita from' ' Dry river;" here the
Divide, which our road has followed about two hundred and fifty miles,
turns away to the south, and from this place we see it no more. lam
~nformed by Beaver, who is well acquainted with this part of the country,.
that this stream has its source in an exten sive salt ptain southwest of here,.
and that" Red river," which has never been explored to its head, nses,
in the same plain,. and near the same place. It has generally been supposed that Red river extended far west of here 1 near the PeJ~os, aud
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passed· through a portion of the "Llano Estacado," but Beaver says it
rises east of that plain. 'rhe Canadian, for the last two days' travel, has
been shut in by high blufis on each side, and the country between the
bluffs and our road much broken by sharp round hills and deep gulleys.
The soil in this vicinity if; totally worthless and unproductive; no timber fit for building, and but little water. We have seen many fresh Indian "signs " to day, ·but no Indians. I have cautioned the emigrants
to be vigilant in guarding their animals, as many of them continue to be
very careless.
June 5.-We asctmded this morning, through a smooth pass, to the top
of the western bluff of Dry river, where we found ourselves upon a very
elevated·plain which divides the waters of Dry river from the Canadian.
Passing along this on our course we made seventeen miles and encamped
upon a small tributary of the Canadian, where we found good water, but
standing in holes. along the bed of the creek._ We passed several of
these streams to-day; and they were all similar· to· this. The soil is still
poor, and wood scarce. The formation of the bluffs neaT our camp is
:sandstone of a very soft and porous character.
June 6 .-We made a drive of twenty-two and a halfmHes to-day, but
did not foUow tbe "Divide" far, as it turned too mHch south. We
erossed several dry ravines, where there will generally be water found,
as it is but a few days since they became dry. We, however, found no
water until we arrived at our present camp. This is upon a very beautiful, clear stream of spring water. The valley through which the stream
runs is about five miles wid~, ~nd has a great deal of large cotton-wood
timber upon it. The grass is of the best quality, (mezquite,) and there
is a little ar~ble soil upon the banks of the creek. 'rhis is the largest
affluent of the Canadian we have passed since leaving Spri.ng creek. Notwithstanding it runs 'over a very wide bed of quicksand, yet there will
always be running water found here, as the stream is fed by numerous
large springs. ~t is one of the best camping places 'tl.pon the Toad, and
as some of .our wag·on tires are· loose and require resetting, I shall "lie
<>ver" to-morrow for that purpose. From ,the fact of this stream having
so much more timber upon its banks than the others we have passed, I
have called it 'rjmbered creek upon_my map.
Jurw 7.-We temained upon "Timbered creek" and repaired our
wagons to-day.
.(
June 8.-At seven miles from our last camp we crossed another stream
of pure spring water, where there i~ woqd and grass in abundance; and at
our present camp we have another small spring creek, which will always
afford sufficient water for the traveller's purposes. ·we left the Fort Smith
company this morning at "Timbered creek." They were detained in
consequt>nce of the illness of the wife of an emigrant; and we have learned
this evening that the result of the detention has been an addition to the
company of two promising boys, (twins,) which the happy father has
done Captain Dillard and myself the- honor of calling " Dillard'' and
"Marcy." For my part I feel highly complimented; and if I never see
the gold regions myself~ I shall have the satisfaction of knowing that my
name is represented there. I wish the young gentleman a safe journey
to California, and much happiness -and gold after he gets there. Our
road has continued to approach the Canadian fnr the last three days, and
we are now about four miles from it.
1
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June 9.-After marching three miles this morning, we arrived ttpon the
border of a deep valley, with high rocky bluffs upon each side, which
we at once pronounced to be the stream Gregg calls ''Bluff creek."
Indeed,. after we had passea it and ascended to the· high plaiu on the 0p·
posite side, we fell into an old wagon trace which confirmed me in the
belief.
"Bluff creek" has good wood and grass upon its banks,. and water
plenty. It is of the same character as Dry river, with quicksand bed
and poor soil in its valley. We followed Gregg's trace for several miles, and
encamped in a ravine, where we found large pools of water coming from
springs, with excellent grass and fuel. One of our gentlemen killed an
antelope to-day, which we made our dinner from, and found it equally as
good as venison. These animals frequent the highest and most arid
plains, where no other animal ever resorts, and I have often found them
where there was no wa1er for many miles around. This has induced me
to believe that they seldom require that element, without which m0st
other animals perish in a short time. 'rhey are exceedingly timid; at the
same time have much curiosity; and if the hunter will conceal himself
in the grass, he can call them near him by showing his hand, or some
other small object, above the grass.
June 10.-We made a late start this morning and traveUed three and a
half miles, when, ascertaining that there was no water for a long distance
ahead, and Captain Dillard having marched about ten miles to overtake us, I
determined to encamp at a ravine where we found wood and water. Although there may be times when there is no water here, yet I think it
can always be depended upon, except in the very dryest s~ason. This.
place cannot be mistaken,. as it is due south of, and about t\VO miles
from, a· very prominent round mound, which can be seen for several
miles. ·we have passed over a high rolling prairie for the last three days,
destitute of wood, except a narrow fringe of tree'S upon the-'borders of
the ravines-the soil worthless and utterly unfit for cultivation. ·we found
great quantities of grapes in the ravines near our road, growing on low
bushes, very similar to those that are trimmed aud cultivated.
June 11.-vVe started this morning, our road continuing over the
elevated plateau, destitute of water, until we reached here, where there
is a fine spring creek, with a great abundance of wood and grass. Our
march was fourteen and three quarter miles; and this position must be
reached, as it is the first camping place after leaving our camp of last
night. We are at this point about eight mites from ·the Canadian. \Ve
have sever I varieties of wild fruit upon thP. creek near our camp; among
others, grapes and gooseberries. 'I'here has been but little game seen
for the last three days. I killed a turkey this evening, which is the first
we have seen for a week. Quails or partridges are fouud at all places
upon our road; this bird and the meadow-lark appear to be common in
all latitudes, from the extreme northern States to the most southern.
'I he streams through this part of the country have but few . fish in
them. We have, however, seen the sunfish and catfish wherever there
is a stream of any magnitude.
June 12.-0ur march this morning, for the first four miles, vvas ove1
a rather heavy and sandy road, after which we had a smooth prairie. The
soil for several days past ha~ been of a white, sandy appearance; but today, as soon as we struck a red soil, our road became at once as firm as
marble, and our mules passed over it with great ease. Should travellers
1
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ehcamp at this place, they will be obliged to put a few sticks of wood
in their wagons for cooking before reaching here, as there is none to be
found 'on this stream. It requires but very little fuel to cook supper and
breakfast; if it is properly economized. It should be cut short and split
into small pieces; then digging a hole in the ground about twelve inches
in depth, and of a size suitable for the wood and cooking utensils, all the
heat is preserved, and ,a very small fire serves to cook a meal. We observed a very b,eautifu) species of cactus along our road to day, growing
upon the high prairie to the height of six or eight feet. It shoots up from
the ground in joints of about six inches in length, of an octagonal form,
and every joint as it rises making an angle with the one beneath, sometimes branching off horizontally, and all nearly of the same size and
length. A plant generally covers a,n area of ten or twelve feet in diameter, and, filled (as they are at this season) with a multitude of beautiful
'pink blossoms, they make the desert prairie look like a flower-garden.
Our road has run nearly parallel to the course of the Canadian to -day,
and the bluffs upon it can be seen nearly the whole distance. We have
seen a few mezquite bushes during the past three days.
June 13.-The bluffs bordering the "Llano Estacada" have run parallel to our road, at from one-fourth to one mile distant, during most of
the day. They are from 100 to 2i0 feet high, generally sanustone, covered in places with a growth of dwarf cedar. We marched 17-l miles
over a ve~·y smooth prairie, and found an abundance of good water at
four difl:erent places al0ng the road.
As our wagon tires continued to become loose, from the shrinkage consequent upon the extreme dryness of the atmosphere in these elevated
plains, I was desirous of finding a place where wood was plenty, in order
that we rriight reset them. We were so fortunate as to find this a most
favorable spot for that purpose, and at a convenient day's drive from our
last encampment. Our present position is about half a mile from the
road, to the left, near the timber. It is directly in a gap or notch, formed
by the bluffs of the "Llano Estacada," which here jut in very near the
road, and present the appearance of the walls of fortifications, with glacis
revetted with turf. There is one riear our camp, detached from the main
bluff, that can be seen for many miles; and as it is round, very symmet~
rical, and crowned with a stone cap in the form of a reversed plate, it is
a good landmark.
.
We passed a great deal of the small mezquite and numberless plants
of the jointed ca~ tus to-day. The stalk of the latter is, when dried, a
hard wood, and makes good fuel.
Our road has for .a good portion of the day been passing through a
continuous dog-town. One of the animals was brought alive into camp
this evening, and having an opportunity to examine it, I was at a loss to
conceive why it should ever have been called "prairie dog." It is a
very timid auimal; but, when irritated, bites severely, as one of our young
gentlemen can testify. It is but little larger than the gray squirrel, of a
reddish brown color, with head, teeth, and feet, very similar to that animal, :md a more appropriate name, in my opinion, would be "prairie
squirrel.'' In passing through one of their towns, early in the morning,
they are observed sittmg upnght at the mouths of their burrows, entertaining each other by a most incessant barking, very similar to that of
the gray squirrel. On the approach of an intruder they all disappear in
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their holes, but very soon can be seen poking their noses above ground
again to see if the stranger is gone; and if so, the concert is resumed.
The rattlesnake and a small species of owl are found in the same
holes with the dogs. At first I was doubtful whether this domestic arrangement was in accordance with the ·wishes of the owner of the premises, but, a sh0rt time since, I was satisfied no such fi·iendly relations existed between them, for, on killing a rattlesnake at one of the dog-holes,
it was found that he had swallowed a young dog, thereby establishing
the fact that the snake is an intruder, and preys upon the dogs.
June 14.-Leaving camp early this morning, we travelled two miles on
our course, when we encountered a spur of the plain, running too far east
for us to pass around under it; ·and finding a very easy ascent to the summit, I took the road over the plain. vVhen we were upon the high table
land, a view presented itself as boundless as the ocean. Not a tree, shrub,
or any other object, either animate or inanimate, relieved the dreary monotony of the prospect; it was a vast, illimitable expanse of desert prairiethe dreaded "Llano Estacada" of New Mexico ; or, in other words,
the great Zahara of North America. It is a region almost as vast and
trackless as the ocean-a land where no man, either savage or civilized,
permanently abides ; it spreads forth into a treeless, desolate waste of uninhabited solitude, which always has been, and must continue, uninhabited forever ; even the savages dare not venture to cross it except at
two or three places, where they know water can be _found. The only
herbage upon these barren plains is a very short buffalo grass, and, on
account of the scarcity of water, all animals appear to shun it. Our road
was perfectly hard and smooth, and our animals did not suffer much
from the effects of the long drive of twenty-eight miles which we made.
There are wood and water at nine miles from where we encarnred last
night; but from that point to our present camp is 18~ miles, and no water
in the intermediate distances. Should travellers not feel disposed to make
the long drive of twenty-eight miles, they will find a· good camping place
at the first point indicated, and will have q.n easy drive for the following
day. Two miles before reaching camp we descended from the plain to a
creek with fine water, but little wood.
June 15.-We travelled for ten miles to-day along the foot of the bluffs
upon our left, when we reached a stream where the water was standing
in large pools, with sufficient wood and grass. I determined to encamp
here, the distance to the next water being about ten miles. Th1s has
been an old camping place for Mexicans, as the trees in the vicinity are
well stripped of their branches, and show marks of the axe; moreover, we
are now upon the old Mexican cart-road.
Our friends in the emigrants' camp are enjoying themselves much this
evening ; they have managed to raise some music, and are dancing
around their camp fires most merrily. It certainly looks as if they were
eletermined to keep up their spirits as they go along.
June 16.-In consequence of a shower, which came up ahout daylight,
we made a late start and travelled twenty-two miles, when I ascertained
from an advanced party which I harl sent out early in the morning that I was
still nine miles from the first water ; as our teams were too tired to make
th~t distance, I encamped for the first time without that most necessary
element. Our mules will suffer, but I shall make an early drive and
"lie over" to-morrow at the first water. I passed an ox-team to-day,
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owned by some men who had been left three hundred miles from here by
a company in advance of us. One of their number had gone out for the
purpose of hunting, and was lost. These men, with their team, had
stopped back to search for him, and it was about ten days before they
succeeded in finding him. They then started forward again, and have
made a most extraordinary drive, averaging over thirty miles per day
with a loaded wagon; and, notwithstanding they made a drive of thirtyeight miles yesterday, their cattle looked well.
This proves conclusively, I think, that oxen can perform a journey as
well as any other animal.
About three miles fron1 our camp of last night·we came in sight of the
" Cerro Tucumcari." It appeared to be about thirty miles distant, a
little to the right of our course, apparently perfectly round and symmetrical, and is a most conspicuous landmark. It presents, when seen at a
long distance, very much the appearance of the dome of the Capitol at
Washington.
June 17.-We hitched up our mules at 2 o'clock this morning, and
pushed ahead over the dry prairie for 13 miles before we found water; and
this hardly deserved the appellation; for it had more the appearance of the
drainings of a stable-yard than the pure element we were in search of.
Notwithstanding this, our half-famished animals plunged in, and swallowed large quantities. It was sulphurous and decidedly disagreeable to
the taste, yet we made use of it freely, and experienced no ill effects from
it. Had we known the different points upon the road where water could
have been obtained, we might have enca.mped at the last water, 22 miles
from here, and easily driven to this place the following day.
Our present camp is nearly opposite the "Cerro Tucumcari," and
near the bluffs bordering the plains "Indian signs" have been seen for
the last three days, and the emigrants have lost several horses, supposed
to have been taken by them. Notwithstanding this, many of them are
very careless, and do not guard their animals as they should. It is necessary in the Comanehe and Kioway country to be always upon the
alert, as these Indians frequently follow a train for days together, only
waiting for a favorable opportunity to steal horses.
A section of the vertebra of a buffalo, with several ribs attached, in a
petrified state, was found to-day; also, several petrefactions of pieces of
wood and muscles.
'rhe slope of the bluffs ' for the last 25 miles has been covered with a
dtnse growth of small cedar trees upon a white sandstone rock, and Beaver
informs me that it is to such places as this that the grizzly bear and
mountain sheep resort. We have seen no game for several days. Horned
frogs, rattlesnakes, chameleons, and swifts, are abundant, and appear to
constitute almost the only indications of animal life upon these desert
prairies.
,
June 18.-We travelled this morning along under the bluffs for three
mileos, where we crossed an "arroyo," in which there were water and
wood in abundance. At about eight miles we were overtaken by a party
of 20 or 30 Comanches, who came upon their trim-built ponies to pay us
a visit. 't'heir chief was a fine looking old man by the name of Is-saki-ep. He professed much love for Americans, and persisted in testifyiug
it hy giving me an em brace " a la Mexican a," which, for the good of the
service, I forced myself to submit to. Seizing me in his brawny arms
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(we were still mounted on our horses) and laying his greasy head upon
my shoulder, he gave me a most bruin-like squeeze; after undergoing
which, I flattered myself that the salutation was completed; but in this I
was mistaken, and was doomed to suffer another similar torture, with the
savage's head upon my other shoulder, at the same time rubbing his
greasy face against mine; all of which he gave me to understand was to
be regarded as a most distinguished and signal mark of affection for the
American people, (whom he loved so much that it almost broke his heart,)
and which I, as their representative, had the honor "pour amor patria"
to receive. They followed us to our camp, where I told the chief that it
was the desire of their Great Father, the President of the United States, to
be on terms of friendship and at peace with all his red children, and that
he expected emigrants would receive good treatment in passing through
the Comanche country. They protested the utmost friendship and good
will; after which, J gave them _some pipes and tobacco, and they went off
well pleased.
Our encampment is upon a small creek directly between two mountains, called by the Comanches the "Big and Little 'Tucumcari." The
larger one is about three miles to the south of our road, and some eight
miles in diameter at the base. The small one is about eight miles north
of the road, two miles in diameter, and 750 feet high.
June 19.-As our animals have become - a little jaded from the long
marches we have been making for a fe,w days past, I concluded to stop
here and give them a day's rest.
'
We were visited again this morning by our Indian friend ls-sa-ki-ep
and about fifty of his band, with several women and children. 'rhe Comanche women are, as in many other wild tribes, the slaves of their lords,
and it is a common practice for their husbands to lend or sell them to a
visitor for one, two, or three days at a time. There is no alternative for
the women but to submit, as their husband-s do not hesitate, in case of
disobedience, to punish them by cutting off an ear or nose. I should not
imagine, however, that they would often be subjected to this degradation;
for, if we may judge of them by the specimens -before us, they are the
most repulsive-looking objects of the female kind on earth-covered with
filth and dirt, their hair cut close to the head, and features ugly in the
extreme. No one would ever imagine that they belonged to the same
species as the Anglo-Saxon women. They have several Mexicans (slaves)
among them which they have kidnapped. They make use of the -boys to
herd their animals, and the women tor wives. ,.-rhose who visited us this
morning were armed with the bow, quiver, and shield, and they gaye us
an opportunity of witnessing the force with which they can throw the
arrow. As we were about to sfaughter an ox, one of the lndians requested
tD use his bow for that purpose, and approached to within a1Jout twenty
yards of the animal, strained his bow to the full extent, and let fly an
arrow, which buried itself in the vitals of the ox, passing through and
breakiug two ribs in its course. It is thus that they kill the buffalo, upon
which these Indians (who are called the upper Comanches, or "butfalo
eaters") mainly depend for a snbE'istence.
They renewed their professions of friendship to us and all Americans.
I received their assurances with the semblance of confidence-nevertheless, did not on that account exereise any less vigilance in the care of our
animals; for these fellows make their living by robbing the Mexicans of
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their horses and mules, and disposing of such as they do not require to
the traders who come among them.
The wealth of the Comanches consists entirely in these animals. They
serve them to ride, carry their burdens, traffic, and for fi10d when no other
animals can be found. Many among them own from fifty to two hundred
horses and mules; and that man who has only twenty is regarded as a
poor man. It is considered a great accomplishment to be able to steal
horses successfully, and those who excel in this are the most highly honored in the tribe.
The baud near ns, consisting of about 300 souls, have 2,500 horses
and mules-many of them fine animals; and they generally have the
Mexican brand upon them. They require much care and attention, as
they are herded upon the open prairies, and never receive any other food
than that which the grass furnishes. rrheir details of herdsmen are made
daily, with as muchregularity and system as the guard details at a military post. Their animals are divided into separate herds of about 150
each, and are guarded night and day with the strictest v1gilance and
attention. In the summer~ these Indians follow the buffalo as far north
as Arkansas river, retUl'ning in the autumn to the south as far as the headwaters of the Brazos and Colorado, where they find the grama, mezquite,
and buffalo grasses. rrhese, remaining green during the winter, afford
pasturage for their animals until the following spring, when they return
again to the north. 'Thus they migrate back and forth. They plant no
corn, and their only food is meat and a few wild plants that grow upon
the prairies.
One of the gentlemen of the Fort Smith Company lost a horse last
night, and, learning he had been seen at the Comanche camp, went for
him, but, on his arrival, was told that he had not been there. The chief
was in our camp at the time, and knew nothing of the matter until his
return home, when he required -the horse to be delivered to him by a
young man who had taken him, and brought him back to me, ten miles,
saying that he wa~ our friend, and would not suffer us to be wronged by
any of his band. - This evidence of his sincerity went further to convince
me of his good faith than all be had said or done before, and I did not
suffer him to go away unrewarded. I have now no doubt but the Comanches, seeing such numbers oi whites passing through their country,
are satisfied that they are not able to cope with us, and that their best policy is to remain at peace.
I had a talk with them to-day, in which I t0ld them that their Great
Father, the President, having such a ~altitude of white children in the
country towards the east that there was not room sufficient for all of them,
had purchased another country far towards the setting sun, and that he
was now sending, an~ would continue to send, many of his children
throllgh their country to occupy the new purchase. He hoped and expected the Comanches would not molest these people in their journey
through their country, but would take them by the hand, an~ treat them
as friends and brothers. r-rhat General Arbuckle (their father at Fort
Smith) remembered ·well the treaty he had made with Ta ba-guee-na and
other chiefs of the Comanches a~ Fort Holmes, in 1834, wherein they
stipulated that our people should be allowed a free and uninterrupted passage through their country. r-rhat he hoped they had not forgotten it,
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and he had sent them some pipes and tobacco to smoke in remembrattce
of the same. ·
The chief replied, that the talk was good: it did not go into one ear
and pass out of the other, but sank deep into his heart, and would remain
there always. That he was a firm friend to Americans, and should treat
them kindly wherever and whenever he met them. He was not one of
those \Vho took a friend by the hand and let him go whenever it suited
his purposes, but that he held him fast, and remained true and sincere.
He also stated that he had recently paid a visit to the Indian agent at Bent's
Fort, had held a "talk'' with him, and liked all the agent had said, ex.
cept two things-one of which was, that our government would not sutfer
the Comanches to commit further depredations upon the inhabitants of the
province of Chihuahua, or otber parts of Mexico; the other, that they
w0uld be required to give up all Mexican prisoners now in their possession. These two things, he said, gave him much pain. After he con.
eluded, I made him a present of tobacco and pipes, and some fresh beef,
and they departed well pleased.
,
June 20.-0ur march has been a long one to-day, as we passsd no water
after leaving the head of the creek 11pon which we encamped last night.
We are here upon the" Lagnna Colorado," where the Texans were taken
prisoners. Although there is but little water above the surface in the bed
of the laguna, yet, by digging about three feet, we found the greatest
abundance. Our camp is on the left of the road, near the timber, with a •
plain trail leading to it. Grass good.
June 21.-After marching seven miles this morning through a grove of
cedars, we crossed an arroyo with many large pools of water, about 400
yards to the right of the road, where there is good camping ground, with
timber and grass.
At our camp to-night we are seventeen miles from our last encampment
upon Pajirato creek, a branch of the Canadian. It is a good camping
place; and should travellers pass over this road towards. Fort Smith in a
very dry season, I would recommend them to encamp here, and the following day at the large pools I have spoken of as seven miles from our
last camp, as there is a greater quantity of water at that place than where
we encamped upon the Laguna Colorado. They would then be able to
drive to the head of the creek, where we met the Comanches, the following
day.
· Jtme 22.-We travelled over a smooth dry prairie to-day for thirteen
miles, and encamped ,u pon "Gallenos ereek," an affluent of the Rio Pecos. Here we had good water, with some cotton-wood upon the creek;
but the grass is short, the Mexicans having recently made this a pasture
ground for large flocks of sheep. We have passed many high sandstone
hills on each side of our road to- day, and we have seen far off in the distance the northwest mountains, with their tops covered with snow. The
country in th1s vicinity is a miserably sandy plain, and fit for no other
purpose but for grazing sheep.
June 23 .-Our road passed for fifteen miles over a very high rolling
prairie, with detached rocky. hills upon our right, running off 'towards the
CaNadian, until we reached the principal branch of the Gallenos creek, a
fine running stream, with a rock bed, and fifty yards wide. Nine miles
from here there is a spring of cold water; and at this place the road forks,
the right leading to San Miguel, the left to Anton Chico. We took the
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latter, and reached the Pecos before night, making a drive of thirty-one
miles. This was the first settlement we had seen since leaving Edwards'
trading house; and we were much delighted to see houses and cultivated
fields once more.
Anton Chico is a town of about five hundred inhabitants, situated upon
the west bank of the Rio Pecos, built (as all towns in New Mexico are)
of" adobes," or unburnt blocks of clay, and looks at a distance like
many piles ofunburnt bricks. The inhabitants raise corn, wheat, onions,
beans, and peas, upon which they subsist.
June 24.-After 'o ur long _march of yesterday, I determined to remain
here to-day, and rest our animals. This is St. John's day, and with the
J\1.exicans a gala day, in which they all congregate, for the purpose of
running horses, fighting chickens, dancing, and a variety of other
amusements, in which they all -participate with real hearty good will.
In the evening I visited a fandango for _a few minutes, where 1 saw the
Mexicans in their favorite national amusement, the dance; and I was
much surprised to see with what ease and grace a" peon," who is degraded to a condition worse than slavery, and is constantly employed in
the lowest kind of menial services, would hand his signorita to the floor
to engage in a gallopaqe or waltz. They are really very graceful.
June 25.-From all I could lean1 at Anton Chico relative to the
mad to Santa Fe, I inferred that the one passing through Galleno was
the shortest and best. I therefore took this in preference to the San JYli ·
guel route. After crossing the Pecos, which we here found a very rapid
stream of one hundred feet" wide and two feet deep, we travelled over a
well-beaten wagon road for fifteen miles, when we came opposite a beau.
tiful little town on the Pecos; called "Questa." As tbe main road does
not pass in sight of the town, I took a trail which can be easily travelled
with wagons, and rode out until I suddenly and unexpectedly came upon
the crest of a bluff terminating the high plain. Here, a most magnificent
view presented itself as I stood upon the top of the almost perpendicular
cliff bordering the vaHey of the Pecos, and one thousand feet above it: I
could see the valley up and down the river for several miles. It is here
about one mile wide, and shut in with immense walls of lime and sandstone. Casting my eyes down from this giddy height, a magnificent
carpet of cultivated fields of wheat, corn, and other grains was spread
out directly beneath me, with the beautiful little river winding quietly
and gracefully through the centre; this, together with the Mexicans in
their broad-brimmed sombreros and strangely-shaped costume, plodding
quietly along behind their ploughs and "c.arretas," and the "Sierras
Blancos," covered with perpetual snow, and glistening in the distance
like burnished silver as tht; sun shone upon them, formed one of the most
beautiful landscapes that it is possible to conceive of. 'rhe town of
Questa is upon the opposite bank of the river, and has about eight hundred inhabitants. I called at the house of the alcalde, but unfortunately
he was absent. "El Signora," however, gave me a dinner, and did the
honors of hostess with much , hospitality and grace; and I am indebted
to her for a most capital repast. I would advise those who pass over
this road in future to turn from the main road about two miles before arriving opposite here, and encamp at_the place where the road strikes the
top of the bluffs. They will here have grass and wood, and can drive
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their animals down in lo the valley for water. Our camp is ten miles
from Questa, at a pool where we expected to have found water.
June 26 .:-This has been the longest day's march we have made since
leaving Fort Smith, (33! miles .) Twelve miles from our last carp.p we
passed several lagunas or ponds, where we watered our animals, and
gave them two hours' rest. At this place there are two roads-the left
goes to Albuquerque, the right to Santa Fe . Taking the latter, it led us
over a very hard prairie until we reached Gallestia .
June 2'7 .-This town is situated on a creek which rises in the mountains near by, and runs throtlgh a dry plain into the Rio del Norte at San
Domingo. We found a •large encampment of emigrants here, recruiting
their animals, -laying in their supplies of provisions, and making preparations for their outward journ~y to California.
They bring their teams to this place to graze; and it is the nearest point
to Santa Fe where they can find grass. They then visit Santa Fe, make
their purchases, and return. ,
.
From this place to Santa Fe there are two roads.
e started out in
the ~vening, and took the right band after passing the point of the mountain near the town, and travelled nine miles, encamping in a ravine
running down from the mountain; found the grass here short, as it is
everywhere in the vicinity of Santa Fe.
June 28.-Continuing up the rav_ine this morning., we struck the Independence road at the top of the mo1,mtain, and from here continued in it
until we reached Santa Fe, about four o'clock in the evening.
rrhe geological formation of the country changed the moment we entered
the Independence road. Up to this time we had seen no primitive roeks,
but now our 10ad wound through the "canons" of the mountains, bordered by cliffs composed of huge masses qf grauite, until we arrived
within five miles of Santa Fe; from here to the town the country is a
suceession of barren hills, covered in places -vvith a growth of dwarf
cedars, destitute of grass and totally unfit for cultivation.
The route we have travelled over from Fort Smith to Santa Fe, as
measured with the chain, is 819k miles; and, for so long a distance, I
have never passed over a country where wagons could move a~ong with
as much ease and facility, without the expenditure of any labor in making
a road, as '-upori this route. Qur eourse being altogether upon the south
side of the Canadian, and,generally upon the ridges dividing the tributaries of that river fi·om those of Red river and the \Val'hita, until we reached
the grand prairie, we were not obliged to cross any large' streams, and but
few ravines or gullies. ' After passing beyond tbe head of the Washita,
we found the plains approached and continued near the Canadian; consequently all the streams flowing into it were short and small, thereby
affording water sufficient for the traveller's purposes, but not presenting
any obstacle to his progress.
'The general course of the Canadian, along our route, is east and west;
arid as Santa Fe is almost due west from Fort Smith-the latitude of the
former being N. 35° 44' 6", of the latter about N. 35° 20'- this makes om
1·oute very direct between the t~o points. The country lying between
the two meridians of Fort Smith CJ.nd Santa Fe is intersected by a narrow
belt of timbered land, running from north of the Canadian to the southern
part of Texas, and varying from ten to thirty miles in width. This,
bordering the great western plains i forms the boundary line between the
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woodlands and prairies. That portion of the country lying east of this is
generally a rich and fertile soil, varied by ]awns and woodlands, abounding with a multitude of beautiful streams and rivulets, and in every respect
well adapted to cultivation; whereas, on the west, it is an ocean of barren
prairie, with but here and there a feeble stream and a few solitary trees.
It would seem as if the Creator had designed this as an immense natural
barrier, beyond which agriculturists should not pass-leaving the great
prairies for the savage to roam over at will.
There are no ranges of mountains to cross over on our road, and but
few hills of any magnitude; and these could in most cases be avoided
entirely by passing around them, or their slopes made very gradual and
easy. Generally, the face of the country is extremely uniform and smooth.
I am, therefore,'of the opinion, that but few localities could be found
upon the continent which (for as great a distance) would present as few
obstacles to the construction of a raihvay as upon this route. It is true
that, upon the western eiXtremity' there is but little timber except cotton.
wood; but, in many places destitute of timber, there are large quarries of
lime and sandstone, whose divisional -structures are so perfectly smooth
and uniform that the masses could easily he wrought into shape, and in
many cases made use of as substitutes for timber. The surface of the
ground is generally so perfectly even and level that but little labor would
be requirecl to grade the road; and, as there are but few hills or ravines,
there would not be much excavatircm or embankment.
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28................. Santa Fe ••••••••• ~ •••••••• , ••••• , ••• , •••
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NoTE.-From Fort Smith to Clear creek the road bas an abundance of wood, water, and grass upon it, and the traveller can encamp any time he chooses.
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Immediately after our arrival at Santa Fe I sent our mules to Tocoiofe1
about sixty miles off, to recruit. This was said to be the nearest and best
place for grazing in the vicinity of Santa Fe .. I made arrangements also
to have them fed with corn while they were at the grazing camp, in orderthat they might be in a condition to travel and make the :m turn march at
as early a period as possible. They were, however, in such poor condition when we reached Santa Fe, that it required six weeks' rest before
I considered them sufficiently recruited to perform the journey back.
In the mean time, during our stay in New Me-xico, Liemtenant Bufordr
with the dragoons of my command, was ordered to "James," (seventy
miles,) upon an expedition against the "Navnjoe Indians," who had
been committing depredations in that quarter, and was ahse11t about three
weeks upon this service. Lieutenant Harrison and Dr. Rogers were also
(at their request) assigned to duty with a 1-detachment sent out on an expedition against the Apaches, undet Major Steen, and marched about six
hundred miles J:hrough the country south of Santa Fe, while I remained
with the infantry portion of my co.mmand as the only garrison of Santa
Fe.
I made inquiries relative to the practicability of :fiJ)ding a wagon route
from a point south of Santa Fe, upon the Rio del Norte, cro~sing the Rio
Pecos and striking in an easterly course to ,the headwaters of Red river,
or the Brazos, and fmm thence baek to Fort Smith; but, ,as the country
lying east and adjacent to the Rio del Norte is for the most part infested
by Apaches and other hostile Indians,. I found but few Mexicans who
knew anything about the country, and these were unwilling to act as
guides and return home ztlone thxough the Jndia11 country. I, however,
found a Comanche Indian living at San Miguel who 'vas born and raised
directly in the country over which we desired to pass, and was perfectly
familiar with almost every stream and water-hole upo~ the prairies. It
was his opinion that wagon~ could pass without difficulty frmn a point of
the Rio Grande called "Joy a de Cibaletta," about one hundred aDd
fifty miles below Santa Fe, to the headwaters of the Color~do, 1 crossing
the Pecos at a grove of timber called " Bosque Redond~/' about seventyfive miles below Anton Chico. Upon this route he stated that he could
take the wagon train from -Santa Fe to the head of the Colorado in one
n1onth, and would insure water for the mules ~ve1y night. He furthermore stated that there wm:e but three places wheJe the Llano Estacad9, or
Staked Plain, which extends four hundred miles from north to south on the
east side of the Rio Pecos, could be crossed, o:n account of the scarcity
of water; one of them was north of the "Joya de Cil>aletta," and
another nearly opposite El Paso. As all the California emigrants, after
their arrival at Santa Fe 7 are obliged to tt.un and go down the Rio Grande
(some three hundred miles) to Cook's route, before they can :fincla wagon
road through the mountai1Js west of the river, it occurred · to me, that
if there was a practicable route from that point to l?mt Smith, it would
shorten the distance to California very much; and as 'several parties of
emigrants had reached El Paso from Texas, 1 was satisfied I could go
through, and I employed the Comanche guide and determined to J;eturn by
the southern route. Previous to our departure Lieutenant Sackett had been
promoted to the company to which the dragoon portion of the escort belonged, and Lieutenant Buford having been p:w moted to a company stationed in California, they were transferred by order of the commanding
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at Santa Fe. 'T hese, with the exception of one man left sick at
Santa Fe, were the only changes in the command from the time we left
Fort Smith.
From Santa Fe we struck the Rio Grande at Algodones., and followed
the road down the east bank of the river until we reached Fra -Cristobal
·o n the evening 10f the 25th of August.
At this point the bluffs of the mountains approach near the river, and
render it neeessary to keep to tbe ieft across a large bend, where in a dry
season there is no water, until reachi!1g the river again; this is the commencement ofthe aJournado dei _;j'Jnerto.''
Leaving Fra Cristobal at two o'clock on the morning of the 26th., and
passing up through a canon out of the valley of the Rio Grande, we entered the dreary piain of the Journada, anrl m.arched. to the "Laguna del
Muerto," a distance of 25~ miles by the via meter. Although there is
.sometimes water in the' Laguna for several days after a rain, yet when we
.arrived the bed was perfertly dry . . We l01ad, however, filled our water
barrels at the river, and the men did not suffer. After resting our animals
and giving them time to graze; we again started forward, and marched to
Perrino or .a Point of Rocks,'' 2S~ miles. Here we found rain- w~ter
standing iu pools, and .e ncamped for the night.
On the 28th, g_fter marching :23~ miles, we reached the river again at
the southern ·e xtremity of the Jonrnado:, ma.k ing the entire di~tance across
the desert 77~miles. 'T he road passes. over a very high and level plain,
as perfectly flrm :and smooth, aud is g~nerally travelled (when there is no
water) in two nights and one day with loaded wagons. As this is upon
the main. .and Dnly road from Santa Fe to Bl Paso, and has been traveHed
for many years by the in hahitauts of New Mexico, l presume there is
no way of avoiding it. We found the grass good, and a small growth of
·scrubby hmsh, which answered very well to cook with; but there were
no tmes -or other ·v-egetation) except several varieties of the cactus aud

palmetto.
Upon. both -sides of tfue road , th-ere were detached mountains in sight
~onstantly,

and one near which we passed soon after leaving Fra CristoentiH~ly of large masses of dark basalt thrown together
loosely into an immeiilse hill or mountain of some five hundred feet high.
On the 29th we reached Dona Ana., a town upon the east bank of the
Rio Grande, sixty mit-es atwve Ei Paso, of 300 inhabitants, principally
Mexicans., who raise corn, wheat, onions, beans, and grapes, arrd depend
for a subsistene.e almost entirely upon the eultivation of the soil. They
are obliged here, as it) all places in New Mexico, to irrigate, as without
this the soil wotJid produce nothing. ' The on.ly availabie land is therelore in the vall· y., where water can be carried in canals or ditches from
the river.
Tbis is a new town, se ttled by men from El Paso some ten years since,
and, until it was garrisoued hy a part of a company of United States
troops, was frequ ent-l y visited by those brigands of the mountains "the
Apaches," who were in the habit .o f coming d'o wn from their mountain
retreats, stampeding and driving off cattle and horses, and before the
Mexicans were aware of their proximity, were out of reach again in the
mountains.
Th8se Indians are perfectly lawless, savage, and brave, and having
been allowed to roam the country at will, and c-ommit depredations upon
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the Mexicans for so long a time, it will require a Yery severe Iesson t()
teach-them that we are masters in New Mexico. Being a numerous tribe,
and commanded as they are by an ambitious chieftain by the namP. of
"Gomez," who has received a Spanish education in .Mexico, and being
entirely dependant upon plunder for a subsistence, I am of the opinion
that they are destined to give us much annoyance and trouble before they
are subdued.
Dona Ana being but fifteen miles below San Diego, (the point Hpon the
Rio Grande where Colow~l Cook"s road leaves the river,) and the only
town within seventy miles, I was anxious to find the shortest practir.able
wagon road from here to Fort Smith. I therefore made ~nquiries relative
to the country between here and the Rio Picos, bHt found that this part
of the eountry was almost wholly unknown to the Mexicaus, as (although
they are great travellers) it is seldom that they can be induced to venture·
far into the Apache "range.'' I found one man,. however, who stated
that he knew the country for fifty miles east of Dona Ana, and, upon
condition that I would deposite· the amount he was to receive- with the
commanding officer for the benefit of his family ill case he should be
killed in returning, he would consent to accompany us that distance. I
accordingly engaged him, and on the morning of the 1st of September
left Dona Ana, taking a course N. 81° E. towards a gap in the Organ
range, called San Augustine Pass. Our- road passed tn the left of the
high Organ peaks by a gradual ascent for fifteen miles until we reached
the gap, which was low, and the passage smooth and easy. From here
we passed around to the south for four miles under the base of the mm~nt
ain, where we encamped at a spring, and fmmd fine grama grass. The,
Organ range of mountains takes its name fiom the suppused simi·l arity
of the high-pointed pPaks to the pipes of an organ. They aTe a trapo
formation, and somewhat columnar in their structure, with the columns
standing vertically, and in some cases rising to the height o£ a thousand
feet, and terminating in sharp points.
Upon the lower part of the mountain thel·e is good pitch-pine timber,.
but no other wood except a species of small oak. From 01.u present position we can see the Sacramento mountains very distinctly across a level:
plain to the east. They do not appear to be at a grea~er distance than
eight or ten miles from us, but our guide informs me they are forty miles
off; this illusion is often experienced in Kew Mexico,. and I can tmly
account for it by the remarkable purity alld transparency of the atmosphere, which enables the eye to penetrate far, and w discern objects distinctly.
September 2.-Continuing along tmder the base of the Organ mountains, we struck the road from El Paso to the Salt lakes at about three
miles from our camp of last night, and followed this for three miles further to a spring which rises in the mountain,. and runs down a :t'avihe
upon which we are encamped, to the road.
This is called the " Ojnde Solado," and has an abundant supply of
water at its source, but sometimes it is absorbed by the sand before it
reaches the road, and it is then necessary to send to the foot of the mountain for water, as we cannot drive wagons nearer than the road.
The Sacramento mountains are in sight to-night, aud the two mnges,.
"Organ" and" Sacramento," rnn nearly parallel from north to south,.
and from thirty to forty miles apart& The intervening valley is fiat and
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sandy, and has no water upon it. As we had to cross this valley, we provided ourselves with a supply of water for tQ.e use of the men, and on the
morning of the 3d September left camp, and, following the Salt ro~d for
about four miles, struck in a direct line for the "Waco mountams,"
-w\\)~\\ ~CO.\'\'\)~~\".~\\ \l\Yffi. \)\\1 \0.~\ t'O.ID.'\), '0.\\~ ~\\~1~ ~~ ~~\.~ \\)\\\_ ~1 \\\~
guide we should find water. As the road was somewhat sandy and we
had to make a new track, our progress was necessarily slow. After travelling eighteen miles we halted at 6 o'clock in the evening, giving the men
time to sleep, and the animals to graze and rest, when we were again in
motion, and reached the Waco mountains at 2 o'clock p. m. on the 4th
of September, making the entire distance from the Salado spring to this
place 37-J!-u- miles, about seven miles greater than the estimate of our
guide.
.
·
,
The manner in which the Mexican traders make these long stages
without water (and I believe it to be the best) is, before starting, to graze
their animals from morning until abouf 3 p. m., give t~em all the water
they wiU drink, then harness and start them immediately, and drive until
4 o'clock tne next morning, when they stop three hours to graze while
the dew is on the grass, and drive until it becomes hot towards the middle
of the day; they then make another halt until 5 o'clock in the evening,
when they start again and push through to the water. In this way fifty,
sixty, or seventy miles can be made with loaded mule or ox wagons in
the hottest weather of the summer. The Journado del Muerto is 77 miles
in le ngth; yet it is travelled during the whole year with heavily loaded
teams. After these long drives, animals should be allowed a day or two
to rest and recruit.
Our present encampment is but thirty miles from El Paso, and our
guide informs me that the road is not so sandy as the one we have passed
over; but our route is abeut thirty miles nearer from this point to Dona
Ana, than to go the El Paso road. There is a plain wagon road. from here
to El Paso. We found a great abundance of good water in an immense
tank up a ravine on the South mountain. This is a huge deep basin,
scooped out of the s0lid rock with great symmetry and ~egularity, and of
sufficient capacity to contain several hundred gallons of water. We also
found sufficient water for our animals in the ravine. The road passes between the two mountains, whicb approach within a few rods nf each
other, leaving a level pass, bordered by immense ledges of rocks, standing out in bold relief directly over the road. · The rocks composing the
mountains are large masses of dark-gray sandstone, thrown up in the
utmost disorder and confusion, leaving numerous holes and caverns,
which have often served the Apaches as hiding places.
We remained at this place on the 5th, and on the morning of the 6th,
making an early start, crossed a plain in an easterly direction towards the
south base of the "Cierra Alto," which is about L,500 feet high, and
can be seen for many miles around. Here· we entered a canon, which
brought us by a very easy and gnidual slope, of about three miles, to
high level mesa or plain, directly at the southeastern base of the mountain.
From this point we could see the Sierra del Alamo, in a direction north
75° east, and to this our road led us over a firm prairie, a distance of 22!
miles.
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The Sierra del Alamo is a mountain of gray sandstone, mixed with
flint rock, about l,OOOfeethigh, and stands out a]onenpon the fiat prairie.
On the north side, about ,300 yards from the road, is a spring near three
cotton-wood trees, with an Indian trailleaGl.ing to it. The spot cannot be
mistaken, as there are no cotton-wood trees anywhere else in the vicinity.
Our road to-day, with the exception of one place in the canon, was
capital, passing over a prairie perfectly hard and smooth. '
Along the whole course of the road from Dona Ana here·, there .has
been a most luxuriant growth of grama grass of several different kinds,
and we find sufficient fuel for camping purposes at all places.
September 7.-We passed aro"Qnd the north base of the " Cierra" this
morning, w'hen we came in sight of the rugged top of the " Comudas,"
in a direction N. 72° E.; from here our road was over the gravelly mesa,
and perfectly good for 8! miles, which brought us to the ''0omudas.'' This
is another of those immense piles of loose rocks which, rising up almost perpendicularly to t~e height of 500 feet out of the level gravelly plain, and
utterly denuded of vegetation, presents a most strange and picturesque
appearance, very different from any scenery we meet with in the settled
parts of the United States. Upon the east' side of the '' Comudas" there
is an arched entrance into a large cavern which is lighted from above,
and in this· we found a well fifteen feet deep, filled to the top with beautifully pure water; besides this we found water sufficient for our ai1imals
·
in tanks on the west side of the hi11.
Our guide informed us that this is a favorite plac~ of resort for the
Apaches, who come here when travellers are seen 'approaching, hide themselves in the caverns of the mountains, and rob them of their \1o:rses, and
cautioned us to be upon our guard on our arrival, as they might b.J in the
midst of our animals before aware of their presence: we have, however,
seen none of them.
The geological formation of this mountain is different from any we
have passed before, being a dark coarse granite or gneiss, with a small
proportion of feldspar, and the mica predominating. All the other rocl~s we
have seen before, between this place and the mountains at Santa Fe, have
been secondary.
Septertnber 8.-(Jur road to-day led us around the east side of the Comudas, to the north end, where we tuTned almost due east, and tra veiled towards the southern peak of a high range of mountains called the " Sierra
Guadalupe." For th~ first five miles we passed directly at the foot of a
low range of hills running northeast and southwest, after leaving which
we struck out upon the high prairie, and found the road most excellent
the entire distance to the Ojo del Cuerbo, or Crow Spring. , The spring is
upon the open plain, and contains a large supply of water at all sr,asons;
and, although it is sulphurous, yet animals are very fond of it, and we
found it to answer, in the absence of better, for drinking and cooking.
T\vo miles from here our toad crossed the dry bed of the outlet to the
Salt lakes some tw_enty n1iles south of this; there was a thin, white incrusta·
tion of salt over the bed of the stream. ) Vegetation has been of the -same
character to-day as heretofore, and the grama grass growing everywhere
upon the road. Our march has been 26 miles, but the road so good that
our animals did not suffer, and we reached camp early.
September 9.-0nr course this morning, atter leaving the Ojo del
Cuerbo, was south 49° east, bearing directly for the peak of the Guada-
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Iupe, until we arrived nearly opposite to it on the west side; we then continued past it, gradually turning to the left around the hills at the base
until we reached a rocky ravine which led us directly up to the foot of
the towering cliff of the peak. We encamped near the head of .the ravine,
where there is a spring about 200 yards north of the road, and good grass.
Animals must be driven up the ravine to the water, as the wagons cannot
pass further than the turn of the road.
·we had a good road to-day, with the exception of four miles of sand,
and made twenty- three and one-twent~eth miles.
The Guadalupe range of mountains terminates at this 'place in an immense perpendicular bluff of light-colored sandstone, which rises to the
enormous height of nearly two 'thousand feet, and runs off to the northeast towards the Pecos. On the south of the peak there is a range of
bluffs abot~t two hundred feet high, running from north to south across
our course, and over which we have to pass. At abouttenortwelve miles
south of here this blt1ff appears to terminate; but as we can pass up without difficulty at this -place, we shall not go out of our course to avoid it.
September 10.-We remained in camp to-day until about 3 o'clock p.
m ., when, getting Ol,lr wa.gon tr9-in up the hill, we found ourselves upon
very high rolling table laud, which our guide says de~cends from here to
the Pecos river. As we have been eontinnally ascending from the Rio
Grande to this point, we are therefore now upon the summit level of the
two stream~. As it rained most of the afternoon, we only made a short
march of four miles, passing in a northeast direction around under the
mountains, and encamped in a ravine which runs ·down through a large
grove of pine timber froni _a gap of the Guadalupe mountaiqs; there is a
finE;) spring three hundred yards' to the west of the road, which affords an
abundant supply of water.
The mountains are covered on the eastern side with groves of large
pine trees; and as this is the only kind of timber fit for building in the
country, it may some day be useful. We have also seen a species of cedar
with the bark resembling that of the oak, and very different from any we
have ever seen before.
There are many varieties of the cactus and palmettos about the mountains, and we have this evening for the first time seen the maguey plant,
which constitutes almost the only vegetable food that the Apaches and
southern Comanches get for a great portion of the year. They prepare it
by boiling it until it is soft,- then n~ash it into a paste, and I am told that
in this form it makes a very palatable§ nutritious food.
The Guadalupe is the last of the mountains between: the Rio Grande
and the Pecos. It appears there are three distinct ranges of mountains
traversing lhe country east of El Paso in a north and south direction:
the first the Organ rang~, twenty miles east of the Rio Grande; thirty
miles from this the Sacramento, the continuation of which, about fifty
miles north 'of Dona Ana, is called the "Sierra Blanco/' and has perpetual snow upon its summit; from thence it ·extends on to ncar Santa
Fe. The third is the range of the Guadalupe, fifty miles east ot: the second.
These wild and rocky mountain ranges are the places where several
animals resort that are to be met with nowhere else. 'rhe grizzly bear (the
most formidable animal of the continent) finds a lurking place in the caverns
and thickets, and feeds upon the wild fruit that abounds here. The bighorn, or cimarron, is also seen skipping playfully from rock to rock upon
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the narrow overhanging crags, and cropping the short herbage which
grows upon them: these, with the black-tailed deer, are almost the only
animals found upon these mountains. One of the latter was killed this
eveniug, and we found it very similar to the common fallow deer of the
States, butmnch larger.
_
There are but few varieties of birds upon the prairies: we have, however, seen quails at all places we have been, and occasionally a few plover
~nd English snipe.
September 11.-As our animals were somewhat jaded from the long
marches we have made for a few days past, and as we had a long journey
before us, I remained in our camp of last night until after dinner to give
them rest, when we moved forward over a good road to Independence
spring, five miles.
Here we found two large springs of pure cold water, which boil up from
the ground and run off in a stream about the size of a barrel, with a great
supply of oak wood and grama grass near, rendering it a most desirable
place for encamping.
The country from the base of the rhountain..s to this place is rolling, and
the soil good.
·
'rhe peak of Guadelupe, and the general outline of the chain, can be
seen from here, and it appears to be impossible to pass through it with
wagons anywhere north of our route; and as the defile is near the peak,
whiCh can be seen for many miles. around, it is a good landmark. 1
About twelve miles south of this are· several salt lakes, which our guide
informed me had been formerly resorted to by the Mexicans for salt; but
that since the Indians had become hostile, they did not venture to go
there. The salt is deposited in a pure state upon the bed of the lake,
about six inches in thiekness; and when the water becomes low and
recedes from high-water mark, it can be shovelled up in large quantities.
The Salt lake nurth of El Paso is of the same character, anu furnishes all
the salt that is consumed in New Mexico and several of the States of southern Mexico. From specjmens that [ saw, I should imagine it to be pure
chloride of sodium, with a very strong saline taste, and equal to the best
Turk's island salt.
As it rained nearly all day to-day, the 12th September, we did not
move.
On the 13th we started forward again, and travelled over a hard rollI_llg prairie, passing many round symmetrical mounds on each side of
the road, until we reached the Ojo de San Martin, at the head of the
Delaware creek, our ave1:age course being south 85° east, and the distance travelled 15-{0 miles.
The mounds were standing isolated and detached from the other hills
around, and were as regularly symmetrical as they could have been made
by art, being composed of an alternate strata of lime and sandstone lying
horizontally upon each other in thin plates like slate, and recedjng in ter·
races from the base to the top, the shape in all cases being conical, and
almost as round as if cut out for a monument. We noticed one with a
c·ap upon the top, in the form of an inverted plate, which, from its pe·
culiar shape, the Mexicans call "centirula."
We saw a fresh Apache trail crossing our road to day, and, as they are
probably hovering about us for no good purpose, I shall see that our
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animals are guarded with great care. Our custom has been to herd them
during the day in the immediate vicinity of the camp; at night the mules
are driven into a "corral," formed with the wagons arranged in a circle,
and the horses picketed together near the tents of the meu, with sentinels walking among them constantly. In this way I think we shall
bailie Messieurs "Los Apaches," notwithstanding they have the reputation of being the most expert and boldest horse thieves in the west.
They have often had the impertinence to enter the Mexican towns in
open daylight, drive off animals, and take women and children prisoners,
before the faces of the soldiers stationed there; indeed, they are as inveterate freebooters as can he found on earth.
There are several springs at this place, the waters of which unite and
form the Delaware creek. One of them, the Oje de San Martin, bursts
out of a solid limestone rock in a volume of sufficient magnitude to drive
an ordinary saw-mill at the fountain head, and is as pure, sweet water
as I ever drank.
Above this there are several others possessing different mineral properties. One is highly charged with sulphuretted hydrogen, and tastes
very much like the Kentucky "Blue Lick water." Another is decidedly
chalybeate, and a third is strongly sulphurous, leaving a thick incrustation of sulphur upon the rocks tor many yards from the source.
These unite in one common outlet, and the amalgamation is far from
,
pleasant to the taste.
Is it not within the scope of probabilities that these springs may be
found to possess valuable medi~inal properties, and that this place may
yet (and at no very distant period) become a place of fashionable resort
for the "upper-ten-thousand'' of New Mexico? The climate here is delightful, the atmosphere perfectly elastic and pure, and the temperature uniform and delicious; then, may not an invalid derive as much benefit at
this place as at Saratoga or any other of our watering places?
'rhere is but little wood near here, except some small mezq uite bushes
and a species of dwarf live-oak, which answers very well for fuel. I also
noticed yesterday a tree which is spoken of by a writer in California as
being frequently seen there. It resembles the box-wood in some respects,
growing in clusters or bunches, with a similar leaf, but appears to shed
its bark (which is very thin and tough) annually. At this season, when
the old bark is off, the stock and branches have more the appearance of
the limbs of a person, both in color and texture, than of a tree, the exterior being a most beautiful tlesh-color. It produces a fruit which is
eaten by the Indians.
September 14.-0ur course to-day has been north 83° east, down the
left bank of the creek, crossing over a tract of poor soil covered in places
with white decomposed gypsum. We touched the creek at but one
place, until we arrived at our present camp. This is upon a high sandy
bluff bordering the creek.
We found the stream at this point literally alive with a multitude of
fish, alid in a very short time we caught enough to supply the whole
command. Among other kinds, we caught a white bass that I have
never seen anywhere before, and found it very excellent.
From our last camp to where we struck the creek was 6 1il0 miles, and
from there to this place 5j miles.
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September 15.-We continued down the creek to-day in a course north
67° east for 9~ miles, crossed and encamped on the south bank. We
have passed over a country similar to that of yesterday, ,being poor soil,
no timber, and covered with decomposed gypsum. The grama grass is
very large and ~bundant along the valley of the stream, and affurds excellent pasturage for our animals,
·
Septentber 1ti -Leaving the Uelaware creek this morning, we · struck
out upon the prairie in a eourse south 64° 30' east; and, after travelling
nine miles, came in sight of the valley of the Rio Pecos. Our course led
us down the stream six miles further, where we descended from the
high lands into a sandy bottom, and encamped upon the river. The
stream is here about thirty yards wide, very sinuous, rapid, and .deep, with
high clay bank~. I understand rhat it re ceiv~s a very considerable tributary some fifty miles above here, called the " Sacramento river," rising
in the chain of mountains of that name; and this is said hy the Mexicans to have upon its bq.rders the most beat1tiful valley of lawns and
woodlands of any streams known in New Mexir:o. They express their
admiration of it by the word "linda," which, I believe, signifies superexcellent; yet, as it is in the heart of the Apaclfe "range," it has never
been settled.
·
Our Comanche guide informs .me this evening that I cannot, as I desired, go directly from this point to the head of the' Colorado or Brazos,
as no man (not even an Indian) ever undertakes to cross the "Llano Estaeado" opposite here. He states that it is eight days' travel frorp. here to
''Bosque Redondo,'' where the route from the ''Joy a de Cibaletra'' crosses
the Pecos, and about sixty miles to where the other route crosses near the
southern t~rminus of the Llano Estacado. ·we are, therefore, obliged to
follow down this stream until we find vve can with safety turn east.
September 17.-We continued down the Pecos this morning for four
and a half mile~, wh,ere there is a rapid, with good rock bottom; and here
we could have forded the stream, there being bLlt three feet water in the
channel. I, however, concluded, as the banks required some digging, to
make a good passage for the wagons, that I would continue down the valley and search for a better crossing. After marching six miles further, we
encamped again on the west bank of the river. Here we found the finest
and most luxuriant grama grass we had seen, with mezquite ,w ood. The
water of' the Pecos is slightly brackish, but we used it without inconvenience .
September 18.-Keeping down the right bank of the river, we found
the valley covered in many places with a growth of small mezquite trees,
and in these we saw for the first time sinee leaving the Rio Grande the
white-tailed or common deer of the States. Our coui se was S. 68° 7' E .;
distance travelled 13k miles. 'Jlhe soil in the river bottom has been clay,
covered with a heavy grama grass, and the stream very crooked, with perpendicular banks from t[uee to twenty feet high. _, Along its whole course
the water is muddy, resembling the water of the Rio Grande. There is a
total absence of anything like timber on its banks, and a stranger would
not expect to find a water-course in · approaching it until he. was directly
upon it, so mnch does it appear like other places upon the surrounding
prairies. The course of the river runs so much nearer the direction I
\
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wish to travel than I had been led to believe from the maps of the country, that I shall continue down for some days further before turning east.
September 19.- Our road continu~d in the valley of the river, touching
it occasionally, and cutting off the large bends, where it could be done,
until we reached a high bank at 13k miles from our last camp; here we
found good wood and grass, and encamped. The soil has been of a
clayey nature to-day, but very soft and rich; no timber exce12,t small mezqnite bushes, which answer very well for fuel. The road through the
bottom where we have travelled to-day will be muddy after heavy rains,
but at such times travellers can keep back upon the high prairie ridge.
· September 20.-0ur course to-day was S. 81° E. for 15 / 0 miles along
the west bank of_ the river. ·we passed a small salt lake upon our road,
which was very highly saline; with this exception, the features of the
valley were similar to that 'part which we passed yesterday. As I have
not been able to find another ford since leaving the rapirls, I have concluded to endeavor to effect a crossing at this place to-morrow. The river
from the rapids here is very rapid, deep, and narrow, with high vertical
banks of soft clay.
September 21.-I was obliged to resort to one of those expedients which
necessity oftei1 forces travellers in this wild country J,o put in practice; and
that was, to invent and construct a substitute for a ferry-boat to transport
our men and baggage>across the river. This I did by taking one of our
wagon beds and placing six empty barrels in it, lashing them down firmly
with ropes, and tying one on each outside, opposite the centre. I then
attached a long stout rope to each end of the- bed, and placed it bottom up
in the water; a man then swam the river with the end of a small cord in
his mouth, and to the end ·of this was tied on,e of the ropes of the wagon,
which he pulled across and m~de fast to a s_take upon the opposite bank.
Some me'n then took pas'sage upon the inverted wagon boats, and the
current carried it fo other shore, the rope attached to the stake preventing
it from going down the stream further than its length. 'rhe boat was
then drawn back by men for another load, and in this manner we crossed
our men aud baggage in a short time. We could transport 2,000 pounds
of freight at one load, perfectly dry. Our wagons were then lashed fast
to the axles, with ropes tied to each end, when they were pnshed into
the rivet and hauled across. 'rhere. were. fifteen feet of water where we
crossed. As the current ran rapidly and the banks were muddy and
steep, I was fearful that our mules would not make the passage. I therefore tied a rope to tbe neck of each one and pulled them acro~s.
September 2~.- This morning we made a march of nine miles down
near the left bank of the river in a direction N. t:l2° E., where we struck
a narrow laguna, or lake, which .we followed for about two miles, and
encamped near the southern extremity. 'rhe soil has been a rich loam,
and I have no doubt ·would prove very productive. There has _b een a
chain of saBd hills in sight to-day, runnil1g from north to ~outh across
our course, about twenty miles to the east of us, (upon the Llano Estacada,) in which our gnide informs me that there is water, but that we
are obliged to pass over a sandy road for some fifteen miles to get through
them. I have, therefore, determined to remain at this place until I can
send ahead and ascertain whether I cannot pass to the south of them.
September 23.-I sent ont Lieutenant Sackett, with an escort of dragoons, this morning, to explore the country in the vicinity of the ~ and
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hills, and shall remain here until to-morrow evening, by which time I
expect to learn the result of his explorations.
Septerrnber 24.-After filling our Water barrels, and giv-ing our animals
all they would drink, I made a start this evening at two o'clock, and
travelled ten miles in a _direction nearly perpendicular to the valley of the
river. Shortly after we left the laguna, an express returned from Lieu.
tenant Sackett, informing me that, after making a thorough examination
of the range of sand hills for about forty miles south of our course, he
was of the opinion that there was no place within that distance where
they could be crossed with wagons. The whole surface of the country
in that direction seemed to be one continuous succession of white sand
hills, from twenty to one hundred feet high, in which his horseR sunk to
their knees at almost every step, from which I infer that the route indicated by our guide is the only one in tqe vicinity where tQ_is formidable
obstacle can be passed. .I shall, therefore, take a direct cou~se for the
pass in the morning, and expect to reach_the hills during the day.
September 25.- We reached the sand hills this afternoon, about two
o'clock, over a goo~ level road, except about four miles near here, which
is sandy, making the distance from · the Pecos· twenty-three miles and
four-tenths. There is a great-abundance of good water at several places
in the sand hills, but it is neces~ary .to drive animals· to it, as it is half a
mile from the road and -wagons cannot pass nearer. There is a trail
leading to the water from wlie_re the road strikes the hills. These hills,
or mounds, present a niost singular and anomalous feature in the geology
of the prairies. · They extend (so far as we have explored) at least fifty
miles in nearly a north _and · south direction, and from five to ten miles
east and west; they are white drift-sand thrown up with much uniformity
into a niultitude of conical hills, destitute of soil, trees, or herbage.
In following up the trail from our road into the midst of this· ocean of
sand, we suddenly came upon several large, deep· pools of pure waterthe very last place on earth where one would ever think, of looking for it.
We are told by our guide that water can always be found here in the
drye.s t season, and, judging from the rushes and other water plants
growing in the ponds, I have no doubt that such is the case.
September 26.-As we' have a long march before us still, and as the
road through the hills is sandy, 1 have concluded to double teams
to-day, and send on one-half of the wagons to the last watering place,
five miles from here, and ta:ke up the remainder to-morrow.
Srptember 27.--We moved up .to-day with the wagons that were left
behind yesterday, and found the water at this place equally as good as
at the other. Although there are but two particular points where trails
lead from the road to water in the hills, yet it can be found almost anywhere between the two points by going about half a mile to the east of
the road, among the highest hills.
Septerrnber 28.-Eight miles of sandy road which we passed over today brought us out upon the- hard prairie again. Thus the entire distance from where we first encountered the sand to this place is about
seventeen miles; but only about one-half that distance is bad, and this
not wor.se than some parts of the road upon the Rio Grande. 1.--,here is
good grass near the hills, and sufficient wood for fuel.
September 29.-Leaving the sand this morning, we pushed out upon
1
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the high plain of the Llano Estacada, not knowing whether we were to
find water before we reached a laguna about sixty-five miles distant. As
our guide had passed ever this portion of the road but once before, and
then in a hurry, he wa3 not very familiar with the localities. I therefore
sent a party in advance to search for water, and felt some anxiety as to
the result; T was relieved, however, about 11 o'clock, when a messenger
returned with the cheering intelligenc_e that the party had found a large
pond of good water about sixteen miles from where we left this morning.
This good news appeared. to inspire our men and animals with renewed
vigor. From the cheerless silence of the last two hours, the aspect of
everything changed in a moment to huniorous jokes and boisterous merriment. The whips were heard cracking from one end of the train to
the other, and the mules appeared to move along with more ease than
before.
'
From the sand hills our road fqllowed an old Comanche trail until we
turned to the left, two miles from our present camp. The track we make
is plain, and travellers will have no difficulty in following it to the water.
We are near two ponds in the prairie, where, judging from present appearance, there will always be water found, except in the dryest season;
the grass is good. Our course from the sand hills is N. 57° E., and the
distance fifteen miles and three-tenths.
September 30.-In consequence of the hard work we have given ourmules for the last four days, I "lay by" to-day to give them rest and
grass, after the long journey of about fifteen hundred miles which they
have made from Fort Smith; they require much care and attention, and
it causes more delay than is agreeable; but there is no alternative.
Octeber 1,.-1 his llas been a most fatiguing day to me, as I have been
suffering for the last five days with an attack of dysentery; it has reduced
me to such a weak state that I am obliged to .be carried in a wagon in a
lying posture, and every slight .jar of the wagon sends the most acute
pain through my wliole syste1n.
·we marched seventeen miles in a course N. 67° E. over ~firm high
prairie, and a:re encamped near a pond on the plain. About halfway between this place and our last camp, we discovered a small lake about one
mile to the north of our road, where it is thought there will be water at
all season,s ; it is .about thr.ee feet deep, covers several acre~ of ground, and
has rushes growing in it. 'l...,here are also numerous· trails made by mustangs lea'ding to it, showing tha-t it is much frequented by them; and as
the horse requires water every day, he would not probably stay at a place
where it could not be found at all times. This lake I have called "lY.lustang pond;" and as it is situated about halfway between the sand hills
and the laguna, (which is ahead of us,) I conceive it to be very important for travellers. Nine miles from our last camp, there is another large
pond about half a mile to the right of the road, and I have driven a stake
in the middle of the road opposite to it, with directions written upon it
how to find the pond; this is a mile west of the Mustang pond. By
keeping this in mind, and remembering t~at the trails in the vicinity .
all concentrate ·a t the water, there will be r~o difficulty in finding it. As
our road does not go directly to the pond, and as there is much sameness
in the aspect of the prairies upon the Llano Estacada, persons might pass
1
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this place without finding the water, unless they follow the directions
given above.
October 2.-We marched twenty-three miles to-day in a course N. 7;ao
22' E., which brought us to the Laguna, or Salt lake. The· country
has been similar to that of yesterday, over the high rolling table lands of
the Mesa, with no wood except the small mezquite brush. The water in
the Laguna is brackish, but there is a small pond south of the road where
we are encamped, which, although it is slightly sulphurous, is not un·
palatable.
_
Should traveHers come to this place, on their way to New Mexico, in
an extremely dry season of the year, I would recommend them to carry
from here in their wagons a supply of drinking water sufficient for two
days, as this would last them until they reached the san<;l . hills, if, by
any acciqent, they did not discover the Mustang pond~
~
October 3.-Leaving the Salt lake this morning, our bearing was N.
71° E. for eight miles, where we reached the ·border ,of the high plain,
and descended an easy slope of about fifty feet to a bench below; here we
could see two low bluffs . in the direction we were marching, near which
our guide informed us we could find a fine spring of water. Fourteen and
a half miles' travel over a beautiful road bmught us to the spring, which
we found flowing from a deep chasm in the limestone rocks into an im·
mense reservoir of some fifty feet in depth.
This appears to have been a favorite place of resort for the Comanches,
as there are remains of lodges in every direction ; indeed. our Comanche
guide tells me that he has often been here before, and that there was a
battle fought here some years sinee between the Pawnees and Comanches, in which his brother was ·ki\}ed. He also inforrt1s me that there
is a good wagon route from here to the Rio Pecos, striking it some seventy
n1iles lower down than where we crossed, keeping entirely to the &outh
of the Llano Estacada, and crossing the head · branches of the Colorado.
There is a Comanche trail leading over this route, and it would, undoubtedly, be the best between this point and Chihuahua, as it is nearer
than the one we have travelled-, with no sand upon it and an abundance
of water.
~
I think by taking the trail at this place and keeping the crest of the
Llano Estacada on the right, one would have no difficulty in getting
through to the plains at the Chihuahua crossing.
The mezquite trees are becoming larger as we descend from the high
plain, and the soil better ; several fossil shells of the muscle species were
found here.
October 4.-We left the" Big Spring" to-day at one o'dock p.m., and
travelled 12! miles in a course N. 43° E. to a spring in a beautiful timbered valley, with excellent grass. The spring is i.n the limestone rocks
to the south of the road, and furnishes a good supply of water. It is a
tributary of the Concho. vVe have passed over a rolling country to-day,
covered with mezqnite trees.
October 5.-0ur course to-day was N. 47° 28' E., over a rolling and
rather broken country, of good soil, and covered on each side with large
mezquite trees.
After marching 11-} miles we encamped in an extensive bottom or flat,
through which there is good water standing in pools along 'the bed of the
stream, and a great abundance of the finest mezqnite grass. Manuel,
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·Comanche guide, leaves us at this place, and returns alone through a
wild Indian country, some six hundred miles, to his home at San Miguel.
He strikes directly across)he "Llano Estacado'' to'{ Bosque Redondo,"
on the Rio Pe~os, over the route which has been spokea of before as
passable :f()r wagons. He' expects to make the journey in fourteen days,
and has no fea:r but what he shall reach home in safety. I have found him
a man of mach more than ordinary judgment and chal'act-er; and should it
ever becom-e necessary to make an examination of the route from here to
ttte Hosqne Redondo, an.d thence to Joya de Cibaletta, I would have no
hesitation in recommending him. as the best gaid~ that can be found in
New Mexico.
.
.
October 6.-For about -eleve-n mi~es after leaving camp this morning,
our road passed over a perfectly fiat prairie, covered with short buffalo
grass , and tn!fough a continuous dog town almost the entire distance.
·we then struck into a creek bottom, crossed and followed down about
three mi!es -to -its junc-tion with a large stream, which is the main Red
Fork of the Colorado, or, according to the Comanch-e nomenclature, the
Pash-a-ho-no. We found this a stream of twenty yards in width, six
inches deep, and running rap.id!y over a rocky bed; the water has a red
tinge and is slightly sa.Jine. ,-rhe banks are bold and rocky, and I should
imagine this to be the character of it to its source in the "Llano Estacado."
This is the :first tributary of the north branch of the Colorado that we
have crossed. ,The main Rio Colorad9 bas, near its head, two principal
tributaries -the Concho and the Red Fork; aU others are affiuents of
those two.
'rhe country through which we are passing now is becoming much
more interesting than it has been ; theFe is some timber and streams of
running water. Our camp is in a grove ofmezquite and wild:china trees
upon the bank of a creek running into the Pash-a-ho-no.
We have seen wild turkeys upon this creek-the :first since leaving the
Rio Grande. Quails and meadow larks are common every\vhere upon
our route.
October 7 ,__:.Lieutenant Harrison st'a rted out after dinner to-day to examine a ravine two miles from here, and, as he has not returned, I think
he must have wandered further than he intended, and has not been
able to reach camp before dark. I have had our cannon :fired, and if
he is within twenty miles of us he will be likely to hear it, as the atmosphere is perfectly still and clear. Should he not return before to-morrow
morning l shall send out parties to search for him; but, as he is a good
woodsman, I am in hopes he will :find his way to camp atone.
\Ve remained in camp to test our men an.d animals, intendi~g toresume our march to-morrow.
October 8.-Thi~ has been a most melap.choly day to us. As Mr.
Harrison did not return during last night, l concluded that he might have
become lost upon the prairies, and at daylight this morning I had another
gun fired, in order that, if within hearing, he might take the direction and
return to camp. I also setH out Lieutenant Updegraff and Beaver to take
the track of his horse, follow it to the ravine, and, if possible, :find out
where he had gone;, besides sending several parties of dragoons in differ-ent directions in search of him. . In the course of two hours Lieutena.La.tr
Updegraff returned, and stated that he had followed th .: track about one
5
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mile and a half beyond the ravine, where it appeared Lieutenant Harrison
had been met by a party of Indians, and gone off with them in a southern
direction. I immediately ordered Lieutenant Sackett to take all our
mounted force, get upon the trail of the Indians, and follow them until
he overtook them and recovered Lieutenant H.
Lientenant Sackett followed the track about two miles from where he
was met by· the Indians, to a small branch of the Colorado, where, to his
horror and astonishment, he suddenly came uron the murdered and
mangled corpse of poor Lieutenant Harrison, ly~ng down among the rocks,
where they had thrown him, scalped, and stripped of all his clothing.
The Indians had then struck out upon the prairie, and set off at full speed.
These facts having been reported to me, I despatched a wagon f0r the
body, had it brought to our new camp, (three miles from that of last
night,) and am preparing a box, in which I hope to take it to Fort
Washita. '
As it was late in the day before we got the corpse to camp, and as it
was impossible to follow the trail after night, I directed Lieutenant Sackett
to postpone his departure until early to-morrow morning. 1. hey have
already had sufficient time to get a long distance from us, and~ as our
horses are mostly jaded and poor, I have not much expectation of his
overtaking the murderers, unless they have gone to an encampment where
there are women and children; but, from the course they have travelled,
and their manner of encamping, Beaver thinks it probable that he may be
able to form a very correct idea as to the part of the country they are
making for, and perhaps tell to what tribe they belgng.
There are several circumstances which have led me to believe that the
-act has been committed by a party of Kioways. 'I,here has been a large
band of them lurking about the head of the Rio Concho during the whole
summer, committing depredations upon the inhabitants of the State of
Chihuahua; and it is but a short time since they stole several horses from
an emigrating party from Louisiana upon this same stream.
The emigrants followed them, but, on overtaking them and not finding
their animals, determined to keep them prisoners until they were returned.
This resulted in an encounter, in which several of the Indians were killed,
and among them their chief. Besides this, 1 heard of two other instances
where Indians of this same tribe have committed depredations upon emigrants on the northern routes to New Mexico.
It has occurred to me that a remnant of the band upon the Concho may
have been following us to get revenge for the loss of their chief. If so,
they have taken most ample compensation; for a better young officer, or
a more courteous, amiable, and refined gentleman, never lived. He was
universally beloved by all who knew him: his kindness of heart and
gentleness of disposition were remarked by every one.
When the melancholy news reached us that he had been murdered,
there was such an expression of gloom cast over the command as I have
never witnessed before. Old soldiers who had often seen their comrades
falling by their sides in battle, and whose hearts, it might be supposed,
were steeled against the manifestation of what some might consider weakness, were seen to turn away their faces to conceal their tears. They
knew that in his death they lost a good friend.
October 9.-After starting Lieutenant Sackett, with all our mounted
1
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force, in pursuit of the murderers, I moved forward, this morning, over a
fine rolling .,nun try of prairies and timber, with good soil, and in many
places well watered. At eleven miles we passed a pond in which there
will be good water at all seasons. At nine miles from this we struck the
first affluent of the Brazos, (a tributary of Clear Fork,) running north.
All the branches of the Oolorado upon-our route run south.
Our cmp.p is upon the creek, where ~e have good grass and mezquite
'wood.
'
Lieutenant Sackett., with his command, returned about 10 o'clock this
evening, and reports that he took the trail of the Indians, and followed it
for a few miles, when he came to a spot where they had made a fire,
cooked meat, and departed in great haste, after night, leaving a pair of
new mor.casins, a lariat, and a saddte, from which we infer that they did
. not know we were so near, were alarmt>d .at hearing our gun, and left immediately. Their course 'from here was almost due north for fifteen miles,
(the distanee he followed them.)
Finding that some of his horses were failing; one giving out entirely,
and the Indians far ahead upon fresh .animals] he 'reluctantly abandoned
the pursuit, and returned to camp.
·
Beaver pronounces the saddle and moccasins the same kind as those
used by the Kioways; and, as their permanent abiding place is nearly opposite the Antelope buttes between the Canadian and Arkansas, the bearing of the trail would lead there. 'rhese. are additional evidences of the
correctness of my first suspicions.
It is well known, furthermore, that these Indians are a most deeeitful
and treacherous race: even the Comanches will not trust them. Lieutenant Harrison has always, in the goodness of his heart, had great confidence in the effect of kind and hospitable treatment towards the Indians,
in order to secure their good will; and has often been heard to remark
that, should. he meet with a party of ln~ians when alone on the ,prairies,
. he would approach and greet them cordially. He was well armed and
mounted; and it ·is thought that, if he had made the attempt, he might
possibly have reached camp unharmed. ,
October 10.-0ur road to-d.ay passed over a very level plam, mostly
covered with mezcwite wood, until we reached this place. Our course
has been N. 62n 28' E., and the distance tra veiled thirteen miles.
·we are encamped upon the same stream that we left this morning, and
have good water standing in large pools where our road crosses. About
four hnndred yards belo·w, however, there ate salt springs running into
the creek, which renders it nauseous and unfit for use.
VVe passed over some gypsum. rock to-day, near a small creek, and here
we found the water bitter and unpalatable, as it has always been when we
have met with that mineral.
.
October 11.-Leaving camp early this morning, we marched about two
miles, when we struck a piece. of s~ndy road three niiles in extent; but
we passed over' it without difficulty, and had a most capital road from
·there to our camp. "fhere have been "two low bald mountains in sight, about ten miles to
the north, nearly all day, which are good landmarks. They are upon the
head of the Double Mountain fork of , the Brazos, and give .it its name.
(
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':Ve have been ~ravelling through groves of mezqnite timber, with a beau~
tlful carpet of ncb grama grass underneath, nearly aH day.
There has not been so much water upon our rrJad Rs usual to-day. "\Ve,
however 7 passed one pon~, where we obtained Stlfficient to water our animals .. At ou~ ca~1p,. we are upon the .head of a creek which i3 slightly
brackish, but Is dnnkable, and our ammais appear to be· more fond of it
than of sweet \-yater. .We h':ve· s~en sB:er~1 fresh I11dian traifs to day r
a~d t~ey have been telegraphmg Wlth their Signal-fires in severar different
duectwns. One was about twenty-five miles to the northeast of us . in
the mountains opposite the main Brazos, and another in our :rear. This
is a method by which they communicate to each other intelligence' of the
approach of strangers, and various other facts known to themselves.
October 12.-0ur course to-day has been north 55° east,. and ou.r road
passing over a rolling prairie, with bn t little timber for tJhe first seven
miles, when we came upon the high banks of the Doubl~ Mountain fork
of the Brazos, or" Tock-an-ho-no," as the Com anches call it. Where·
w_~ struck the stream it was fifty yards wider twelve in depth,and very rapid,
With a rocky bed at one place, but generally quicksand. We did not
cross, hut continued to the south, CTbssing ~ spring branch, and passing
over as beautiful a country for eight miles as I ever beheld. lt was a
perfectly level grassy glade, and covered with a growth oflar~emezquite trees
at uniform distances,. standing with great regularity, and presenting more
the appearance of an immense peach orchard than a wilderness. The
grass was of the short buffalo variety, and as unifor'm and even as new
mown mead0w; and the soil equ,ally as rich, and very similar to that in
the Red river bottoms. This, together witli the fact of its being well
watered with small spring brooks, give it all the requisites for making
beautiful plantatious that the most fastidious amateur in agriculture could
·
desire. '\Ve eneamped on a creek to the south of the road.
October 13.-lt has been threatening rain for therlast four days; and
this morning, as we had everything in readiness for marching, it commenced, and continued all day, accompanied by a cold north wind. We
made nine -miles over a very beautiful conn try, covered with mezquite
tre~s, and intersected with numerous small spring rivulets,. tributaries of
the Double Mountain fork of tl1...P- Brazos.
We encamped on one of these, and had much difficulty in making a
fire, as ,everything had been saturated with wateT. Our road has been
heavy, and the cold "norther" has had an effect upon our animals which
I did not anticipate; many of them failed before we reached camp, five
gave out entirely, could not be got in, and died during the day. rrhree
more have already died since we reached camp, and I very much fear, if
the storm does not abate, we shall lose many more before morning. They
are principally Mexican mules, raised in a warm climate, and could not
(in the low state of flesh they are now in) stand cold rains.
·
October 14.-We have had during last night one of the most terrific
storms I have ever witnessed in the whole course of my life. The wind
blew a \)etfect tem\?est from the north, and it aiJ-peared as if the whole floodgates of the heavens were suddenly opened, and the aecumulated rains of a
year pourt?d out in torrents for fifteen consecutive hours upon us. The
whole surface of the earth was deluged; even npon the tops of the hills
there were three inches of water, and it fillerl every ravine and hole about
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The creek upon which we are encamped had bnt very little water

in it last night: it is now fnll to the top of its banks, and would float a
steamboat.
Our poor mules have suffered severely from the effects of the storm, ancil
twenty five have perished. I trust, however, that the violence of the storm
'h as passed, and that we sha'U be enab1ed, w'ith care, to preserve the remainder. I have had severat of our wagon covers cut up, and made biankets
to cover the weakest of them. We cannot move from here until the
-creeks run down, and\ our animals recover smne strength,-;as at present
many of them are but barely able tu walk.
We have now remaining twenty days., rations, which would have been
·more than sufficient to serve us to Fort vVashita; but the storm has placed
me in a situation which cou1d not have been anticipated, and I have re<duced the' allowance of flour one-thil·d, to provid-e against any further contingenCies.
_
Previ-c>us to the storm., we we1·e moving along finely at the rate of about
-sixteen rnrles per _day, and our mules were doing as we1l as could be expected; but the 'loss of thirty three in one night has placed a very serious
<>bstac1e :upon our movements, and I am obliged to leave a part of our
wagons., reduce the amount of out· baggage as much as possible, and en-deavor to get on \Vith. what we cannot dispense with, after the ground
'becomes a litde settied.
I have felt the m.ost lively anxiety for our rlllJies from the commence·ment of the journey, kno·w ing that our progress depended entirely upon
them, ·and have therefore required the teamsters to pay the most unremitting attention to them; but it appears that they cannot endure one of
these Mealt northers upon the prairies.
Our oxen did not suffer in the least from the s~.orm, and some of them
belonging to our .s utier, that were very lean when we left Dona Ana, and
have hauted very heavy ioads the entire journey around from Fort Smith,
'have been improving for the last month, w~ile our mules, with lighter
work, have been falling off. I am decidedly of the opinion, after the ex·perience I have had with. different kinds of cattle, that oxen make better
"teams for prairie tra vel1i.ng than either mules · or horses. In the very
·warmest weather of su.mmer., over ~aQ.dy roads where there is but little
water, mules are preferahle, but under any other circumstances I should
prefer oxen. They will travel from .2(} to 25 miles from day to day over
good roads with perfect ease; and there is no danger of their being stolen
·by the Indians. In hot weather they shouiq be driven. morning and
evening, aud allowed to stop during the middle of the day.
Octob ~ r 15.-We remained in- camp to-day awaiting the _termination of
the storm, and giving our animals time to recover a little from the effects
Df it. As we lost no mor~ last night, we hope to be able to preserve those
that we have left. The c0ld wind contirmes to blow from the north, with
:L1tervals of rain, bnt I thiuk the storm is nearly over; and as soon as the
creeks (which are :now s\~limmiBg) run down, I shall .endeavor to go 011.
!I reduced the flour part of the ration one-third yesterday, and as the men
.see the necessity of it, they submit to it cheerfully. Indeed, they have
·u p:-m all occasions performed their arduous duties.with the utmost alacrity
and good will, and upon the whole of our lopg march of some seventeen
<huudred n1.iles I have s.e.id.om had occasion to reprove one of them..
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October 16.-This has been a day of'general drying, and ciearmg our
wagons of all articles. that could conveniently be dispensed with upon our
march. I have taken five of our oldest wagons to pieces, and placed
them in a low place near the creek on the south side of the road. I have
also had other surplus articles boxed up and buried about fifty yards from
the road, and a la.rge fire made o'ver the spot, with directions written upon
a tree to the right where these articles may be found.
The storm has' passed, and we nave a bright, warm day, with a south
wind. If this continues I shall move ahead to-morrow to the next creekr
about four miles from lfere.
October 17.-We made a start ,this morning, and marched four miles to
another small creek, which we found - too high to cross, and encamped
upon the west bank. This r.reek unites with theJone we left this morning, and runs into the Clear Fork ofthe ''Brazos."
The country continues of the same _character as before, gently undulating, smooth, and well situated for farms. \Ve pass from one Cieek to
another every three or four miles over high and dry mezquite openings,
which slope very gently towards the creek bottoms on each side, and the
soil cannot be surpassed. There is no part of it that cannot he made
available for cultivation. vVe find upon this cre~k mulbelTy, elm, hackberry, wild 1 china, and oak.
,
October 18.- \Ve c.rossed the creek this morning, and after travelling
two miles in an east course; struck another, which we f<n~nd still too high
to cross, and were obliged to encamp em the west side to mvait the fall of
the water. We have seen signal-fires at-several points to-day, showing
that Indians are about us.
October 19.--Last night was one of the coldest I have ever l\:nown at
this season of the year. About dark the wind turned to the north, bringing clouds and r?-in, and this morning the surface of th~ ground is covered with sHow. Our mules fortunately fi.nmd cover in the timber on the
creek, and did not suffer so much 'as we were fearful they would. Much
to our surprise and delight we found the creek had fallen six feet during
the night, and was now 'f.ordable. ,We crossed after digging dowu the
banks,. and marched four and a half miles in a course 1° 3()" south of east t
when we reached another creek 'tributary to the "Qna-qua-ho-no," or
Clear Fork of Brazos; we crossed it, and encamped on the ' east bank
There are several kinds of hard timber upon this creek,. with fine grass ..
All these small streams have buffalo, cat, and several other kinds of fish
in ,them. We have s_~en fresh l11dian signs to-day, but as yet none have
shown themselves.
October 20.-We travelled to-day over a ve:r.y beautiful succession of
ridges and valleys between dear running brooks,. skirted with a variety of
different kinds oftimber,fbr ten miles,. ,in a direction N. 70° 20' E~, when
we came to the hills which border the valley of the Q.ua-qua ho-no, a
branch of the Clear Fork of Braz.os.
I was about three miles in advance of the train, with Beaver and three·
others, when we discovered five Indians coming towards us, driving
paclr-horses. As soon as they saw ·us ' they changed their course, and
appeared afrs.tid to come near. I sent Beaver out alone to meet them, and
to invite them to approach: Instead of going· directly where they were)
he went to an eminence to the rig_h t,.where they could see him distinetly,.
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and beckoned to them with his left hand to come to him, at the same time
placing his right hand in token of friendship. After repeating this pantomime several times, with great formality and precision, one of the Indians
galloped towards him until he reached within two hundred yards, when
he halted and went through the same gestures as Beaver had done; after
this they approached and embraced, when questions were asked by each
as to who the other was,- where they were going, &c., &c. They were
a party of Comanches, and stated that their village was but a short dist:;mce off, on the ba~k of the "Qua-qua-ho-no." After remaining but a
few minutes with us, they rode off again at full speed towards their camp,
and in a short time parties were seen coming towards us from all directions. As our train had reached us I made a halt; and we soo11 had
several hundred men, women, and children around us. I permitted them
to approach, as I knew they would commit no depredations while their
families were with them.
They pad been with us but a short time, when we saw another large
party approaching, which Beifver instantly pronounced to be his friends
the Kickapoos-and this proved correct. They numbered one hundred
warriors-fine, dashing looking ) young fellows-all well mounted, and
armed with good rifles, upon some of which we ~aw the familiar names
()f '• Darranger" aud "Tryon," "Phjladelphia, makers." They had
their families with them, and were going to pass the winter in hunting
upon the Colorado, where they expected to find game abundant. ) rrhey
had a very large number of horses and p1nles, to transport their provisions
and baggage, and .were i'n every respect well fitted out for their hunt. 1,he
name of th'eir chief was" Pa-pe-qua-na," a good-looking old man, who
said he had ahvays ,been a friend to the whites. , ~
AmQng the Uomanches were several chiefs an:l captains; who, after the
usual prelude of expressing their entire devotion to the American people,
showed me letters from various persons who had passed through their
country, requesting the whites to treat the bearers kindly. Among them
I remember the names Se-na-co, Pe-a te-quash, and Was-se -na-ha . Sena-co was a dignified, fine-looking old man, and sl).owed me numerous
testimonials of his friendship and good will towards the whites. Among
others, he had letters from Major Neighbours, the Comanche 1 agent,
polonel Montgomery and Major Gates, of the army, all giving him a good
character. He kept these with great care, and appeared to regard them
as of much importance. -· He· is principal '" war chief" of the southern
Comanches, and _appears to be sincere· in his professions of friendship
for us.
vVhile the Kickapoos remained with us, I inquired of them if they had
heard anything said among ·the Comanches relative to the murder of
Lieutenant Harrison. They had not, but were of the opinion that the act
was committed by the Kioways; and the chief promised to make diligent
search, among aU the Indians he met, for the horse and other articles that
were taken at the time. These were minutely deseribed to him, and he
felt confident he should be able to lea:rn everything connected with it
before his return horne to the Creek nation, in the spring, and promised
to report his discoveries to the commanding officer at Fort '¥ash ita.
"rhese Indians are brave warriors, good .shots, and prepared to meet
any of the prairie tribes, either in peace or war. They carry out goods on
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their hunts, which they exchange for mules, and drive them to the settfements in the spring; thus they form a commercial communicating n~,edinm
between the white trdders and the wiM Indians,. aml dri'Ve a profitable
trade, while they indnlge- in their favmite amusement, the chase.
After I had made the chiefs a present of some tobacco, l invited Se-11a-co
and his suite, eight in an, to our camp for the nightr He appeared much
gratified with his reception, and, when he parted fi'om IIS 1 shook me
warmly by the hand, saying that" he was not a Comanche, but an American;" and, as l could not be o-utdone in politeness by a wil'd lndian, 1
returned the compliment by te-l ling him that I was soul and body a Co·
manche 1 and that there was not a drop of .Anglo-Saxon b-lood in my veins;
all of which was no doubt duly understood and. appreciated.
The Qua-qua-ho-no,. 11pon which we a:re encamped, tmites with the
Clear Fork of the Brazos about two mil:es below here. his fmty yards
wide, two feet deep, and runs rapidly over a gravelly bottom. ,I t is shut
in on both sides by ranges ofhiHs about two hundred f-eet high, between
which the creek flows through a most beautiful and pict1;1 resq-ue vnlley
two miles wide, of fine rich soil, i'ntersected at every fe·w hhlndred yards
by rapid spring rivulets, affiuents of the main stream. This is and has
been for many years a favorite plaee of resort for ~he Comanche~. ·
The valley -being .c overed with several .kinds of gFass that 11emain s green
during the winter, they come here in autnmn, graze a11d 'fatten their
horses, and a:re ready for the buffalo, on their winter migratiO.l). to this
region. We found the first pecan timber here that we have seen since
we left the Creek nation.
October 21.- We crossed the creek this morning and passed out of the
valley of the Qua-qua-ho-no through a ravine which winds by a very
gentle and almost imperceptible grade to the top of the pl~in, crossing
several small branches before we reached our present camp, seven miles
from the last.
We are upon a cl0ar spring branch fifteen feet wide, abounding with
fish. Our poor mules are so much reduced that I am obliged to hHsband
their strength with great care in ord~r to get along at aH. I therefore
make ~hort marches, to give them ample time to rest and eat. The
mezquite wood and grass continue very' abundant, and we occasio11ally
see the grama grass.
1
The principal rocks for the last four days have bee~ sandstone of differ~
ent kinds, some dark and highly impregnated with iron, aHd having the
appearance of volcanic prdductions; others in very thin slabs o_r plates and
of an exceedingly fine texture, the fracture resembling that of a Lone. I
observed this evening a variety of the thistle which is new to me; it has
a stock of about three feet in height, with a most gorgeous and beautiful
blossom of a deep royal-purple color. It has something the shape and
appearance of the passion flower.
Octobf.r 22.-L\.t three miles from our last camp we cfossed a large
spring branch twenty feet wide, which runs into the Clear Fork of Brazos.
Our road from there was over a ·smooth, undulating country, abound.
ing wi'th small streams and covered with mezquite tin1ber; after travelling
nine miles and three fourths; we encamped upon another small tributary
of the Clear Fork of Brazos. The weather begins to be warm and clear)
and our mules are' improving.
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October 23 .-0nr course to-day has heen N. 68° 8' E., over beautiful
fertile ridges and valleys, covered with live-oak, post-oak, and mezquite
timber for nine miles, when we struck a rapid stream of clear water about
twenty feet wide and eight mches in depth, with high banks skirted with
a variety of large timber, such as live-oark, wild chin11, elm, hackberry,
and cotton-wood. The valley, which is a mile wide, has a most luxuriant
grass and other vegetation, indicatin~g the best quality of soil. There are
bluffs about fifty feet high bordering the valley, and these are covered
with groves of post-oak. The stream runs to the east of the Clear Fork
into the main Brazos. About thirty miles north of our camp there is a
sharp mound visible from the hills about here, and Beaver tells me that
directly at the foot of this mound runs the Big \'Vitchita, 1one of the principal tributaries to Red river, and that thirty miles in a northwest course
from that mound the Red river f(),rks: one branch, comi11g in from the
west, is called Ke che-a-qua-ho-no, or" Prairie-dog Town river," from the
circumstance of there being a round mound _upon the stream which has a
prairie-dog to\vn on the top of it. This branch rises in the Llano Estacado.
'rhe other or northern branch is the principal stream, which rises in the
Salt plains near the head of Dry river.
October 24.-After marching 6 7.:l'Oth miles this morning, we came
upnn the bluffs which border the valley of the main branch of the Rio
Brazos; we descended about fifty feet by an easy slope into the valley,
and struck the river at a pla,ce where it was fordable. It was a much
larger stream than I had anticipated, being 200 yards from bank to bank,
with a current of about four miles an hour, and · three feet deep in the
channel at this time, (when the water is at a medium stage .) Judging
from the "drift," it does not appear to be subject to a rise of more than
five feet above its present depth, and does not overflow its banks. · The
bed is red sand, which becomes soft quicksand during a rise or fall, and
is then difficult to ford. ,It was falling rapidly when we reached it, and
we were obliged to take off our mules, drive them across, and pull over
th~ wagons with ropes, the men taking the water for each wagon. This
stream rises in the salt plains of the Llano Estacado, some hundred and
fifty miles west of here, and I am told runs through a rough, broken
country for a great portion of the distance; indeed tht:: mountains along
its b 1rders were frequently pointed out to me by our guide along our
rente west of here. The water is brackish and unfit for use; there are,
however, small streams running into the river so frequently that fresh
water can be found at almost every place where' it is required. The valley of the Brazos is (where we crossed) three miles wide, elevated ahout
eight feet above the water in the river, and skirted on each side with a
range of hills, f1~om fifty to two hundred feet high, covered with timber.
The soil in the valley upon the west side is rather sandy, hut on the east
side it is good. r:rhe adjacent country upon both sides is very fertile.
Should our government .at any future time decide upon ' establishing a
military post as far west of the frontier settlements of Texas as this, I am
of the opinion that near this place would be the best that could be
selected, for the following reasons: The Rio Brazos runs through a country much frequented by all southern prairie tribes of Iudians east of the
Pecos. Upnn the south and west side range that numerous and powerful
tribe the Comanches; also the Kioways, Lepans, and Tonkeways
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Upon the north and east side are found the Witchitas, Caddos, Wacos,
and those other small tribes which inhabit the country between the
Washita and Red river. The Brazos forms the boundary between the
Comanches and the tribes living east of it; and the latter are not suffered
by the Comanches to hunt upon the west side of this river. A military
post established here would therefore be in close proximity to all of these
trihes, and would unquestionably have the effect in a great measure to
put a stop to the depredations which they commit upon the frontier settlements of 1 1 exas: From all I can learn, there is a very superior tract of
country between here and the extreme western settlemt.nts in Texas.
This would be occupied in a short time, if farmers could have the protection which a garrismi at this place would afford. As this is nearly
on a continuation of the line dividing the waters of Red river from
those that run south into the Brazos, 'rrinity, and Sabine, and as the
geography of the country would point out this ridge as being the most
favorable location for a road, it would strike the Brazos at this place.
There is oak building- timber and stone in abundance in this vicinity.
The grass remains green during the entire winter, and animals thriYe
and fatten without any other food. The climate is mild and salubrious,
the atmosphere dry and pure, and cannot prove otherwise ' than healthy.
These, with other local advantages, such as pure water, rich soil, good
fuel, &c., make this the most favorable point for -a military post that I
have seen. We encamped to-night upon a sm~all branch running through
the Brazos valley, about two miles east of whE:re we crossed.
October 25.--Wepassed ·up a ravine by a very gradual and easy ascent
to the plain on the east side of the Brazos, and taking a course N. 65° 50'
B., travelled over rolling mezquite and post-o-ak openings, with occa.
sional prairies, for twelve and a half mil-es, where we encamped on a
small affluent of the Brazos.
The soil on this side of the river is different from that on the west side,
being a mixture of reddish-clay and sandy loam; it is, however, equally
as fertile, and prodtl.ees a luxuriant vegetation. We have passed several
ledges of dark hard sandstone to-day, which would make good building
material.
October 26.-Leaving the creek this morning, we passed up through
a grove of heavy post-oak and black-jack (the latter a species of oak)
of about four miles in width. This is upon a ridge \vhieh divides the
Brazos from the west fork of the Trinity river. Continuing on in a direction north 45° 28' east, over smooth ground, we made 13-(11' miles,
and encamped on a small rum1ing stream (t~n. feet wid~) w~ich our E?uide
calls the head of the main west fork of Tr~mty. It 1s fnnged w1th a
narrow strip of large oaks and other hard timb.er, .suit~l,le for buildin~s
and rails, and flows through a valley about a m1le m w1dth, of good ~011,
(a rich sandy loam,) which is in evmy respect well a~apted fo~ farm~ng.
1-,here is grass in this valley whi1'.h grows to the he1ght . of s1x ?r e1ght
feet, with a round jointed stock, and a head upon the top fille~ .with seed
which our animals eat eagerly, and I think ~ust be very nutntwus.
The timber increases in size and quantity as we advance. We ~re
now passing through groves of oak, and do not find so muc,h mezqmte
timber as we did on the -other side of the Brazos. The grass has also
changed from the gram a to the mezqmte variety. Upon the last ht~ndred
miles of our route we have seen but little game, as we have been m the
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vieinity of Indians who are constantly hunting and drive it off; but now
we' are coming where the Indians seldom hunt, and the game is more
abundant. Two deer and ti1Tee turkeys were brought into camp this
evening, and we have seen the first grouse to-day since leaving the
viciuity of Chouteau's trading-house, on the Canadian. These birds appear to stay near the settlements, as we have seen none upon our whole
march at any other place.
October 27.-We passed out of the valley this morning; and, after
travelling three m~les, struck upon the ridge dividing the Red river from
the Trinity. Here we found a fine smooth road, and travelled 14~ miles
in a direction north 65° 15' east, encamping upon a small branch of the
west fork of the Trinity.
The road upon the "Divide" crosses the heads of numerous creeks,
running in to the Trinity on the south and the little Witchita on the
north, and upon nearly all of them there is a great abundance o( timber
and good soils. Between the tributaries of the Trinity (which occur
every two or three mtles) there are ridges of rolling prairie, covered with
luxuriant grass. The weste!n border of the upper Cross Timbers has
been in sight to the south all day. ..
October 28.-0ur road has continued near the crest of the Divide all
day, sometimes crossing the head ot an affluent of the little ·witchita,
and at others a branch of the Trinity. Our average course has been
north 74° 32' east, and we travelled 13-f0 miles. We are encamped in
a rich bottom between two small spring brooks, and have fine grass and
wood.
VVe passed through 'a dense grove of oak to-day of four miles in width,
and have seen many rrnre on both sides of our road.
VVhen we arrived, we found there had been a 'large number of Indians
encamped here about five days since, and Beaver, with his usual
~:agacity, immedi~tely pronounced it a Kickapoo camp. Having a curiosity to learn how he arrived at this conclusion, I asked him what he
had seen ~o indicate that this was an' encampment of that particular
tribe? This led to a conversation, in which he iustrncted me how, on
seeing an old indian camp, to determine at once what particular tribe
had occupied it.
The Ooman~hes make their, lodges by placing poles on the ground in
a circle, and tying the tops together; thus forming a frame work of a conical shape, which they cover with buffalo hides.
The W'itchitas make their lodges in the same manner, but do not unite
the poles at the top, leaving an opening at the top for the smoke to pass
out. This, when covered, forms the frnstrum of a cone.
The Kickapoos place the poles in a circle like the Comanches; but,
instead of bringing them to a point at the top, they bend them so as to
unite in an arch with those of the opposite side: the lodge is thus round
upon the top.
'The Delawares and Shawnees carry tents, and leave the poles standing wherever they encamp. _
The Cherokees have tents also, but make their fires different from the
Delawares: they place the wood in the fire with the sticks parallel, and
burn from one end, pushing it into the fire as it burns away; whereas tl41e
others place each stick pointing to the centre of the fire, like the spokes
of a wheel.
·
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These facts, although simple and apparently of little importance in
themselves, might be of great service to a traveller upon the prairies, as
it would enable him, should he find a camp that had been recently deserted, to tell whether it had been occupied by friendly or hostile Indians; and, if they should be enemies, by observing the trail they had
made on leaving, he would know what direction to take to avoid them.
October 29.-0ur road continued upon the Divide in a course N. 82°
E., until we encamped upon a small creek running into Red river,
twelve and a half miles from our last camp. Our present position is
nearly due south from the junction of the Little ·witchita with Red river.
We have been passing near the borders of the" Upper Cross Timbers"
all day, and gradually approaching them until we are within a mile. We
have seen but little mezquite timber to-day, and tte mezqnite and grama
grasses have almost entirely disappea.red; but we find the other kinds of
prairie grass in abundanc~.
October 30.-We entered the "Cross Timbers" this morning, and
passed on the north side of the" Divide," crossing the heads of the Red
river ailiuents every mile or two to our camp. We are upon a clear creek,
about fifteen feet wide, running rapidly , towards Red river through a
beautiful bottom of prairie and timber interspersed. The "Cross Timbers'' have thus far been principally post-oak and black-jack, with many
small glades or. prairies through them, and ab-undanti y watered with clear
streams. A mile from our last camp we struck a fresh wagon ' trail which
followed the Divide, and. was upon our course; we have therefore continued in it. 'This is the ·first indication of civilization that we have seen
upon our route since we left Dona Ana, and it looks as if we were approaching near the settlement. G_ame is becoming more abundant as we
advance east. Beaver and myself have seen several fresh bear tracks today, and each killed a deer; we have as yet, however, seen no bears.
October 3l.-We passed through the" Upper Cross Timbers" to-day
arid encamped upon an affluent of the Trinity, eleven miles from our
last camp. We found the Divid~ somewhat circuitous, but_were obliged
to follow it in cunsequence of the numerous creeks running off on each
side. The soil through the Timbers is more sandy than it has been fur.
ther west, but there are many small glades wheJe the soil is good and
well adapted to agriculture. .T he formation is (upon the Trinity waters)
principally limestone. The game continues abundant, and Beaver and
myself have each killed another deer to-day. Our camp is on the prairie,
abont two miles from the Timbers, to the south of the roau.
November 1.-Still keeping the Divide, we marched thirteen miles and
three-quarters to Jay, and encamped to the right of tt1e road upon a
branch of the Middle or Elm fork of the rrrinity. After we had travelled
four miles this morning, we fouud that the wagon we had been following
for several days ttlrrwd down off the Divide towards the settlements 0n
the west side of Elm totk; but as this course was too mnch south for us,
I kept the high prairie Divide, and two m.iles from our camp it approached in sight of and very near the valley of Red river.
·
Novembr:r 2.-0ur road along the Divide has been of a similar character to-day to that of yesterday, and runs nearly p~rallel to the f'~lm £11·k,
until it comes opposite Fitzhugh's Station; here it bears more to the east.
rrhe extreme frontier settlement is upon the creek opposite our camp. It
is a most charming stream, abo'ut forty yards wide, and one foot deep of
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pure spring water, and a great abundance of the best timber of various
descriptions upon its banks, such as white oak, bur oak, hickory, ash,
pecan, &c. Outside of the Timber upon the creek the prairie is rich and
produces abundant crops. I think it one of the most beautiful locations
for farmers that can be found; and as the productive:1ess of the land has
been thoroughly tested, there can be no doubt on that score. It is very
thinly settled at present, but offers great inducements for others to come.
Our position is seven miles and two-tentl-0 from our last camp.
November 3.-We marched sixteen miles to day upon the Divide, and
encamped upon a tributary of the "Elm Fork," in the "Lower Cross
Timbers.','
,
November 4.-We continued upon the dividing ridge through the
"l_jower Cross Timbers" to-day, u~1til we intPrsected a road from Fitzhugh's Station; here we reluctantly left this splendid natural road which
we have travelled on' from the Brazos, and turned to the left towards
Preston, where I determined to cross Red river. After making our day's
march, (twelve and a half miles,) I encamped near a plantation, owned
b,Y Mr. McCarty, upon the head oJ the" Big Sandy," an affluent of Red
nver.
Novernber 5.-We continued on the Preston road for twelve miles and
three -fifths, encamping at a sman bmnch of Red river. On the 6th of
November we reached Preston, crossed the river m a flat- boat, and encamped in the Ghickasaw nation, eight miles from our last. camp. On
the 7th, after travelling seventeen miles and three-tenths in a direction
'N. 3° 20' E., we reached Fort Washita; here we remained until the lOth
of November. I then ordered the portion of the escort belonging to the
Fort Towson command (th.i rty-seven men) to proceed direct to that post,
while Lieutenant Sackett, with the remainder of the escort, was directed
to proceed with the train to_Fort Smith, intersecting our outward oad at
the crossing of Gaines's creek, on the south fork of the Canadian.
As we had succeeded in bringing the corpse of Lieutenant Harrison
without inconvenience, it was considered desirable that it should be taken
on to Fort Smith. I therefore gave directions accordingly, and proceeded
in ad vance of the tt:ain to report in person to the general c mmanding
the 7th military department. The road from Port Washita to Fort Smith
was .surveyed and measured, in the same _manner and \Vith the same instruments as the other part of our road, under the supervision of Lieutenant Sackett, and the bearings and distances from day' to day; accurately
plotted upon the accompanying map. The command with the train left
Fort Washita on the lOth of November; arrived at the south fork of the
Canadian on the 15th; left here on the morning of the 16th, and reached
Fort Smith on the 20th November. The distance from Port Washita to
the south fork of the Canadian is eighty-one miles, and from thence to
Fort Srnith seventy-six miles. The distance from Dona Ana to Fort
Smith, according to, our measurement, is 894 miles-only about eighty
miles greater than the distance to Santa 'Fe on our outward route. By a
glance at the map it will be seen that our road at a point near the Brazos
passes to the south of a direct line to Fort Smith, and at Preston turns to
the north again, forming an angle of about so:::. Onr guide is of opinion
that a good wagon road can be found from the Brazos in very nearly a
direct liue to Fort Smith. leaving Preston and Fort Washita to the right,
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and interse~ting the CJ.n-alian route near the Delaware ffi')Uatain. If
such is the case, it would shorten the road ROTne thirty or forty miles; but
as I am obliged to pass Fort \Vashita to get supplies, I conld not examine
that route.
rrtw entil·e distance that th~ escort has marched since it left Fort Smith
is 2,023 miles. The command has generally been very healthy, and no
deaths among the enlisted men. Wtth the exception of one man left
sick, and three desertions in New Mexico, the strength is the same as
when placed under my command.
I shall nov.r close my report with a few general remarks in reference to
the country we h:1ve p1SseJ over, the relative merits of the two routes,
and the probJ.bility of finding other better lines of communication between
the Mississippi river, New Mexico, and California.
In the :first place, I beg leave to remark, that before_leaving Fort Smith
for Santa Fe I had been led into very erroneous notions in regard to the
geography of the country lying between the Rio Grande and the heads of
the rivers running into the Umted States and Gulf of Mexico. From the
best maps I could find, I was induaed to believe that there were extensive ra11ges of lofty mountains running across the route from El Paso to
Fort Smith; which could not be avoided, and that there were large streams
in some places, where Hpon examination none are found; that in other
places there were no streams, where indeed there are many. For instance,
upon many of the modern and most approved maps, the Rio Pecos, or, as
it is improperly termed by some, the Rio Puerco, is laid down as running
from north to south nearly parallel to the Rio del Norte, and at a distance
of about forty or fifty miles from it, when its course for nearly a hundred
miles that we have followed it is but about 25° south of east; and instead of being fifty 'miles from the Rio del Norte, it is two hundred and
four in nearly a direct line. ,This opinion has been so general, that several parties of emigrants on their way to New Mexico left the Rio Pecos
in the mt)rning, expecting to reach ttJ.e Rio Grande the same night; and
some of them falling into a route where thery was no water, travelled several days in a westerly direetibn, suffering gi·eatly, and in some instances
perishing before they reached the river. 'J1he inhabitants at El Paso in
one instance sent out water to the relief of emigrants who were too much
exhausted to get it, and who would otherwise have probably died upon
the plains.
Disturnell's map of Mexico, _& c., upon which the boundary between
the United States and Mexico is by the treaty defined, is one ot: the most
inaccurate of alb those I have seen, so far as relates to the country over
which I have gassed. He makes a. greater error than most others in laying down the I ecos, and has the Colorado, Brazos, and Red river all inaccurately placed. Upon the Red river he has a very large branch coming
from far west, near El Paso, whieh he calls" Ensenado Choctaw." This
is altogether an imaginary stream, as >no one who has been in the country
ever heard of it; neither does any branch of Red river extend to within
three hundred miles ·of the Rio del Norte. · There are but three principal
tributaries to Red river above Fort Washita; these are the Big and the
Little Witchita and the Ke-ehe-a-qua-ho-no, but neither flows far from
towards El Paso. These, with the main branch of Red river and the
Brazos, all have their sources in extensive salt plains far east of the Rio
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Pecos. Their waters are strongly saline and unpalatable, and for a long
distance run through a country poorly watered, and bordered by rugged
cliffs and deP-p ravines. Hence it appears to me impracticable to find a
road to the Rio G1ande which shall follow up the eourse of either of these
streams. Even if the road eould be made to the head of one of them, it
would terminate at the eastern border of the Llano Estacada; for no man,
as _I have remarked before, attempts ~o . cross' that desert, except at certain
pomts.
It theref0re appears to me, that if a route could be found in nearly a
direct line from a desirable point in the United States, which would skirt
the border of the plain, and at the same time have sufficient water and
wood upon it at all seasons of the year f(u the traveller's use, that
would be tbe best location for a road, as., in this case, the road would
cross the head branches of streams where there would be an abundance
of water, ar..td no heavy hills or large rivers to pass. Fortunately, on our
return fi·om New Mexico we fell into a route of this description, and had
no difficulty in finding . an abundant supply of wood, water, and grass
upon nearly the whole route.
,
On leaving the valley of the Rio del Norte, our road passed through a
gap or pass in the first chain of mountains in a direction which would
have taken me near Fort Smith; but [ was obliged here to change our
course to avoid the Sacramento chain of mountains lying across our route,
as our guide told Jl.le there was no practicable pass for wagons through
there. I therefore bore south, and crossed the level plain dividing the
two ranges to the "Sierra Waco." Our road thus far is but little more
elevated than the table lands adjacent to the valley of the Rio Grande.
From this point we ascended about two _hundred feet through ~ sinuous
valley or canon of gentle grade to the second bench, at the southern extremity of the Sierra Alto. ·~ve then crossed another extensive plain of
about eighty · miles in width, which brorfght us to the Sierra Guadelupe:
here we encountered the margin of another high plain, which forms the
third and highest bench between the Rio Grande and the Rio Pecos,
the difference between the summit level at this point and Dona Ana not
being over five hundred feet. From this chain of mountains the road
descends to the valley of the Pecos, about two hundred feet. Thus,
from the Rio Grande to the Pecos, a distance of two hundred and four
miles, there are but three hills of .a ny magnitude to ascend in coming.
east, and those with a little expense could be made as good as any road
in our country. ~~rom the valley of the Pecos to the sand hills the road
ascends probably two hundred feet, but the slope is so uniform that it is
hardly perceptible. These hills are near the southern extremity of the
great desert of the Llano Estacada, and stand upon the summit of the
plain dividing the waters of the Rio Pecos from those that run east and
south into the United States.
Our road from here runs across the "Llano Estacada" for seventyeight miles upon a perfectly level prairie . a~ firm and smooth as marble.
It then descends from the high table land about fifty feet into a rolling
prairie country, where the Colorado of Texas has its source. 'I1hus far
there is bnt little timber or water upon our route, except at certain points
noted upon the map; but these points can be made from day to day with
loaded teams. As if, however, in compensation for the absence of other
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favors, nature, in her wise economy, has adorned the entire face of the
couutry with a luxuriant verdure of different kinds of grarna grass,
affording the most nutritious sustenance :fi )r animals, and rendering it
one of the best countries for grazing large flocks and herds tha ~ can be
conceived of.
Immediately after' we descended from the high table lands, we struck
upon an entirely different country from the one we had been passing over
befi1fe. By a reference to the map it will be seen that we kept near the
plain upon the head branches of the Colorado and the Clear l.<,ork of the
Brazos. Here we found a smooth road over a gently undulating country
of prairies and timber, and abounding with numerous clear spnng branches
for two hundred miles, and in many places covered with large groves of
mezquite timber, which makes the very best of fuel. The soil cannot
be surpassed for fertility. The grass remains . green during the entire
winter, and the climate is salubrious and healthy; indeed, it possesses all
the requisites that can be desired for making a fine agricultural country,
and I venture to predict that at no very distant period it will contain a very
dense population. It is only necessary for our practical farmers to see it,
and have protection from the incursions of the Indian~, to settle it at ouce.
Soon after crossing the Rio Brazos, our road strikes out upon the high
ridge lying between the waters of the Trinity and Ked river; and it appears a~ if nature had formed this e~pressly for a road, as it runs for a hundred miles through a country which is frequently much broken up upon
each side with hills and deep ravines; and the only place where wagons can
pass, is directly upon the crest of this natural defile. It is as firm and
smooth as a turnpike, with no streams of magnitude or other obstructions
through the entire distance to near Preston, where we left it and crossed
Red river. From Preston to Fort Washita, and thence to our outward
route upon Gaines's creek, the road passes through the Chickasaw country, which is rolling, and in many places covered with a great variety of
large timber, and well watered, with no mountains or high hills to pas.~
over. Hence you will perceive that from Dona Ana to Fort Smith, a
distance of 994 miles, our road passes over smooth and very uniformly ·
level ground, crossing no mountains or deep valleys, and for five hundred
miles upon the eastern extremity runs through the heart of a country
possessing great natural advantages. I conceive this to he decidedly the
best overland wagon route to California for several reasons, among which
are the following:
1. 1 was assured by several of the best guides in New Mexico-among
others Messrs. Lereux, Kit Carson, Hatcher, and Thomas-that there
was no point upon the Rio Grande north of San Diego from which wagons
could pass through the extensive ranges of mountains lyinf west uf that
river, and that it would be necessary to take Colonel Cook s route to the
head of the Gila. Should emigrants go to Santa Fe, therefore, they have
to travel three hundred miles down the river to reach this point, whereas
our return route leaves this road almost directly at the placer.
2. rrhe roads from Fort Smith and Independence to Santa F'e being over
eight hundred miles, and the distance down the ltio Grande three hundred
more over a very sandy road, makes these routes longer than the southern
route from Fort Smith by two hundred miles.
3. As there is grass upon this route at all seasons of the year, it can be
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travelled at any time. It is true that the old grama grass dries np early
in the spring, but appears to cure like hay, and does not lose its nutritious
properties.
4. As San Diego on the Rio Grandp,, the moHth of the Gila river, and
San Diego on the Pacific, are all very nearly upon the same parallel of
latitude, (32° 45' 54",) our southern route would form a direct line of
commu aication with Cooke"s road from the United States through to the
Pacific, and probably shorter by several hundred miles than any other.
There is a difference of thirteen degrees longitude between Fort Smith
and Dona Ana, and ten degrees difference between Dona Ana and San
Diego, in California. rrh~ probable distance, therefore, from Fort Smith
through to the Pacific would not be more than about seventeen hundred
miles. Emigrants with good cattle,. and well supplied with the proper
"outfit" for the journey, should go through in four months with ease.
As 1 have remarked before, I consider oxen to be the best description
of cattle for the prairies; and emigrants, before leaving for California,
should provide themselyes with one· or two extra pairs to· be ready to
supply the places of any which may fail or die upon the road. They
should take light, strong wagons, and transport nothing but provisions,
and such other articles as are absolutely required upon the journey.
'I heir provisions should be secured in small packages, and not suffered
tv become wet. Each wagon should' have a double cover, a water-cask,
and extra axle pole and pair of hounds, before going out into the plains,,
as aft8r this -no timber is to be found suitable fDr such purposes. They
should form parties or co~panie~ of from s-eventy-five to a hundred men
each, which would be sufficient for protection, guarding animals, &c.
While travelling . through the Indian country they should herd theitanimals., night and day., with the utmost vigilance and care, and never
allow them to move from camp without an armed guard.
- The best season for emigrants to leave the United States for California,.
upon the southern road, is about the first of June. There would then be
good grass and water to the Rio Grande,,and they would reach there about
the last of July. This would give them time to stop two or three weeks
to graze and recruit their animals, and lay in additional supplies, should
th~y require any, for the remainder of their journey. FloUtr, corn, vegetables, and beef cattle, as also many articles of merchandise that travellers
require-such as clothing, shoes, &c.-can be obtained for moderate
prices at Dona Ana or El Paso.
Leaving the Rio Grande about the 1st of August, they would reach the
Colorado of California after the annual flood, which occurs in July and
August, overflows the banks for several miles on each side, and renders
it utterly impassable for· wagons; and in this way they would arrive at
San Dwgo during the healthy seaso'n.
From all I can learn of the other routes to California, I am induced to
believe that, should our government, at any future time, determine upon
making a natidnal road of any description across the continent, the southern route we have travelled is eminently worthy of consideration. We
find upon none of the northern routes as much water, timber, or rich,
fertile soil, as upon this. There are many more mountains to pass over,
and during a part of the year they are buried i_n deep snows.
I have been kindly allowed the perusal of a letter written by an officer
1
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of the army (an attentive and ex-perienced observer of nature) who has
recently passed over that portion of the northern route between Fort
Kearny and Fort Laramie, in which he speaks of the country in the following language: "The country between Port Kearny and Fort Laramie
is a vast undulating sandy desert-hut little wood or water~totaBy destitute of interest, and utterly worthless, and must remain so forever: it never
can be inhabited to any extent, as there is no soil, and the seasons are too
short."
The distance between these two places· is three· hundred and sixty-four
miles. In ml.e place, wood for cooking has to be carried for three consecutive days in wagons, and in several places it is necessary to carry water.
'I,he road from Independence, after passing through a country of poor
soil; and very destitute of wood, for a great distance, passes over lofty and
rugged mountains, near Santa Fe.
,
Lieutenant Colonel Emory states that the arable .soil upon this road extends to the 99th degree of longitude. 'l~herefore) if a road could be made
from the Missouri river to California, it would pass through a very barren
country, which could not be settled or improved; whereas one constructed
through the eount~y we have passed over from Dona Ana to Fort Smith,
with the protection whieh a ehain of military posts along the route would
afford, would open a vast tract of beautiful country to the notice of agri.
culturists, and would be settled in a very short time.
'rhe advantages which this route possesses over others adapt it in a
pre-eminent. d(-:gree to the construetion of a railroad. For the reasons I
have mentioned, and from all the examination and consideration which I
have been able to give the subject, I cannot resist the strength of my own
couvictions that any experienced and impartial engineer) after a thorough
and careful reconnaissanee of aU the different routes, would at once give
this the preferenee over any other. From Dona Ana or El Paso to near where we crossed Red river-a distance of 700 miles-there are probably, as few diffieulties to encounter as
upon any other road that ean be !ound in our country. Throughout this
€ntire distance it would not be nceessary to make a single tunnel, or to
use a stationary engine. There would be but few heavy excavations or
embankments; and, for a great portion of the distance, the surface of the
earth is so perfeetly firm and smooth that it would appear to have heen
designed by the Great Architect of the Universe for a railroad, and adapted
and fitted by nature's handiwork for the reception of the superstrueture.
There is an abundance of building stone, and an inexhaustible amount of
mezquite timber, which, for its durability, is admirably adapted for use as
sleepers, and for fuel.
From Red river it could be carried to Fort Smith without difficulty, or
to any other point that might be selected. 'rhis, united with a railroad
from the Rio Grande to the San Diego, would give us a great national
highway aeross our continent from the Atlantic to the P.:w1fic, in a very
.direct line; and would enable the traveller to pass safely and comfortably
over a distanee in a week which before required four months of toil, hardship, and danger. It would afford our government a ,cheap and rapid
transit for troops and munitions of war, and would enable us to· eommunieate with our far-distant territories in a few hours.
These considerations, in connexion with the vast and incalculable com-
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mercia! benefits that the whole civilized world would receive, would render it a monument to the genius, enterprise, and philanthropy of the American people.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. B. MARCY,
Captain 5th Infantry, commanding escort.
Lieut. F. F. FLINT,
Acting Assistant Adjutant 'General,
7th Military Department, U. S. Army.
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Distances by chain in miles.
Place of observation.

Date.

~

Average bearing
From camp Total distance from camp to camp.
to camp. f:rorn Dona Ana.

-------

184g:septemberl Organ me un tains
2

-19
6T81f

Camp No. 2 ...

3 .... do ...... 3 .. ~
4-6 .... do ...... 4 ...
6 . . . . do ...... 5 ...

19

N. 81° E .....

25-/0

s.
s.
s.

53:0 E .....

18
19!
22f

43-flf
63·:l o
85-?4

47° 10' E ..
47° E .....
N. 81° 5' E ...

8!

N. 72° E .....
83° E .....
8 . 49° E .....
N. 45° E .....

7 .... do ....... 6 ...
8 .... do •..... 7...
9 .... do •.•... 8 ...

26ie

94i1i
120
143i&

10 .... do •.•... 9 ...

414

14.7 26W

25! -~

s.

11-13 .... do .•...,10...
13 .... do ..... 11 ..•

5-lo

152y\:

15-t(f

167r71f

s.

179f~
188~

N. R3° E .....
N .. 67° E .•...
s . 64° 30' E ..

14 .... do .••• • 12. ••

lit~

15 . . . . do ..... 13 ..•
16 . . . . do ..... 14...

9t
] 5-flf

204y0

17 .... do ..... 15 ..•
18 . . . . do .•... 16 ...

lit

215f&

13i

228-}~

N. 87° E .....
85° E .....

s. 59° 30' E •.
8. 68° 7' E ...
s.

2424'71f
257j.%
267f
277f.
290ii

40°
81 °
N. 82°
N. 25°
N. 25°

40' E ..
E .....
E .....
E .....
E .....

4!
8-r\
15-flf
17

2951.1l1f
303t
31 8-?lf
335:-lo

N.
N.
N.
N.

E ... _..
4' E ...
E .....
E .....

2 .••. do ..... 26 ...

23

358?0

N. 72° 22' E ..

3 , .....do ..... 27...
4 . . . . do ..... 28 ...
5 . • . . do .•... 29 ...

22l1f
12 Illf
11!

38lf393-llf
405"!!71f

N. 7L 0 E .....
N. 43° E .....
N. 47° 28' E ..

19
20-2?.
22-24
24
25-27

. . . . do ..... 17...
.... do ..... 18 ...
. . . . do ..... 19...
.... do ..... 20 ...
.... do .•... 21 ...

27
28
29
0 ctober 1

.•.. do ..... 22 .. ..
..•. do ..... 23 ...
.... do ..... 24 ...
.... do ..... 25 ...

I

13!
15l1f
9.191f
10
13-?lf

I

s.

\

87°
49°
57°
67°

sa
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Meteoroiogical observatio~s.
Variations
Wind.

Weather.

Camping places.

of compass.

West...... Clear and calm.. 12° 28'
West...... Clear.......... . . . . . . . .

At springs four miles south
of Pass.
Solado Spring, near Organ
mountains.
On prairie; no water.
At ·waco mountains, (tanks .)
Sierr.a del Alama, (spring.)

Southwest. CklUdyand warm ....... .
South ............ do ............•...
East...... Clear, cool, and •.......
strong wind.
East. ...·. . Rain; cold wind ........ . Oomudas, (deep welTs.)
Southwest. Mild and clear .......... . Ojo del Cuerbo, (springs.)
South ..... Warm showers ..•.••.... Peak of Guadalupe, (spring up
ravine.)
South. . . . . Morning clear; •........ · Ojo del Gamins, (spring in the
evening rain.
pine timber.)
North..... Cool wind; clear......... Independence ~pring, near road
East. . . . . . Cool; rain last ........ _Ojo de San Martin (spring.)
night.
Southeast . . Mild and clear ......•••• '· On Delaware creek.
South... . . Clondv and mild . ..•.....
Southeast .. Clear;-warm and ........ ·At Rio Pecos, (hrackish water.)
strong wind.
Southeast.. Cool; eloudy ........... .
do
Do
East . • • . • . Cold rain and ..•.••..
do
Do
windy.
Northeast.. Cloudy and warm ....... .
De
do
North ......... ·.·.. do........ 11° 8' ·Crossing.
Southeast .. Warm; rain ............ . ·Laguna, (brackish water.)
East. . . . . . Rain; mild . ; •.•........ On prairie, (rio w-ater.)
Notth...... Cold; rain ........•..... ·Sand hills; water to the east, in
the hills.)
Nortl1 ........... do ............... .
Do·
do
West...... Clear and cold ......... . ·Pond.
West. . . . . Cloudy and cool. ....... . ·Pond on Llano Estacada.
Northeast.. Clear and cool; ....... .
Do
do
windy.
East...... Clear; moderate- ........ ·Laguna Colorado; water in
ly warm.
pond. ·
Nortr e lst ..... do - ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . On" Big Spring/' to the south.
West . . . . . Clear; warm. . . . . . . . . . . . Spring on the road.
Northwest. Very windy and . . . . . • . . Laguna on the road.
cold.
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Table of distances,

.,
,
Place of observation.

Date.

From camp Total distance
to camp. from Dona Ana.

1849.
Oct. 6-8
8
9
10
11

423-t-~

Average bearing
from camp to camp.

Camp No. 30 ...
.... do ..... 31 ...
.... do ..... 32 ...
. . . . do .. ' .. 33 ...
. . . . do ..... 34 ...

1&fo
3
20i
13
18-}

478-llo

N. 56° 12' E ..
E ............
N. 67° E .....
N. 62° 28' E ..
N. 52° 40' E ..

12 .... do ..... 35 ...

17--f0

495-ll'

N. 55° E .....

. . .. . do ..... 36 ...

8!

503-H-

N. 78° 20' E ...

17 . . . . do ..... 37...
18 . . . . do ..... 38 ...
19 . . . . do ..... 39 ...

4
2
4!

50iit
509-}f
514-ll'

S. 86° E ......
S. 88° E ......
S. 88° 30' E ..

20 .... do ..... 40 ...
21 .... do .... ,41 •..

12t
'7

526-}{533-}t

N. 70° 20' E ..
N. 68° E .....

•
13-17
,

.

Distances by chain in miles.

426-{:;446}%~
459t%~

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
,
30
31
November1

. . . . do ..... 42 ....
.... do ..... 43 ...
. . . . do ..... 44 ...
.... do ..... 45 ...
.... do .... -. 46 ...
.... do ..... 47 ..•
.... do ..... 48 ...
.... do .•... 49 ...
..•. do ..•.. 50 ...
.... do •.... 51 ...
.... do ..... 52 ...

9!
11f
6-fT
12!
13T•o
14/0
13-l o
12!
13
11
13!

543.;4"
554ii
561-('2'10
5731!l200
586;-;;
601Tio
614-fio
626-1'2''70
639--?'2'70
650--?io
664!2'70

· N. 80° 20' E ..
N. 68° 8' E ...
N. 69° E .....
N. 65° 50' E ..
N. 45° 28' E ..
N. 65° 15' E ..
N. 74° 32' E ..
.N. 82° E .....
N. 48° 31' E ..
S. 79° E ......
N. 83° 10' E ..

2
3
4
5

.... do ..•.. 53 ...
.... do ..... 54 ...
.... do ..... 55 ...
...• do ..... 56 ...

7--fo
14f
12!
12f-

671--?]''o
686l-lo
698--?lo
711-rVo

S. 83° E ......
N. 75° 10' E ..
N. 81° E ......
N. 60° 45' E ..

6
7-H)
10
11
12

.••. do •••.. 57 ...
.... do ..... 58 ...
. . . . do ..... 59 ...
. . . . do ..... 60 ...
...• do ..•.• 61 ...

8
17T'7o
8!
12f' 15-}

7191Vo
736it
745-H758rto
773{-.}0

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

13

7861V0

N. 19° 25' E ...

13 . . . . do ..... 62. •..

55° E ......
3° 20' E ..
20° E .....
53° E .....
41° 40' E ..
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bearings, ~·c.-Continued.
Meteorological observations.

Wind.

Weather.

Variations
of compass.

Camping places.

Northwest. Cold and cloudy ........ . Affluent of Pq.sh-a-ho-no.
Do
do
West ........ do ...... do .......... .
Southwest. Warm and clear ......... . Affluent of Brazos.
Northeast . . Cold and cloudy ........ . Pash-a- ho- no.
Southwest. Clear and warm; ....... . Spring, (sulphurous.)
windy.
North. . . . . Cold, cloudy, & 10° 40' Affluent Brazos.
windy.
Do
North..... Cold ''norther" ....... .
48 hours.
Do
South..... Clear and mild ......... .
Do
South ........ do ...... do ... I ••••••••
North. . . . . Cold rain and ....... .
Do
snow storm.
North..... Clear and cold.. . . . . . . . . Qua-gua-he-no (Pecan timber.)
West..... Clear; frost du- . . . . . . . . Spring Brook (tributary Clear
ring the night.
, Fork.)
North. . . . . Clear and warm. . . . . . . . .
Do
do
do
West ........ do ...... do ...· ........
Do
do
do
West ........ do .....• do ... 10° 20' Rio Brazos.
Southeast .... do ...... do .'.. . . . . . . . . Affi uent of Brazos.
Southeast~ ... do ...... uo ........... Affluent of Trinity.
Southwest. Warm and clear......... · Afliuent of Trinity.
So.u thwest. ...... do........ . . • . . . . .
Do
do
South ........... do........ . . . . . . . . Affluent of Little "'\tVashita.
South west. Olear and mild.. . . . . . . . .
Do
do
South ........... do........ . . . . . . . . Affluent of Trinity.
South. . . . . Clear with strong . . • . • . . . Affluent of Elm fork of Trinity.
wind.
Southwest. Warm, with do ......... .
Do
do
do
South ........ do .... do ............. .
Do
do
do
South..... vVarm and cloudy ....... . Affluent of Red river.
Southwest. Cloudy and show- ....... .
Do
do
ers.
West... . . . Clear arid mild ......... .
Do
do
Southeast ........ do ..•. : ......•.... · Fort vVashita.
•......... Cloudy ................ . "Blue" (tributary to Red river.)
. . . . . . . . . . Cold rain all day ........ . Boggy depot.
Little Boggy (affluent of Red
.......... Clear ........
river.)
Do
do
do
............ do .. ................. .

'l' .... ..
I
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Distances by chain in miles.
Date.

Place of observation.
From camp Total distance
to camp. from Donna Ana.

1849.
14
Kov.

Ca~pNo .. 63 ...

17t

803;':/0

N. 18° 20' E ..

15
24
15
23
14

818-fio
842;'"!10
8571 '#,}0
880-fz-Io
894/io

N. 30° 40' E ..
N. 83° 30' E ..
N. 80° 20' E..
N.8L 0 E .....
N. 34° 30' E ..

j

15 .... do ..... 64 ...
16 .... do ..... 65 ...
17 .... do ..... 66 ...
18 . . . . do ..... 67 ...
19 .... do ..... 68 ...
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bearings, o/c.-Continued.
Meteorological observations.

Weather.

Wind.

Variations
of compass.

.... . . ......
. . do .•.....••... . .......
...... . ... Rain ........... ........
. . . .. . .. .. Clear .......... . .......
.. . . . . . ... . . . do ..•......... . .......
. ... ... . .. . . do ............ . .......
I)

•••

•

•

•

.

•

Cl

••

••

...

..

•

.

Clear .•....

Camping places.

Prior's (affluent of Gaines's
creek.)
South Fork of Canadian •
Cooper's creek .
Coon creek.
Agency .
Fort Smith .
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